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Introduction

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Symantec Workflow architecture

■ Where to get more information

Symantec Workflow architecture
SymantecWorkflow is a platform for coordinating components. You can extend and customize
the Solution through components. The individual functionality of components gives flexibility
to Symantec Workflow. You can modify pre-existing components or create new components
to your own specifications.

See “Terms” on page 16.

There are three primary sources of components that Symantec Workflow uses.

■ Symantec-created libraries that arrive with Symantec Workflow

■ Component libraries created with the integration component generators included in
Symantec Workflow (used for webservices, databases, csv files etc.)

■ Components created in code according to the component API, as described in this document

The integration component generators let you save the source code, so you can edit the
component after creation.

Symantec Workflow components are designed to work within the Workflow Server and design
environment. These components have to follow certain rules in order to be recognized by and
behave properly within that environment.

Components that can live within the Symantec Workflow environment share the following
characteristics:

■ They know how to run and do work
Components implement an interface that tells the platform how to execute the component.
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■ They know how to handle data (constant and process variables)

■ They know how to validate themselves.
This includes everything that is known at design time, including the content of any properties
that have been set.

■ They can be serialized (specifically, they implement the IStorable interface).

■ They can be configured by the PropertySheet component (based on the .NET PropertyGrid)
or a supplied custom user interface.

■ They declare how they integrate with the data in the process.

To accomplish these goals, Symantec Workflow uses interfaces. These interfaces tell the
platform how to display, manipulate and execute the components.

This document describes these interfaces in detail and gives developers the information needed
to implement them to create components easily.

Terms
Table 1-1 Terms

DescriptionTerm

Code that implements a piece of functionality in such a way that it can be used
by Workflow Server.

Component

A one-way component relationship that describes the flow of execution between
components. Every link has a source and destination component.

Component Link

The combination of the component interfaces, component model creation tool,
and execution environment. Synonymous with Symantec Workflow.

Platform

Container that manages components and component relationships. While a
project can have multiple component models, the primary model generally
defines the public interface of the project.

Component Model

A piece of server software that reads in a component model and manages the
flow of execution across the components and component links. Workflow Server
is the execution environment for the definitions provided in the platform.

Execution environment

A project is the top level container of all component models. It defines the input
and output data and provides methods for saving and retrieving the project and
all the project artifacts.

Workflow Designer
project
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Table 1-1 Terms (continued)

DescriptionTerm

An output path represents a terminal state for a component, and points to the
next action in the model. Components may have more than one output path.

Components with only one terminal state (for example, a start component or a
simple process component) do not declare output paths.

Output Path

A trigger is an alternate start point for a model. This alternate start point is
invoked based on an event that occurs during execution. An exception, or an
unhandled path is a good example of such an event. A trigger has one or multiple
output paths and can be connected to other components that determine how
this event is handled.

Trigger

A process component is the most basic and most common type of component
within Workflow Designer. A process component either does something
(performs an action) or decides something (determines the route of the process).
Process components are the basis of all component model types and the basis
of all rules. Process components can have one or multiple output paths.

Process Component

Dialog components hold an HTTP bound conversation with an external entity
within the context of a session. Dialog components render output like HTML,
ASPX, or XML, and then evaluate the response to determine if they want to
render more output or pass control back to the execution engine. Dialog
components are often used for web survey systems or other similar applications.

Dialog Component

A workflow component stops execution of a model and waits for user interaction
(outside of the current session). It then restarts the model after the necessary
user interaction has occurred. Workflow components are often used for long
running business processes which pause for manual steps (for example,
approval or pricing). The can also wait for system input that is long running.

Workflow Component

All critical elements of the platform know how to verify that they are set up
correctly and used properly within the platform. If an element is not set up
properly, it and all associated elements (for example, the model a component
sits within) are invalid. Projects that contain any invalidity cannot be published
or run.

Validation

Input data refers to all input data elements that must be passed in to a model
when the model is executed.

With linked component models, these input paramete?s must be mapped in
from the calling model (for example, a model to validate credit cards would
require a card number and other data to be passed in as input data).

Decision-Only and Workflow type projects require input data on the primary
model because there is no way to enforce the passing of data to a web
application.

Input Data
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Table 1-1 Terms (continued)

DescriptionTerm

Can refers to any utility, but usually refers to Workflow Designer.Tool

Model output data refers to the data that the model execution supplies when it
is complete. Validation enforces that output data definitions are satisfied by the
model. The mapping of the output data is handled by end components.

Decision-Only models have output data because they do not pause for
interactions. Dialog models do not have output data because HTTP applications
do not return data, but only display results. Workflowmodels do not have output
data because they do not pause for interactions.

Output Data

Publishing is the process of moving a project and all associated resources to
a server so it can be executed. Publishing can happen manually by copying
resources generated by the tool to the server and configuring IIS to execute
the models. Publishing can also happen automatically through the publishing
webservice.

Publishing

Every project has a primary model. The primary model is the first model that is
executed when a project execution occurs.

Primary Model

A linked model is a component model that is executed from anther component
model. The calling model invokes the linked model, and must map input data
to the linked model. The calling model can also map the output data from the
linked model into itself to examine or use results.

Linked Model

The publishing service is a webservice that Workflow Designer uses to send
projects to an IIS server to be executed.Workflow Designer must use this service
when running models from the tool.

Publishing Service

This is the graphical tool that assembles and validates components, models,
and associated project artifacts.

Workflow Designer

A component editor is a special purpose user interface provided by a developer
that lets users reconfigure the default settings of a component (as set by Property
Sheets). Component editors can be as simple as a form or as advanced as a
fully graphical representation of the component setup data.

Component Editor

The library is a capability in Workflow Designer that allows a user to save and
resue settings for components. This keeps an end user from having to retype
common settings.

It gives users the ability to save off component configurations to be reused later
or shared with other users.

Library
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Where to get more information
Use the following documentation resources to learn about and use this product.

Table 1-2 Documentation resources

LocationDescriptionDocument

The Supported Products A-Z page, which is available at
the following URL:

https://www.symantec.com/products/products-az

Open your product's support page, and then underCommon
Topics, click Release Notes.

Information about new
features and important
issues.

Release Notes

■ The Documentation Library, which is available in the
Symantec Management Console on the Help menu.

■ The Supported Products A-Z page, which is available
at the following URL:
https://www.symantec.com/products/products-az
Open your product's support page, and then under
Common Topics, click Documentation.

Information about how to
use this product,
including detailed
technical information and
instructions for
performing common
tasks.

User Guide

The Documentation Library, which is available in the
Symantec Management Console on the Help menu.

Context-sensitive help is available for most screens in the
Symantec Management Console.

You can open context-sensitive help in the following ways:

■ Click the page and then press the F1 key.
■ Use the Context command, which is available in the

Symantec Management Console on the Help menu.

Information about how to
use this product,
including detailed
technical information and
instructions for
performing common
tasks.

Help is available at the
solution level and at the
suite level.

This information is
available in HTML help
format.

Help

In addition to the product documentation, you can use the following resources to learn about
Symantec products.
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Table 1-3 Symantec product information resources

LocationDescriptionResource

Knowledge BaseArticles, incidents, and
issues about Symantec
products.

SymWISE Support
Knowledgebase

Unified Help SystemAll available IT
Management Suite and
solution guides are
accessible from this
Symantec Unified Help
System that is launched
on cloud.

Cloud Unified Help System

The links to various groups on Connect are as follows:

■ Deployment and Imaging
■ Discovery and Inventory
■ ITMS Administrator
■ Mac Management
■ Monitor Solution and Server Health
■ Patch Management
■ Reporting
■ ServiceDesk and Workflow
■ Software Management
■ Server Management
■ Workspace Virtualization and Streaming

An online resource that
contains forums, articles,
blogs, downloads,
events, videos, groups,
and ideas for users of
Symantec products.

Symantec Connect
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Introduction to writing
components

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Introduction to components

■ Introduction to IData

Introduction to components
A component is a software object - a piece of code. Components are designed to be configured
and published in Workflow Designer, and then executed within the Symantec Workflow server
environment. They implement interfaces within the Symantec Workflow SDK, and are usually
implemented in .NET technologies. Components are not bound functionally to a specific pattern.
They can perform many functions - from making logical decisions to connecting to external
systems or presenting user interfaces.

The complexity or simplicity of a component is directly related to the complexity or simplicity
of the activity or action you want to provide in code. The component API is simple, allowing
you to create cusom content quickly. However, the API also has many interfaces and attributes
that allow an advanced developer to do extremely customized, integrated, or dynamic functions
in the Server or Designer.

One of the most important steps in creating a component is deciding what kind of component
you need to write to achive the function you want. Below is a list of component types to
familiarize you with the component types, and help you decide which you should choose.
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Types of components
Table 2-1 Types of components

DescriptionType

Rules type components receive input data from other components,
evaluate the data, and make an output path decision. You can use Rule
components in any project type. Rules in all components are represented
graphically by arrows - different output paths coming out of a component.

A rule can include such basic functions as evaluating text, or such involved
functions as complex computations or connecting to external systems for
a decision.

Rule and process type components are the two most commonly used
components in SymantecWorkflow. They perform their function at runtime
without user interaction.

Examples:

■ Day of week
■ Text equals
■ Number greater than

See See “Building rule components” on page 65..

Rules

Process components perform a discrete task in a project. You can use
Process components in any project type.

A process component can be a single path component (one output path)
or a multi-path component (multiple output paths). Process and rule type
components are the two most commonly used components in Symantec
Workflow. They perform their function at runtime without user interaction.

Examples:

■ Send email
■ Read Records from database
■ Create Active Directory

See See “Creating single path process components” on page 58..

See See “Creating multi-path process components” on page 60..

Process Components

Dialog components present user interfaces (web forms) to users. Dialog
components contain an embedded model that allows forms. Using a
dialog component is the only way you can use a form in a Workflow type
project.

See See “Creating dialog components” on page 67..

Dialog Components
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Table 2-1 Types of components (continued)

DescriptionType

Forms are used within the windows or web form projects or models to
present "widgets" (buttons, lists, check boxes etc.) that represent data,
actions or other screen concepts.

These widgets are components themselves, and are used to create user
interations.

Examples:

■ Text box
■ Button
■ Drop down list

See [Unresolved xref].

Form Components

Workflow components handle interactions where a process stops, waits
for user or system interaction, and starts up again based on the data
provided by the external user or system.

See [Unresolved xref].

Workflow Components

Monitoring components run in a sandbox where they can evaluate and
report the health of an external system. They are like process components,
but are usually used for unstable environments that may need to be
terminated.

See [Unresolved xref].

Monitoring Components

Integration components integrate your project with external sources and
create relationships between components.

See [Unresolved xref].

See [Unresolved xref].

Integration Components

Introduction to IData
IData is one of the most important concepts in this guide. The common data structure that
holds process data is called "IData." Since the components in the process are stateless, all
data that relates to the execution of the flow is contained in IData. Understanding how this
data is accessed, addressed, declared, and validated equips you for component building. To
provide the level of tooling that business users need, data must be strongly typed and validated.
IData structure is the central mechanism for providing context data (session or execution
based) between components as well as storing data in session-crossing interactions.

Data that flows between components is contained in a data structure that implements IData.
Think of IData as a "bucket" that holds data that the component model is processing.
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Components can add and access data that is contained in this "bucket." The default
implementation of this in the platform is LogicBase.Core.Data.OrchestationData. This data is
used by components for the following:

■ Making Decisions (rule components)

■ Processing (process components)

■ Rendering to the user for interaction (dialog components)

■ Sending to external systems for handling (workflow components)

In addition to components consuming data, data can also be changed or added by components.
This is done by calling methods on the IData interface. All processing methods in Workflow
take in "IData" as a parameter. For instance, the run method for the simple process component
looks like this:

public static void Run(IData data);

Note that the only parameter is IData.

See “About IData” on page 34.

Overview of writing components
Writing a component involves creating a piece of .NET (generally c#, vb.net, or j#) code that
implements (at the very least) the IOrchestrationComponent interface. This interface provides
the basic pieces that enable your component to live within the Symantec Workflow. While this
is the most basic requirement, component developers usually do not start a component from
this level. Typically, developers create components based on a much more concrete pattern
that is based the component type. These patterns (base classes) are all found in the
LogicBase.Core.dll.

See “Types of components” on page 22.

Components live within a component model. This component model describes the matrix of
components and the flow of execution and data. Generally, when a component is executed,
a data structure (called IData) is presented to the component. The component gets session
or context data from IData (and possibly changes values based on the execution of the
component).

With the exception of WinFormsDialogComponents, all components are designed to be
stateless. This means that data used in the execution should never be stored in the component
itself. These data elements should only be scoped to the context of the specific method they
are used in. Components that are not stateless cause problems when running in a
multi-threaded application server.
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Concepts in writing components
Writing a component is quite simple. A process component (without its housekeeping methods)
looks like:

public class BasicComponent : AbstractSinglePathProcessComponent

{

public override void Run(IData data)

{

// this is where the component processes

}

}

A simple rule component (without its housekeeping methods) looks like:

public class BasicRule : AbstractRuleComponent

{

public override bool Evaluate(IData data)

{

// this is where the component evaluates the conditions to

// implement the rule

return true;

}

}

There is no dependency on using Visual Studio .NET to build components or other pieces.
You must be able to compile your component into a DLL.

Writing components does not take any special setup other than making sure that your build
environment is set up with the appropriate assemblies.

See “Component framework” on page 26.

Component Responsibilities
When developing a component, make sure that your component fulfills the basic responsibilities
that all components carry. The responsibilities are as follows:

■ Implementing an interface thatWorkflow Designer knows how to execute (process, workflow,
dialog, etc.)

■ Storing configuration data using ObjectStorage/IStorable

■ Providing validation for the configuration data

Once your component fulfills these requirements, you can go further and have your component
perform the following:

■ Provide specialized user interfaces
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■ Provide help and image attributes

■ Provide configuration for property sheets

■ Provide extra actions that the user can pick for a component

■ Publish additional artifacts in the publishing process

■ Hide and show properties depending on external or internal data settings

Component framework
The component framework is comprised of all the base classes, pre-built editors, type
converters, support libraries, and attributes that you need to create a component. The framework
resides in the following assemblies. Reference these assemblies as you create components.

Workflow assemblies

DescriptionAssembly

Your component code does not directly reference this
assembly, but the Workflow assembly depends on it.

LogicBase.Core.dll

This assembly contains all of the interfaces and
abstract types that are fundamental to component
writing.

LogicBase.Framework.dll

While not necessary to writing components, you often
have to reference this assembly in order to write tests
for the component.

LogicBase.Components.Default.dll

System assemblies
Reference the following system assemblies when writing components, especially if you use
any type editors:

■ System.Data.dll

■ System.Drawing.dll

■ System.Drawing.Design.dll

■ System.Windows.Forms.dll

■ System.Web.dll

■ System.Xml.dll
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LogicBase.Core Namespace
The following namespaces in Logicbase.Core are commonly used. Below is a list of the classes
and their corresponding interfaces.

DescriptionName

Contains all of the interfaces and abstract
implementations as related to components, models,
and projects

LogicBase.Core

Contains data holders, data definition interfaces,
implementations, and utilities for accessing data

LogicBase.Core.Data

Contains specialized data types you can use in
components (for example, ASCIIMergeDataType)

LogicBase.Core.Data.DataTypes

Contains type editors that may be used in components
(for example, VariableTypeEditor,
LongStringTypeEditor)

LogicBase.Core.Data.TypeEditors

Contains utilities used by the tool and execution engineLogicBase.Core.Utilities

Contains base execution engine interfaces and
implementations

LogicBase.Core.ExecutionEngine

Contains base for component modelsLogicBase.Core.Models

Contains Decision models, projects and execution
engine

LogicBase.Core.Models.Decision

Contains dialog models, projects and execution engineLogicBase.Core.Models.Dialog

Contains dialog grammar data typesLogicBase.Core.Models.Dialog.Grammar

Contains dialog prompt data typesLogicBase.Core.Models.Dialog.Prompt

Contains workflow models, projects, and data typesLogicBase.Core.Models.Workflow

Third Party Libraries
If you develop a component that requires an external library, import your components and the
third party library into the tool. You do not need to import in any order, but both must be present
in the library.

About NUnit
We highly recommend that you run unit tests. NUnit is a third party library used for unit testing.
Write your unit tests for components in NUnit. You can include these unit tests in your project.
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You can download NUnit online at no charge.

Primary component interfaces
There are a few different interfaces (and abstract implementations or base components). Keep
in mind that the most basic components all start with an abstract class that has already
implementedmany of these interfaces for you. Here is a list of the interfaces with their purposes:

Base interfaces

DescriptionInterface

Provides validation interface. All components, models,
projects and related artifacts implement this interface

IValid

This interface extends IValid and provides a standard
notification of validation changes

IValidWithNotification

The Declarative Rule Engine (attribute based rules) works with the base validation interfaces.

See “Declarative Rule Engine” on page 156.

Base component interfaces

DescriptionInterface

This is the base interface for all components.IOrchestrationComponent

This is the interface for components that allows inbound
connections. All components except triggers and start
components will implement this interface.

ILinkableComponent

This is the interface for components that have a single
output path.

ISinglePathComponent

This is the interface for components that have multiple
output paths.

IMultiPathComponent

This is the interface for components that have a single
output path and add data into the flow.

ISinglePathDataAdded

This is the interface for components that have multiple
output paths and add data to the flow.

IMultiPathDataAdded
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Process component interfaces

DescriptionInterface

This is the interface for process components with a
single output path.

ISinglePathProcessComponent

This interface is for process components with multiple
output paths.

IMultiPathProcessComponent

Process components are components that perform an action. They can either be used as
simple actions within a component model flow or for branching of a flow (generally for rules).

Form Dialog component interfaces

Table 2-2 Form Dialog component interfaces

DescriptionInterface

Dialog components are components that pause execution and allow user
interaction before resuming the execution of themodel. Dialog components
(because of their nature) are always multi-path components.

IDialogComponent

Dialog interface used for interfacing our ASP.NET based form builder into
Workflow type projects.

IASPXDialogComponent

Dialog interface used for interfacing our Windows Form runtime
components into Workflow type projects.

IWinformDialogComponent

Both the ASP.NET and Windows Form builder can have components contained within them.
These component interfaces are described in detail in later sections. These interfaces let you
build additional functionality into the graphical builders.

Workflow components interface

DescriptionInterface

Workflow components stop execution of the component
model and wait to be triggered (in another session) by
a user or system interaction before restarting. Workflow
components (because of their nature) are always
multi-path components.

IWorkflowComponent
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DescriptionInterface

The timeout component ends a workflow model when
users or systems fail to interact with the model in a
specified amount of time.

The escalation component does not end a workflow
model when users of systems fail to interact with the
model. Instead, it follows a set of user-defined steps
to heighten the visibility of the required interaction.

ITimeoutWorkflowComponent
IEscalationWorkflowComponent
IStatusWorkflowComponent

Monitoring component interface

DescriptionInterface

A monitoring component provides a health report on
a system or set of external data. These components
are only used within a monitoring project and are used
to check the health of external systems or provide
proactive data checks on external data sources.

IMonitoringComponent

Advanced interfaces
Some components are containers for other components. These sub interfaces have the same
plug-in characteristics as the primary components and component interfaces.

Web Form Builder component interfaces

DescriptionInterface

The basic interface that allows developed components
to show up in the graphical form builder.

IGraphicalScriptingComponent

This interface extends graphical scripting and give
these form controls the ability to validate and output
data.

IGraphicalScriptingDataComponent

The runtime is aware of these components and sends
errors to them at runtime to render to the user (data
validation errors).

IGraphicalScriptingErrorComponent

This interface represents an outcome of the model.IGraphicalInteractionOutcomeComponent
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Mapping assignment component interfaces

DescriptionInterface

This interface is used to do the actual data assignment
and transformation in the mapping component. This
allows the plugins to be presented into the mapping
functionality.

IMappingAssignment

Merge formatter

DescriptionInterface

This provides functionality for merging data into text in
our text editor classes.

IMergeField

This is a specialized class for merging in variables.IVariableMergeField

This is a specialized interface for merging in values.IValueMergeField

Workflow data storage

DescriptionInterface

Persisting of the data used by the workflow process in
the storage mechanism of your choice.

IWorkQueue

A storage mechanism of the status information from
the workflow execution.

IWorkStatusService
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Basics of writing
components

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Commonality in component structure

■ Concepts in working with data

■ Symantec Workflow data types

■ Base component types

■ About properties

■ Unit tests

Commonality in component structure
Components that are used within the platform are generally descendents of
AbstractOrchestrationComponent which containsmuch of the plumbing needed for a component
to operate within the platform. AbstractORchestrationComponent and its descendants implement
the necessary interfaces described in chapter two.

See “Primary component interfaces” on page 28.

Generally, components are subclasses one of one of the components that are described in
the execution section of this document.

See “Base component types” on page 57.

All components do the following:

■ Implement the interface IOrchestrationComponent or extend a class that implements that
interface. Developers usually extend a class that implements the IOrchestrationComponent
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interface. If you start from IOrchestrationComponent, you must write a considerable amount
of code to handle the basic needs of a component.

■ Implement an interface that deals with the execution context of the object (process
component, dialog component, workflow component etc.), or extend a class that does.

■ Save off of its own configuration data using the IStorable interface.

■ Implement the validation interfaces.

Additionally, components can do the following:

■ Access data that is passed in when the component is run (in the IData container).

■ Change data within the data holder (IData).

■ Add data to IData.

■ Declare data additions (via the ISinglePathDataAdded or IMultiPathDataAdded interfaces).

■ Declare an image to be used when rendering.

■ Declare other information used by the tool to categorize, hide, and deprecate itself.

■ Provide a custom editor to be used when editing the component.

■ Provide customization of the property sheets for a semi-customized user editing experience.

■ Provide help information about the component and properties.

■ Implement special reporting instructions to include special reporting interfaces into the
Workflow process based reports.

■ Add publishing attributes to publish extra resources when a component is published.

■ Describe actions to perform when a component is initially added to a model.

■ Add extra actions to do specialized tasks on a component.

When writing a component, you should always test the following:

■ Persistence using serialization

■ Validation checks

■ Execution

Concepts in working with data
There are two significant concepts in Symantec Workflow for data handling data.

■ IData
See “About IData” on page 34.

■ Persistence/serialization
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See “About persistence/serialization” on page 43.

About IData
IData is one of the most important concepts in this guide. The common data structure that
holds process data is called "IData."

See “Introduction to IData” on page 23.

IData Interface Methods
While you may not use all the methods of IData, understanding the way that IData processes
data is important for component development. IData is similar to a hashtable or IDictionary
with the important distinction that data can be addressed down through complex relationships
in the data structure. In IData, you are not limited to adressing only the top member elements.

The key methods of the IData interface are as follows:

■ The indexer on IData is where most of the functionality of the IData implementation is. Most
data are accessed in IData by name through the indexer. If you have an IData object called
"data," you see this format:

data["myNumber"] or data["employee"]

The following sections describe the naming scheme for accessing and putting data into
the IData holder.

object this[string name]

{

get;

set;

}

■ The add method calls the indexer, so you can add data either by calling the indexer or
adding by the following method:

void Add(string name, Object data);

■ The remove method removes an item by this name from the holder.

void Remove(string name);

■ This access method allows components to provider converters to convert values to other
types when retrieving them.

object this[string name, ISingleValueDataHandler handler]

{
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get;

}

■ The following method lets you supply the target type where you want the IData holder to
convert the result (it uses the data handlers to do this). For instance, if your component
needs the data to be of type "decimal" it may actually be stored in the IData holder object
as an integer. You could either test and convert it yourself, or send the target type into the
IData object (it will convert it for you and send it out as the proper type).

object this[string name, Type convertToType]

{

get;

}

■ Returns the number of top level values in the container. As values can contain other values
or be of array types, it does not return these figures.

int Count

{

get;

}

■ Tests if a value of this name exists in the container.

bool Exists(string name);

Retrieving data from IData
While it is important to understand how data is addressed and retrieved from the IData container
(for example, how to translate object structure to data addresses), rarely will a component
ever contain a "hard coded" data name in it. Most often, data names are supplied in component
configuration. Users pick these data elements using the UI. In your component, you can declare
that you need a "string" element from IData. Symantec Workflow automatically discovers all
string elements and supplies proper notation for them, letting end users simply pick the
appropriate data element for use at runtime.

For example, instead of knowing the value "person.Name", your component declares that it
needs a string attribute. The user of the tool supplies the name of the attribute when the
component is configured.

To retrieve data from IData

■ Call the IData indexer with the name of the value you want.
This works for both elements at the root and elements that are contained within complex
objects. These contained objects are addressed using the
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<rootname>.<propertyname>.<propertyname> notation. IData can address the elements
contained as properties within the containing object. For example, you can get the "name"
element of a "Person" object by calling "person.Name." IData will return this as a string.

The following are examples of retrieving data from IData:

// simple variable

string myval = (string)data["myval"];

// business object

Person p = (Person)data["manager"];

// array

Person[] employees = (Person[])data["employees"];

// contained data element

string person_name = (string)data["manager.Name"];

// converting types

decimal person_income = (decimal)data["person.Income",

typeof(decimal)];

// contained item within an array

string item_1_description = (string)data["items[1].Description"];

See “Valid formats for addressing data within IData” on page 37.

Changing data in IData
To change data within IData, there are two ways to do it (depending on if you are using a
simple or a complex object).

To change the data of a simple variable in IData

■ Call the indexer with the name of the variable and the data member that you are setting.
(example):

data["my_name_var"] = name

This will set the data within the data holder with this name.

Since not all of the variables are going to be simple variables, but may be business objects or
more complex data structures, you may often have complex types (for example business
objects).

To change the data of a complex variable in IData

You can handle complex variables in two ways. The simplest procedure is as follows:
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1 Fetch the data element.

2 Call its methods and properties.

For example:

(business object)

Person p = (Person)data["person"];

p.FirstName = "edward";

p.Age = 23;

(array)

Item[] items = (Item[])data["items"];

items[0] = "item 1";

(array –adding and removing)

// get the items

Item[] items = (Item[])data["items"];

// put the items in a more dynamic

// structure

ArrayList list = new ArrayList(items);

// change that structure

list.Add("item 3");

// set that back into the object

// itself

data["items"] = list.ToArray(typeof(Item[]));

You can also change the data for a complex variable by adding a "." delimited name that
indexes directly to the property that you want to change.

(business object)

data["person.Name"] = "edward";

data["person.Age"] = 23;

(array)

data["item[0]"] = "item 1";

This method works only for the changing of values in an array but does not work for adding
and removing items. To add or remove items, fetch the object and change its contents.

Valid formats for addressing data within IData
The following table illustrates all of the different valid data access patterns for getting data
from the IData holder object. Both single and array elements can be addressed using this
notation. All examples assume you have an IData object in your method named "data." The
first and last examples are special array indicies.
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Table 3-1 Valid formats for addressing data within IData

Valid ForExampleResultsName Format

Get

Set

Add

data["name"] =
"edward"

Returns the value
that is a top level
object within the
IData container

DataName

Get

Set

data["name.Address"]
= "500
Brackenridge ave"

Returns the result
of the property call
on the property of
the "DataName"
object. iF the
"DataName" object
is null or if the
property name
(represented by
"SubName" is not
valid) it will throw
an exception.

Dataname.SubName

Only reassign,
not add

Names[5] - returns
the 5th item in the
array. If there are
only four items in
the array.

Returns the item
corresponding with
the index value of
the array.

DataName[1]

DataName.SubName[1]

GetNames[first] -
returns the last
item in the array.

Returns the item
that is the first
value the array.

DataName[first]

DataName.SubName[first]

GetNames[last] -
returns the last
item in the array.

Returns the item
that is the last
value the array.

DataName[last]

DataName.SubName[last]

Get

Set

Names[5].Address
- returns the string
that is the address
in the object that is
in the names array

Returns the object
that is returned
from the property
on the object that
is based on the
index number of
position of the
array

DataName[1].PropertyName

DataName.SubName[1].PropertyName

DataName[first[.PropertyName

DataName.SubName[first].PropertyName

DataName[last].PropertyName

DataName.SubName[last].PropertyName

GetNames[] - returns
an array

Returns the array
itself.

DataName[]
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Table 3-1 Valid formats for addressing data within IData (continued)

Valid ForExampleResultsName Format

GetThis is special
ending because
the "." normally
denotes a property
in the object that is
contained within
this array.

Returns an int
(type) the number
of items that are in
this array.

DataName[].Count

DataName.SubName[].Count

GetNames[].address -
returns an array of
strings that is the
address string of
the objects
contained in the
array

Constructs an
array from all of the
properties of the
sub objects of the
array. Note: the "*"
syntax is
considered the
supported syntax.

dataName[].PropertyName

DataName.SubName[].PropertyName

DataName[*].PropertyName

DataName.SubName[*].PropertyName

Adding data in the IData holder
You can add data using an add method, or by calling the indexer. The same rules apply to
both methods.

Add method:

data.Add(string name, object value)

Indexer:

data[name] = value;

To add data in the IData holder

■ Call the "add" or indexer methods of IData.
As a rule with .NET, choose the indexer "set" instead of the "add" method unless you want
to test the existence of the values prior to the "add" method on the IData object.

If you try to add data that is already there, it will replace that data unless the data you are
adding is of a different type than the data that is already there –in which case it will throw an
exception. Check to make sure that the data that you are trying to add does not already exist.

For example:

data.Add("name", nameVariable);

data.Add("person", new Person());
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// add via an indexer

data["person"] = new Person();

You cannot add data within objects using this method. If you want to add data within a complex
object, you must get that object and call the appropriate methods on that object.

For example:

data.Add("person.children", new Person());

If you want to do this, you must call Person p = (Person)data["person"];

p.AddChild(new Person());

Testing data existence
If you want to see if a data element exists, you can call the exists method on the IData holder
object.

To test data existence

■ Use the following method

if (data.Exists("myVariableName.SubName")) {

//do something

}

Declaring Data Additions
Any component can add data to the IData data holder by setting values as shown above.

See “Adding data in the IData holder” on page 39.

If a component does not declare its data, other components in the component model cannot
access the new data. If a component declares its data, the designer and other components
can access it.

Data declarations can be simple or complex types, arrays or single values. Data additions can
be declared as "nulls allowed" or "no nulls allowed." Data with nulls allowed as "optional data"
are consitered optional by other components in the model.

If your component declares its data for components downstream, it must implement the
ISinglePathDataAdded interface or the IMultiPathDataAdded interface. Single path components
take the ISinglePathDataAdded interface, and multi-path components take the
IMultiOathDataAdded interface.

Single path and multi-path components have a method called GetAddedData() which returns
an array of DataDefinition objects. This method takes a parameter for the data path.
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The data definition object must include both a string name for the added data and a type of
the data being added.

An example of this is as follows:

(single path component)

public DataDefinition[] getAddedData() {

return new DataDefinition[] {

new DataDefinition("name",

typeof(string)),

new DataDefinition("values",

typeof(int[]));

}

}

Multi-path component

If the next component is connected to the "success" path, return values. If not, return null.

public DataDefinition[] getAddedData(string path) {

if (path == "success")

return new DataDefinition[] {

new DataDefinition("name",

typeof(string)),

new DataDefinition("values",

typeof(int[]));

}

else

return null;

}

As stated above, components can add data to the IData class that they do not declare, but
other components in the model do not have access to any undeclared data. For example, you
can add data to the process to be consumed in a loop that other components cannot see.

If a component declares any data by these interfaces, the component must add the data. If it
does not, the runtime environment will throw an exception.

Advanced development: Dynamic Added Data
Symantec Workflow can deal with semi-structured data. If you know the structure of the data
when you build the component, first create a DataType to represent the output. If you do not
know the output of the component, you can declare a dynamic data structure. Dynamic Data
could also be described as a result set or data set. Use this for data known at design time but
not known at component build time.
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For example, you do not know the data returned by a database query until the query is defined.
The database query may not return a structural object (say, "Person") but may return a result
set of "first name", "last name" etc. You can know this when building and the platform can
consume this data easily.

A component declares dynamic data in the same way that it declares non-dynamic data –in
the GetAddedData() methods of ISinglePathDataAdded or IMultiPathDataAdded interfaces.
Instead of outputting a data definition, it outputs a DynamicDataDefinition with sub definitions
to define the other elements that it is outputting.

An example is provided below.

The this.OutputVariables.Definitions is an array of data definitions on the component itself
where a user can declare what is returned by this select statement:

public DataDefinition[] GetAddedData(string path)

{

if

(path.Equals(SelectCommandComponent.NoResultPath))

return null;

if

(path.Equals(SelectCommandComponent.RowsPath))

{

if (this.OutputVariables != null)

{

return new DataDefinition[]

{

new DynamicDataDefinition(

this.ResultSetVariableName,

typeof(DynamicDataCollection),

true,

this.OutputVariables.Definitions)

};

}

else

{

return new DataDefinition[]

{new

DataDefinition(

this.ResultSetVariableName,

typeof(DynamicDataCollection),

true)};

}

}

if (path.Equals(SelectCommandComponent.VariablesPath)
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&& this.OutputVariables != null)

return this.OutputVariables.Definitions;

return null;

}

In above example, the data definitions are fetched from the database and stored on the
component. When this data becomes output, you can declare the result set with contained
data available in it.

About persistence/serialization
The LogicBase.Framework.dll defines a serialization mechanism called ObjectStorage that
works similarly to the .NET IStorable interface and mechanism.

All components and data must be able to be persisted using the ObjectStorage mechanism
to live with models and the tool.

About ObjectStorage
Object storage works by an interface that all objects must implement in order to be savable
within the framework.

public interface IStorable

{

void ReadFromStream(ObjectReadStream stream);

void WriteToStream(ObjectWriteStream stream);

}

Object storage has the ability to store data as the following types and objects:

■ Simple types and simple type arrays as defined by type converters
See “ObjectStorage type converters” on page 158.

■ Complex types with type converters
Hashtables and array lists are provided in platform.

■ Objects that implement the IStorable interface

■ Objects that can be serialized using XmlSerialization

■ Objects that are [Serializable] using binary serialization

ReadFromStream reads the configuration data for your component from the storagemechanism.
Conversely, WriteToStream writes data elements to persistent storage.

ObjectReadStream andObjectWriteStream share amethod signature that mirrors the signature
on the .NET SerializationInfo object, which has methods to read and write all the basic value
types (string, bool, int16, int32, etc.). For other object types, there are methods to get values
by type.
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The object storagemechanism has an internal plugin mechanism for doing data type conversion
and implementation for storing off all basic value types, basic value type arrays, and integration
with .NET serialization.

Here is an example of a simple object using the IStorable interface:

class MyObjectWithStringArray : IStorable

{

#region IStorable Members

public void ReadFromStream(ObjectReadStream stream)

{

s = stream.GetString("s");

b = stream.GetBoolean("b");

i = stream.GetInt32("i");

l = stream.GetInt64("l");

d = stream.GetDecimal("d");

obj = (MyObject)stream.GetValue("obj", typeof(MyObject));

myStringArray = (string[])stream.GetValue("string",

typeof(string[]));

myIntArray = (int[])stream.GetValue("int", typeof(int[]));

}

public void WriteToStream(ObjectWriteStream stream)

{

stream.AddValue("s", s);

stream.AddValue("b", b);

stream.AddValue("i", i);

stream.AddValue("l", l);

stream.AddValue("d", d);

stream.AddValue("obj", obj);

stream.AddValue("string", myStringArray);

stream.AddValue("int", myIntArray);

}

}

If your object needs to store additional elements that are not handled by the default set of type
converters, you can register your own type converter or make your values serializable via .NET
serialization interfaces. It is usually preferable to use the ObjectStorage API for these
interactions as the data will be readable in the output files and more space efficient.

Persisting Components
Your components must implement the IStorable interface to have persistence - to be able to
store and retrieve their configuration data. All classes that are used within the platform must
implement the IStorable interface.
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To persist components

■ Implement the IStorable interface.

public class ThreePathComponent :

AbstractMultiPathProcessComponent

, IStorable

{

. . .

}

To implement this interface, your component must implement both ReadFromStream method
and a WriteToStream method.

public void ReadFromStream(ObjectReadStream stream)

{

base.ReadFromStream(stream);

// put code here to read from the object stream

}

If this class has any configuration data that is persisted as part of its definition, this constructor
needs to read this data in and set the variables as part of this constructor.

testAttribute = stream.GetString("test");

ReadFromStream method

public void WriteToStream(

ObjectWriteStream stream)

{

base.WriteToStream(stream);

// put code here to write to the object stream

}

If you have any configuration data to save, you must do so in the following method:

info.AddValue("test", testAttribute);

If you follow these rules, the configuration data for this component can be saved with its
component model.

Serialization of objects using API
The ObjectStorage class defines methods to allow the storage of an object graph to a file or
string (or you can get a reference to the storage structure if you want to manipulate it in another
fashion).

Here is sample code of serializing this structure to a string
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ObjectStorage storage = new ObjectStorage();

string compdata = storage.SerializeToString(comp);

Deserialization of objects using API
The ObjectStorage class defines methods to allow the storage of an object graph to a file,
string or the storage structure container.

Here is sample code of deserializing this structure to a string

ObjectStorage storage = new ObjectStorage();

object deserializedobject =

storage.DeserializeFromString(compdata);

Deserialization Complete
Often, it is important for objects to be notified at the point that they are deserialized. This is
done using the IReadFromStorageComplete interface. Any object defining this interface is
called when all objects in the object graph have been read from storage.

public interface IReadFromStorageComplete

{

void OnStorageReadCompletion();

}

Changing or adding a new data element after publishing a component

To change or add a new data element after publishing a component

1 Make changes or additions to the published component as you would an unpublished
component.

2 Make sure that you ReadFromStream is handled correctly to ignore the extra attributes.

The ObjectReadStream contains methods to check for the existence of a data element.

See “About ObjectStorage” on page 43.

Symantec Workflow data types
Symantec Workflow defines a number of data types that are useful in projects. It also exposes
standard .NET data types to be used in your projects. These data elements show up in the
type list in Workflow Designer. These types fall into two categories:

■ Complex data types
For example, FileDataType

■ Common enumerations
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For example, YesNoCancel or Gender

These types are exposed using the same mechanisms that component developers use to
expose their own data types to Symantec Workflow. You can see these data types in the data
type list in Workflow Designer.

Original data types to be used in Workflow Designer
As a developer, you can not only add the functionality of new components to Symantec
Workflow, you can also add your own data types and data structures.

These data elements must be declared so Workflow Designer knows that it can present them
to the user. All data that appears in IData must have an IDataHandler associated with it. An
IDataHandler is a class that supplies configuration and editing capability for data that is present
within the platform.

Data types must have the following three characteristics to be used in Workflow:

■ Serializable
This means that the data type can implement ISerializable or simple serialization.

■ Have a parameterless constructor

■ Have a data handler be declared for

Relationship of data to IDataHandlers
IDataHandler classes provide two main functions within the system. First, for the end user,
they narrow the list of the types of data that can be accessed by components. This keeps
business users from having to wade through all of the class types when setting up data or
dealing with data (for example, giving a user variables to pick through).

Second, for the developer, IDataHandler classes provide mechanisms for creating new values
and providing some conversion capability between values (for example, a number can be
treated as a string).

SingleValue and MultiValue data types
Similar to component development, the IDataHandler interface is the most basic starting point
a developer can use. There are two descendents of this interface that are more straightforward,
and an abstract class to address base handling.

These two descendant interfaces for data handlers that extend the basic IDataHandler interface
are as follows:
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DescriptionInterface

This interface is used to handle "value" types in the platform. These
generally are things like strings, integers, bools, etc.

ISingleValueDataHandler

This interface is used to handle objects that are composites of other
types. For example, a person object may have a name (string), and an
age (int). IMultiValueDataHandler flags this type as being a container
for other types. The contained types can be any type that is represented
by an IDataHandler. Any values that are contained that are not
represented by an IDataHandler are ignored (there is no restriction
putting these your objects).

IMultiValueDataHandler

Creating an ISingleValueDataHandler
This interface is used to handle "value" types in the platform. These generally are things like
strings, integers, bools, etc.

To create an ISingleValueDataHandler

■ Subclass AbstractSimpleDataHandler and implement the abstract methods and properties
in the base class.
Below is an example of the StringDataHandler:

/// <summary>

/// data handler for the string data type

/// </summary>

public class StringDataHandler : AbstractSimpleDataHandler

{

public override Type DataType

{

get

{

return typeof(string);

}

}

public override object CreateNew(bool array)

{

if (array)return new string[0];

else return "";

}

public override Type[] ConvertFromTypes()

{

return new Type[] {

typeof(int),

typeof(float),
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typeof(bool)

};

}

public override object Convert(object o)

{

if (o is int || o is bool || o is float || o is string)

return o.ToString();

else

throw new Exception("you cannot convert from type " +

o.GetType() + " to a string");

}

}

Creating an IMultipleValueDataHandler
Using multiple value data handlers is easier than using single value data handlers because
multiple value data handlers have no implied conversion or transformation. If you wantWorkflow
Designer to handle transformation and conversion, you must implement the
ITransformationValueDataHandler interface.

To create an IMultipleValueDataHandler

■ Implement or modify the following code.
The following code is an example of an IMultipleValueDataHandler:

public class FileDataHander: AbstractDataHandler,

IMultipleValueDataHandler

{

public override object CreateNew(bool array)

{

if (array)

return new FileDataType[0];

else

return new FileDataType();

}

public override Type DataType

{

get

{

return typeof(FileDataType);

}

}

protected override bool CanConvertFrom(Type type)

{

return false;
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}

}

Multiple value objects default to be stored as XML instead of binary serialization, because
XML does not have the same constraints (adding an attribute will not break the storage in
XML) as binary serialization. This works for most objects, but objects with recursion in their
structure may not be able to be stored in XML. You can override what storage mechanism is
used by overriding the following method on your data handler:

serializationPreferenceType GetStoragePreference();

Importing data handlers into a project
New, custom data types will not appear in Workflow Designer until your data handler is
registered. Data handlers are exposed in the same way that components are registered - by
adding the assembly as a library to the tool. The tool will examine the libraries for all data
handlers that are present, and register them to be used in the current project.

To import data handlers into a project

1 In your opened project, click Import Components.

2 Browse to the data handler you want to import, and click Open.

3 Click OK.

Workflow data types for component properties
You can use a number of complex data types as you build components. These data types are
typically used in the standard component libraries that are available with Workflow Designer.

Merge data types
There are a number of variations of a merging text editor. Merge data types bring up a text
editor that lets you merge in any text variable that is available in IData. The text editor has a
function to test the merge out to see how the final result looks. Following the example of the
Ascii type, all of the other types perform the formatting. The only difference between these
types is the format differences of the output.

These data types can be used for anything from building up strings (urls, subject lines in emails
etc.) to producing full documents (merging data into a word document and sending).

Ascii text

The Ascii text data type merges data into an Ascii text format. An example of using the
AsciiMergeDataType is given below. You do not need to declare the editor because it is already
done on the type.
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asciiMergeDataType _subject ;

public AsciiMergeDataType Subject

{

get

{

if (_subject == null) subject = new AsciiMergeDataType();

return _subject;

}

set

{

subject = value;

isValid(true);

}

}

HTML text

The HTML text data type merges data into an HTML format. An example of using the
HTMLMergeDataType is given below. You do not need to declare the editor because it is
already done on the type.

hTMLMergeDataType _contents ;

public HTMLMergeDataType Contents

{

get

{

if (_contents == null) contents = new HTMLMergeDataType();

return _contents;

}

set

{

contents = value; isValid(true);

}

}

About VariableOrValueDataType
The Variable or Value data type is an object that lets you specify a design time constant or
variables and a value of any valid type (as defined by the IDataHandler’s that are in the
assemblies in the project).

The VariableOrValueDataType is a collection of variable names. The first value that exists
based on the list of variables will be returned. If no variables are specified or none of the
specified variables exist, the default value will be returned.
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This data type keeps you from having to make a decision about the value that you require
when you are designing a component. It defers this decision to the end user consuming your
component.

For example, you are trying to make a rule that represents the following:

A == B. A is a value that is data in the data holder. B is either an IData value or a constant
supplied (firstName = childFirstName vs. firstName == "edward"). The use of the variable or
value data type lets the end user make this choice without you having to specify two variables
on the component.

Using VariableOrValueDataType
To use a VariableOrValueDataType

1 Declare a property of type VariableOrValueDataType.

2 Add a VariableType attribute.

3 Construct the VariableOrValueDataType either in the get method (if null) or in the variable
declaration.

See the example below to construct the VariableOrValueDataType in the variable
declaration.

Use the "IsFilledIn()" method to determine if there is either a default value or a variable declared.
This is generally used in the RunValidation() method of the components.

The object returns the value, not the variable name. To get the value from the object, use the
GetValue(IData) method of the component.

Example of declaring a property of VariableOrValueDataType:

VariableOrValueDataType _confirmationTo = new

VariableOrValueDataType(typeof(string));

[VariableType(typeof(string))]

[Category("Addressing")]

public VariableOrValueDataType SendConfirmationTo

{

get

{

return _confirmationTo;

}

set

{

confirmationTo = value;isValid(true);

}

}
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Example of validation:

if (FromAddress == null || !FromAddress.IsFilledIn())

{

invalidReasons.Add(new InvalidReason(this, "from address must

be supplied"));

}

Example of getting the value:

mailObj.From = (string)FromAddress.GetValue(data);

The edit user interface is produced for building. The UI has add/remove buttons for variables
and an editor that is supplied for the default value.

Array builder data type
The ArrayBuilderDataType is used to create a list of values from the following sources:

■ Single values

■ Array values

■ Constants

This is similar to the VariableOrValueDataType because it lets you specify a number of variables
as well as design time constants. The difference between them is this: While VariableOrValue
data type returns one value based on the first variable that exists (ArrayBuilder returns all
values), ArrayBuilder lets you select either arrays or single values of the same type. Also, while
VariableOrValue lets you specify a single value (or an array if that is the type) –ArrayBuilder
always lets you specify an array of values.
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Use an array builder when you want to specify an array. The array may need to be built out
of values, or it may need to supplied as constants. The "to list" on an email component is a
good example of this.

To use a ArrayBuilderDataType

1 Declare a property of type ArrayBuilderDataType.

2 Add a [VariableType] attribute (required).

3 Construct the ArrayBuilderDataType either in the get method (if null) or in the variable
declaration (like example below).

To determine if there is either a default value or a variable declared, use the "IsFilledIn()"
method. This is generally used in the RunValidation() method of the components.

To get the value from the object (it will return the value, not the variable name) use the
GetValue(IData) method of the component.

Example of declaring an ArrayBuilderDataType:

ArrayBuilderDataType _to = new

ArrayBuilderDataType(typeof(string));

[VariableType(typeof(string), true, false)]

[Category("Addressing")]

public ArrayBuilderDataType ToAddresses

{

get

{

return _to;

}

set

{

to = value;isValid(true);

}

}

Example of validation of the ArrayBuilder:

if (ToAddresses == null || !ToAddresses.IsFilledIn())

{

invalidReasons.Add(new InvalidReason(this, "to address(s) must

be specifed"));

}

Example of getting values from the ArrayBuilder:

mailObj.To =

string.Join(";",(string[])ToAddresses.GetValue(data));
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Here is an example of the editor for this type. Note the add single and add array buttons:

Using an embedded decision model
The embedded decision model lets you make a property of your component configurable using
other process components. For example, you can specify what you want to do on start or on
a component event. This is done by embedding a simple decisionmodel within your component,
and then invoking it from within your component. These models are used in the configurable
workflow components.

To use an embedded model

1 Declare a property.

In the set method, create a value if one does not exist. Send in the input and output
definitions. Generally, the input definitions are the combination of the input data from the
current place in the process, plus any additional data that you want to send in. Output
data is the data that you want as a result when you execute.

You may need to reset the input data when fetching the model because it may have
changed (such as when other components are added).

2 Declare validation.

Cascade up the validation for the model.

3 Invoke model.

Send in the IData object, and it returns the IData result.

Unless you want the embedded model changing your real data holder, you should create
a new IData object when calling the embedded model.

Example property declaration:
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EmbeddedDecisionModelDataType _finishModel ;

public EmbeddedDecisionModelDataType FinishProcess

{

get

{

if (_finishModel == null)

{

if (CurrentProjectHolder.GetInstance().Project != null)

{

_finishModel = new

EmbeddedDecisionModelDataType(BuildDefinitions(), null);

}

else

{

throw new Exception("you cannot create an embedded model

unless you are in the tool");

}

}

return _finishModel;

}

set

{

finishModel = value;

}

}

The following code is an example of building the input definitions adding a couple of data
elements:

DataDefinition[] BuildDefinitions()

{

DataDefinition[] defs =

DataUtilities.GetDataDefinitionsForComponent(this,

CurrentProjectHolder.GetInstance().Project.ProjectData);

ArrayList newDefs = new ArrayList();

newDefs.AddRange(defs);

newDefs.Add(new DataDefinition(WORKFLOW_TASK_ID_NAME,

typeof(string)));

newDefs.Add(new DataDefinition(WORKFLOW_TRACKING_ID_NAME,

typeof(string)));

return (DataDefinition[])newDefs.ToArray(typeof(DataDefinition));

}

The following code is an example of building a new data holder adding a couple of elements:
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IData BuildData(IData formerData, string workflowTaskId, string

workflowTrackingId)

{

IData newData = formerData.Clone();

newData.Add(WORKFLOW_TASK_ID_NAME, workflowTaskId);

newData.Add(WORKFLOW_TRACKING_ID_NAME, workflowTrackingId);

return newData;

}

The following code is an example of validation:

if (!TimeoutProcess.IsValid(true))

list.AddRange(StartProcess.GetInvalidReasons());

The following is an example of invoking embedded model:

public override void Finish(string taskID, string workflowID, IData

data, string path)

{

FinishProcess.Run(BuildData(data, taskID, workflowID));

}

Base component types
For a component to be useful, it must perform a function. This function must be based on an
interface that is known by Symantec Workflow (both the Workflow Designer tool and the
Symantec Workflow execution environment). Symantec Workflow knows how to handle and
execute components because of interfaces that the component implements.

Generally, a component extends the abstract base class of the component type instead of
implementing an interface.

See “Symantec Workflow architecture” on page 15.

The abstract base class will have abstract methods for the critical elements that need to be
created. While it is possible to create a component from scratch or wrap an existing object by
implementing the interfaces that a certain execution type demands, it is much easier to extend
the base classes. The base classes provide the plumbing that is common to all components.
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For example, youwant to have a simple rule component. To accomplish this, you can implement
any of the following:

1 IValid/IValidWithNotification

Provides the validation functionality.

2 IOrchestrationComponent

Provides basic Workflow functionality.

3 IMultiPathComponent

Provides handling of multiple paths.

4 IMutiPathProcessComponent

Provides the interface to be invoked with multiple outputs.

Alternatively, you can also extend AbstractRule, which provides all of the plumbing and
requires you to implement only two methods. This section of the document assumes that you
are subclassing the base classes which have been provided.

A single path component provides a single type of connection coming out of it. This means
that the output connection has not been classified, not that there is only one connection coming
out of a single path component (the number of connections is determined by the rules of the
containing model, not the component). Youmust specify output paths only when the component
can produce different types of results.

Many process components (for example, calculations and lookups) are single path components.
If an exception happens when the component is executed, the component should throw an
exception. In this case, you could also implement a multi-path component. Implement multiple
paths when you expect common errors (like reading from a database but not finding any
reconds).

For more information, see the Workflow Solution Concepts Guide.

The following sections describe how to construct different component types. These component
types are classified by how they are executed by Symantec Workflow.

Creating single path process components
Process components perform a discrete task in a project. You can use Process components
in any project type. Single path components have only one output path, and implement
AbstractSinglePathProcessComponent.

See “Declaring Data Additions” on page 40.
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About AbstractSinglePathProcessComponent
A single path component is a component which provides a single type of connection coming
out of it.

For example, you have a component that sends an email. There is only one type of result to
handle, because the component does exactly and only what you ask it to do. Thus, only one
"type" of connection comes out of this component. You do not need to name the result path.
This is a good example of a single path component.

To create a single path component

1 Create new object that subclasses the AbstractSinglePathProcessComponent class.

2 Add properties to your object if it requires setup data within the Workflow. Do the following
in order:

■ Read and write values using the ObjectStorage API to provide persistence for any
properties you have added.

■ Add type converters or editors to the property definitions.

3 Declare the data to be added using the ISinglePathDataAdded interface.

4 Add a component editor to edit your component.

5 Implement the ReadFromStream andWriteToStreammethods for the IStorable interface.

6 Implement the Run(IData) method.

In this method, you execute whatever your component is required to do via its definition.
You may communicate to external systems, lookup data, calculate something, add or
change data in IData.

7 Implement the InvalidReason[] RunValidation() method returning an array of reasons
that the component is not valid.

8 Optionally write an NUnit test case to test the persistence and validation of your component.

9 Optionally add the registration and classification attributes.

The following code is an example of a complete simple component:

/// <summary>

/// this is a component used for starting a component model

/// </summary>

public class BasicComponent : AbstractSinglePathProcessComponent,

IStorable

{

// for serialization

protected ReadFromStream (

ObjectReadStream stream,
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{

base.ReadFromStream(stream);

}

// for serialization

public override void WriteToStream(

ObjectWriteStream stream)

{

base.WriteToStream(stream);

}

// default constructor

public BasicComponent () {}

public override void Run(IData data)

{

}

protected override InvalidReason[] RunValidation()

{

return null;

}

}

Creating multi-path process components
A multi-path process component provides multiple connection paths as execution results.
Multi-path process components can be invoked in any model type and have a Run() method.
Multi-path process components should be used when there are result conditions that need to
be handled differently.

For example, you have a DialogWorkflow component that includes a webform. The component
has two possible outcomes, "default" and "timed out," and each outcome path is handled
differently.
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The component uses the first outcome ("default") when the operations in the Dialog Workflow
component are completed, and uses the second outcome ("timed out") when the tasks are
not completed and time out. The outcome paths on amulti-path component can point to different
destinations (as seen in the Dialog Workflow component), or to the same destination (as seen
in the True/False Rule component). Both of these components are multi-path components.

The most common type of multi-path component is a rule component.

There are three differences between writing a single path and a multi-path output component.

■ The class from which you subclass
AbstractMultiPathProcessComponent for multi-path components,
AbstractSinglePathProcessComponent

■ The Run methods
For multi-path components, the run method must return which path is the appropriate
one to take from this component. For single path components, there is only one output
path, so the run method does need to return path data.

■ An additional method on multi-path components
You must implement an additional method for multi-path components that returns available
paths from the component. You do not need to do this for single path components.

To create a multi-path process component

1 Create a new object that subclasses the AbstractMultiPathProcessComponent class

2 Optionally add properties to your object if it requires setup data within SymantecWorkflow.
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■ Read and write values using the ObjectStorage API to provide persistence any
properties you have added.

■ Add type converters or editors to the property definitions.

3 Optionally declare your data to be added using the IMultiPathDataAdded interface.

4 Optionally add a component editor to edit your component.

5 Implement the ReadFromStream andWriteToStreammethods for the IStorable interface.

6 Implement the string[] GetConnectionPaths() method.

This method must return an array of the possible connection paths that your component
has. Other components that connect to this component will specify a connection path.
The connection path is used to determine which components get executed next.

7 Implement the string Run(IData) method that returns a string parameter for which
connection path the execution environment follows.

The path that you return must be one of the paths that is declared in the string[]
GetConnectionPaths() method. In this method, you execute whatever your component
is required to do via its definition. Youmay communicate to external systems, lookup data,
calculate something, or add and change data in IData.

8 Implement the InvalidReason[] RunValidation() method returning an array of reasons
that the component is not valid.

9 Optionally write an NUnit test case to test the persistence and validation of your component.

10 Optionally add the registration and classification attributes.

The following code is an example of a complete simple component:

public class TwoPathComponent : AbstractMultiPathProcessComponent:

iSerializable

{

// for serialization

protected ReadFromStream (

ObjectReadStream stream,

{

base.ReadFromStream(stream);

// read in your values

}

// for serialization

public override void WriteToStream(

ObjectWriteStream stream)

{

base.WriteToStream(stream);

// write out your values
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}

// default constructor

public TwoPathComponent() {}

static string[] paths = new string[] {"one", "two"};

public override string Run(IData data)

{

// this is where the work occurs. One of the

// two paths needs to be returned.

return paths[0];

}

public override string[] GetConnectionPaths()

{

return paths;

}

protected override InvalidReason[] RunValidation()

{

return null;

}

}

Building monitoring components
A monitoring component provides health information about an external system. Monitoring
components are generally used to interrogate and report the status of external systems within
a monitoring project.

Monitoring components execute in their own thread. You can monitor these threads and stop
them if they exceed configured timeframes for execution.

To create a monitoring component

1 Create a new object, subclassing the AbstractMonitoringComponent class.

2 Optionally add properties to your object if it requires setup data within SymantecWorkflow.

■ Read and write values using the ObjectStorage API to provide persistence any
properties you have added.

■ Add type converters or editors to the property definitions.

3 Optionally add a component editor to edit your component.

4 Implement the ReadFromStream andWriteToStreammethods for the IStorable interface.

5 Implement the DoRunHealthCheck(IData) method.

In this method, execute whatever your component is required to do by its definition. You
can communicate to external systems, lookup data, calculate something, or add and
change data in IData.
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6 Implement the InvalidReason[] RunValidation() method returning an array of reasons
that the component is not valid.

7 Implement the string[] GetFailurePaths() method returning an array of paths that the
user must handle.

8 Implement the string[] GetFailurePaths() method returning an array of that represent a
healthy system. Users can optionally handle these outcomes.

9 Optionally write an NUnit test case to test the persistence and validation of your component.

We recommend performing this step.

10 Optionally add the registration and classification attributes.

We recommend performing this step.

The following code is an example of a complete simple component:

public class SimpleMonitoringComponent :

AbstractMonitoringComponent, IStorable

{

#region Constructor

public SimpleMonitoringComponent()

{

//

// TODO: Add constructor logic here

//

}

#endregion

// for serialization

protected ReadFromStream (

ObjectReadStream stream,

{

base.ReadFromStream(stream);

// read in your values

}

// for serialization

public override void WriteToStream(

ObjectWriteStream stream)

{

base.WriteToStream(stream);

// write out your values

}

public override string[] GetFailurePaths()

{

return new string[] {"things are going wrong"};
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}

public override string[] GetHealthyPaths()

{

return new string[] {"all ok"};

}

public override MonitoringHealthResult DoRunHealthMonitor(

IData currentData)

{

// process logic here

MonitoringHealthResult result = new

MonitoringHealthResult(MonitoringHealth.Healthy, "could not find

anything", "my file");

return result;

}

protected override InvalidReason[] RunValidation()

{

invalidReasonsList list = new InvalidReasonsList();

// do validation checks here

return list.GetInvalidReasons();

}

}

Building rule components
Rule components make decisions about the order in which components are processed. Rule
components are actually multi-path components with two fixed paths. If you have a rule that
has more than two possible outcomes, implement it as a multi-part process component. A
good example of this is a number compare rule that has three possible outcomes (>, =, <).
Rules are a common façade for MultiPathComponents.

There are three primary difference between a rule component and a multi-path component.

■ Rule components extend AbstractRuleComponent, whereas multi-path components
extend AbstractMultiPathProcessComponent.

■ Unlike multi-path components, you do not have to declare the output paths for rules because
a rule can have only two output paths.
The method GetConnectionPaths() implemented in the base class returns "true" and "false"
as the two connection paths (your component does not need to implement this).

■ The string Run(IData data) method is implemented in the base class and calls a bool
Evaluate(IData data) method (that is declared to be abstract) in the subclass.

Because of these differences, rule components are simple to implement.
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To implement a rule component

1 Create a new class that subclasses the AbstractRuleComponent class.

2 Optionally add properties to your object if it requires setup data within SymantecWorkflow.

■ Read and write values using the ObjectStorage API to provide persistence for any
properties you have added.

■ Add type converters or editors to the property definitions.

3 Optionally declare your data to be added using the IMultiConnectionDataAdded interface.
This is because a rule is a multi-path component.

4 Optionally add a component editor to edit your component.

5 Implement the ReadFromStream andWriteToStreammethods for the IStorable interface.

6 Implement the bool Evaluate(IData data) method from the base class. If this rule is to
evaluate true, return true, else return false. The evaluation of the rule may be done on
the basis of the data that is in IData.

7 Implement the InvalidReason[] runValidation() method returning an array of reasons
that the component is not valid.

8 Write an NUnit test case to test the persistence and validation of your component.

We recommend performing this step.

9 Add the registration and classification attributes.

We recommend performing this step.

The following code is an example of a simple rule class:

/// <summary>

///this is a component that always evaluates true

/// </summary>

public class BasicRule : AbstractRuleComponent, IStorable

{

// for serialization

protected ReadFromStream (

ObjectReadStream stream,

{

base.ReadFromStream(stream);

// read in your values

}

// for serialization

public override void WriteToStream(

ObjectWriteStream stream)

{
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base.WriteToStream(stream);

// write out your values

}

// default constructor

public BasicRule() {}

public override bool Evaluate(IData data)

{

return true;

}

protected override InvalidReason[] RunValidation()

{

return null;

}

}

Creating dialog components
Dialog components create tasks in your project by adding a form or set of forms that require
review or input. While sharing the same structure in terms of persistence, tooling and properties,
dialog components are executed very differently than process components. With a process
component, the component interface forces the functionality of the component to be performed
in one synchronous call. Dialog components are not limited to a single rendering of output
data to clients, but can choose to remain as the object of the dialog for as many interactions
as needed. For example, a component may ask a question and then ask for confirmation prior
to moving on to other components. Process components generally perform an action or make
a decision based on internal or external data. Dialog components present data to a client,
evaluate the response, and then supply the resultant output path so the process can continue.

If you want to create dialog components that have very custom functionality and handling, start
at the base interfaces and work from there. In ASP.NET, dialog components are similar to
HTTPHandlers. In the Java world, they are like servlets.

Dialog components have 3 main functions.

■ Output some data to an HTTP client (generally HTML or SALT).

■ Evaluate the response from the HTTP client (the component stopped executing when it
finished supplying data.

■ Supply the resultant output path so that execution of other components can continue.

There are two key methods on a dialog component.
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DescriptionMethod

The DoStart method is called when the dialog component is first started. This
method will generally render out content to the HTTPContext object that is
passed in. This method can return a path to exit, or null to stay on this component
and output the data to a user.

The interface has a "Start(...)" method, but there is some default handling in the
base class.

DoStart

Unlike the DoStart method, the HandleInteraction method returns a string which
represents the output path of the dialog component. All dialog components are
multi-path components (they can have a single output path if needed however).
After evaluating the response, this component can do one of two things:

■ Render output to the HttpContext object
■ Return a path, at which point the execution engine will start to execute the

other components following this component in the model

HandleInteraction

To create a dialog component

1 Create new class subclassing the AbstractDialogComponent class

■ Optionally add properties to your object if it requires setup data within the Workflow.

■ Read and write values using the ObjectStorage API to provide persistence any
properties you have added.

■ Add type converters or editors to the property definitions.

2 Optionally declare your data to be added using the IMultiPathDataAdded interface.

3 Optionally add a component editor to edit your component.

4 Implement the ReadFromStream andWriteToStreammethods for the IStorable interface.

5 Implement the string[] GetConnectionPaths() method.

This method must return an array of the possible connection paths that your component
has. Other components that connect to this component will specify a connection path.
The connection path is used to determine which components get executed next.

6 Implement the DialogResults DoStart(HttpContext context, IData data) this method
should output expected data to the HttpContext. This return enumeration lets you declare
a termination and go back in dialog sequence of process in this component.

7 Implement the string HandleInteraction(HttpContext context, IData data) with one of
the following two behaviors:

■ Return a string value for which connection path the execution environment is to follow.
The path that you return must be one of the paths that is declared in the string[]
GetConnectionPaths() method.
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■ Render more data to the HttpContext object that was passed in and return null as the
path. The engine will keep this component as the focus of the conversation.

8 Implement the InvalidReason[] RunValidation() method returning an array of reasons
that that component is not valid.

9 Optionally write an NUnit test case to test the persistence and validation of your component.

We recommend performing this step.

10 Optionally add the registration and classification attributes.

We recommend performing this step.

The following code is an example of a dialog component:

public class MyDialogComponent : AbstractDialogComponent,

IStorable

{

// for serialization

protected ReadFromStream (

ObjectReadStream stream,

{

base.ReadFromStream(stream);

// read in your values

}

// for serialization

public override void WriteToStream(

ObjectWriteStream stream)

{

base.WriteToStream(stream);

// write out your values

}

// default constructor

public MyDialogComponent () {}

protected override string DoStart(

HttpContext context, IData data)

{

context.Response.Write(

"<H1>Component Name: </H1> " + Name);

context.Response.Write(

"<H1>This is an HttpHandler Test.</H1>");

context.Response.Write("<p>Your Browser:</p>");

context.Response.Write(

"Type: " + context.Request.Browser.Type + "<br>");

context.Response.Write(

"Version: " + context.Request.Browser.Version);
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return DialogResult.HandleInteraction;

}

public override string HandleInteraction(

HttpContext context, IData data)

{

return "done";

}

public override string[] GetConnectionPaths()

{

return new string[] { "done" };

}

protected override InvalidReason[] RunValidation()

{

return null;

}

}

There are two special result paths in the HandleInteraction method of dialog components. If
you want to instruct the platform to go back or terminate, use the
DialogResults.GoBack.ToString() or DialogResults.Terminate.ToString() as a result from
Handle interaction.

Building Workflow components
This section of the document provides developers with basic background information as to
how components work.

For more information, see the Workflow Solution Concept Guide.

In Symantec Workflow, a Workflow type component in a model is a step in which the execution
of the model pauses waiting for some external person or system to provide input/interaction
results. Unlike a dialog model, this input will not necessarily happen in the same session and
there is no built in constraints on the timing of providing this input. After this input is provided,
the component will resume executing.

The following steps represent a typical workflow scenario (approval scenario):

■ The purchase of an item needs to be approved by a manager prior to being purchased.

■ A workflow model is built to manage this business process.

■ An approval component is inserted into this component model.

■ When this component is started, an email is sent to the manager with a link to a web
application that is used to review –and approve or deny –the request. This can be
communicated to a user in a different manner as well.

■ The model stops executing, waiting for the manager to respond.
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■ The manager clicks the link in the email (or in a web site), bringing up the web application.

■ The manager reviews, and then approves the purchase.

■ The model starts to execute from that point on.

Most of the infrastructure for this interaction is provided when you install Symantec Workflow.
The platformmust ensure that the component behaves properly at the critical points forWorkflow
type components.There are two critical points for Workflow type components.

■ When started

■ When responding

There are three optional functional points recognized by the platform.

■ When timing out

■ When escalating
Escalations are used for notifications in the middle of the wait state.

■ Providing information from the component

Workflow type components share the same infrastructure as other component types, so the
methods for adding data, performing validation, serialization, etc. are exactly the same. Like
Dialog Components, starting an interaction and completing an interaction are separate.

On starting a workflow component, you typically inform a user or put relevant details (enough
so that the user can respond) into an external task management system. Symantec Workflow
has an integrated task management console. For more information, see the Administrator’s
Guide.

Workflow Response Methods

Unlike dialog components,Workflow type components have no interfacemethod that represents
responding to a component. A workflow component can have multiple response methods (for
example, accept and reject on an approval component). Response methods are tagged with
the [WorkflowResponseMethod] Attribute.

Rules for these methods are as follows:

The method signature must start with the following parameters and names. They must be
exactly as shown below.

[WorkflowResponseMethod]

public string MethodName(

string workflowTaskId,

string workflowTrackingId,

IData data)

■ The method must return a string. This string is the result path for the components execution.
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■ The method can have any number of other parameters (that are legal in a webservice)
after the initial three.

■ The method must have the [WorkflowResponseMethod] attribute on it.

An example of a response method is:

[WorkflowResponseMethod]

public string Reject(

string workflowTaskId,

string workflowTrackingId,

IData data,

string rejectReason)

When these components are published, a webservice is generated for each workflow component
with methods for each response method (as well as [WorkflowDataAccessMethod] methods).

The generated webservice contains only parameter 1 (workflowTaskId) and parameters 4 and
over (custom for each method).

The execution context is stored between requests and the other parameters that are stripped
out when the webservice is generated (workflowTrackingID, data).

Workflow Data Access Methods

Workflow data access methods let theWorkflow type components provide data to the consumer
of the workflow that does not affect the execution of the workflow.

For example, if the process contained a document approval workflow component and the
document was in the data flowing through the workflow process, the component would need
to expose a method for the consumer of that workflow to be able to fetch the document. This
would be done by providing a workflow data access method.

The workflow data access methods have much the same rules as the workflow response
methods, except that the return type can be any time that is legal to pass out of a .NET
webservice.

The method signature must start with the following parameters and names. They must be
exactly as shown below.

[WorkflowDataAccessMethod]

public byte[] MyDataAccessMethod(

string workflowTaskId,

string workflowTrackingId,

IData data)

■ The method can be any type legal as a webservice parameter.

■ The method can have any number of other parameters (that are legal in a webservice)
after the initial three.
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■ The method must have the [WorkflowDataAccessMethod] attribute on it.

Workflow interfaces
Because of the complex nature of Workflow type component functionality, SymantecWorkflow
provides four primary interfaces that enable different levels of complexity of functionality.

DescriptionInterface

This is the base interface for all Workflow type components. It
contains a method to start the workflow interaction as well as a
property for the name of the generated webservice.

IWorkflowComponent

This interface extends IWorkflowComponent and adds methods
and properties for the engine to support timeouts.

ITimeoutWorkflowComponent

This interface extends IWorkflowComponent and contains methods
and properties for supporting multiple levels of escalation methods.
Escalation methods are often used for reassigning a task or for
reminding persons that they need to fulfill a requirement.

IEscalatingWorkflowComponent

This interface supports the generation of descriptions for all critical
events. These descriptions are captured by the engine and are
saved in a status data structure. This interface supports
status-intensive applications.

IStatusWorkflowComponent

The workflow abstract classes
Like the other component type of classes, Workflow type components have abstract classes
representing the different workflow interface combinations. These three abstract classes can
fall into two broad categories:

■ Basic implementations that include user interactions that are coded into the component.
These user interactions are defined as the points where you send information to a user
about a particular task that needs to be done. The AbstractWorkflowComponent is the
component that provides the base level functionality and validation for workflow components.
If you want statusing, escalations, and timeouts, you can implement the
IStatusWorkflowComponent interface (four methods), the IEscalationWorkflowComponent
interface (two methods) and the ITimeoutWorkflowComponent interface (two methods). If
you are building a component that includes static user interactions (for example, aWorkflow
console that you always use), making your component extend the
AbstractWorkflowComponent class may be the best option.

■ Implementations of what happens on "start," "escalation," and "timeout" that are configurable
through embedded component models.
These components let you configure what happens on the user interactions using basic
decisionmodels. Thesemodels can have components for sending emails, instant messages,
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editing databases, and retrieving data databases. These components allow a separation
between the purpose of the interaction and the nature of the communication with users.
There are three provided abstract classes that allow this configuration.

DescriptionAbstract Class

This class provides configurable interaction
points for the user.

AbstractonfigurableWorkflowComponent

This class provides configurable interaction
points as well as merge types for sending
statuses to the status system.

AbstractConfigurableStatusWorkflowComponent

This class provides functionality for assigning
tasks to end users using Process Manager.

AbstractEnsembleWorkflowComponent

Workflow component implementation
Implementing a workflow component is similar to implementing any other component. It is the
most similar to implementing a dialog component because of the separation of the starting
and completing of component interactions. All components share similar concepts and
configuration setup, differing only in the way that the execution methods are written.

Implementing a Workflow component from non-configurable base classes

To implement a Workflow component from non-configurable base classes

1 Create a new class subclassing the AbstractWorkflowComponent class.

2 Implement a no parameter constructor for your component.

While the component needs to have a default (no parameters) constructor, the base class
takes a string. This string is for the default name of the webservice to be generated (it can
be changed by the user). The constraint on workflow projects is that components of the
same type can have the same webservice name, but components of different types cannot.
Your component needs to have a no-parameter constructor and pass up the name of the
webservice to be used as the default.

public MyApprovalComponent() : base ("ApprovalService") {}

3 Optionally add properties to your object if it requires setup data within the Workflow.

■ Read and write values using the ObjectStorage API to provide persistence any
properties you have added.

■ Add type converters or editors to the property definitions.

4 Optionally declare your data to be added using the IMultiConnectionDataAdded interface.

This step may be necessary because a workflow component is a multi-path component.
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5 Optionally add a component editor to edit your component.

6 Implement the ReadFromStream andWriteToStreammethods for the IStorable interface.

7 Implement the void Start (string workflowTaskID, string workflowTrackingID, IData
data) method from the interface class.

This is the method that the user or system that has to fulfill the workflow request.

8 Implement the void Finished (string workflowTaskID, string workflowTrackingID,
IData data, string path) method from the interface class.

If some data has been put into an external task management system, this is the point in
the process when the task would be removed or have its status changed.

9 Add [WorkflowResponseMethod] methods to your class.

These methods must follow the rules. Every workflow class must have at least one
response method.

10 Optionally add [WorkflowDataAccessMethod] methods to your class. These methods
must follow the rules.

11 Optionally implement the ITimeoutWorkflowComponent interface to provide timeout
capability to your component.

12 Optionally implement the IEscalationWorkflowComponent interface to provide escalation
capability to your component.

13 Optionally implement the IStatusWorkflowComponent interface to provide status
capability to your component.

14 Implement the InvalidReason[] runValidation() method returning an array of reasons
that your component is not valid.

15 Optionally write an NUnit test case to test the persistence and validation of your component.

16 Optionally add the registration and classification attributes.

Implementing a Workflow component from a configurable base class

The procedure for building from the configurable base class is similar to the procedure for
building from the general workflow class, with one notable exception. With the configurable
base class, the component developer does not have to code into the component what the
interaction methods do (for example, HandleTimeout, Start, Finished). The functionality for
what would happen at start, finish etc. is configured when the component is setup in the
Workflow.

The functionality for communication, interacting with external systems, etc. that is needed in
these external systems would generally be written as process components and then configured
in the decision models that are embedded in the configuration components. For example, on
assigning a task you want to send an email. To do this, you would configure an email component
with the "embedded start" model.
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Unless there is a very specific and non-reusable piece of functionality, most components
should be written from the configuration base classes because it provides more flexibility in
terms of how these components can be used.

To implement a workflow component from a configurable base class

1 Create a new class subclassing one of the following classes:

■ AbstractConfigurableWorkflowComponent class

■ AbstractStatusConfigurableWorkflowComponent class.

2 Implement a no parameter constructor for your component.

While the component needs to have a default (no parameters) constructor, the base class
takes a string. This string is for the default name of the webservice to be generated (it can
be changed by the user). The constraint on workflow projects is that components of the
same type can have the same webservice name, but components of different types cannot.
Your component needs to have a no-parameter constructor and pass up the name of the
webservice to be used as the default.

public MyApprovalComponent() : base ("ApprovalService") {}

3 Optionally add properties to your object if it requires setup data within the Workflow.

■ Read and write values using the ObjectStorage API to provide persistence any
properties you have added.

■ Add type converters or editors to the property definitions.

4 Optionally declare your data to be added using the IMultiConnectionDataAdded interface.
This is because a workflow component is a multi-path component.

5 Optionally add a component editor to edit your component.

6 Implement the ReadFromStream andWriteToStreammethods for the IStorable interface.

7 Add [WorkflowResponseMethod] methods to your class.

These methods must follow the rules. Every workflow class must have at least one
response method.

8 Optionally add [WorkflowDataAccessMethod] methods to your class.

These methods must follow the rules.

9 Implement the InvalidReason[] runValidation() method returning an array of reasons that
your component is not valid.

10 Optionally write an NUnit test case to test the persistence and validation of your component.

11 Optionally add the registration and classification attributes.

Workflow components with Process Manager hooks
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Process Manager supplies workflow task management and assignment to users, groups, users
with permissions, or organization units. A component can take advantage of this functionality
and the user interfaces created for these interactions by subclassing the
AbstractEnsembleWorkflowComponent. That is the only change necessary to get the additional
functionality.

Writing Workflow state trigger components

State triggerWorkflow components allow for "Non Sequential" workflows or dialog components.
For example, you have a set of questions that you want to ask only if a series of particular
data values are true. Instead of asking throughout your Workflow type project, you can put a
"Check State Workflow Component." This component evaluates the various IStateTrigger
Components in the model and takes the non sequential path based on the result of the
evaluation.

To create a State Trigger Workflow Component, implement the interface IStateTrigger.

public interface IStateTrigger : ITrigger,

IOrchestrationComponent

{

/// <summary>

/// returns true if it is in this state

/// </summary>

/// <param name="data"></param>

/// <param name="inStateSince"></param>

/// <returns></returns>

bool IsInState(IData data, DateTime inStateSince);

/// <summary>

/// the order in which these triggers will be compared

/// </summary>

int ComparisonOrder

{

get;

}

}

IsInState method returns a boolean (true/false). If this method returns True, then the component
is considered to have met the necessary conditions to start the workflow linked to this
component. If it returns false, then the workflow does not take this path.

ComparisonOrder returns the evaluation order of Trigger Component. This is important incase
you have multiple Trigger Components in your model. The Execution Engine evaluates the
various triggers in the comparison order and triggers only the first one that IsInState.

Writing an auto start Workflow component
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The easiest way to write an auto start Workflow component is to implement
AbstractAutoStartWorkflowComponent.

About AbstractAutoStartWorkflowComponent

Auto start Workflow components let you start your workflows conditionally. Auto Start Workflow
projects are monitored by the Logicbase.ServerExtentions service and are started when the
conditions for your start are met.

You can write your own auto start Workflow components by inserting them from the
AbstractAutoStartWorkFlowComponent.

The following is the primary method that you need to override:

public override bool StartWorkflow(IData data)

If this method returns a true, the workflow execution is started.

Generating workflow interactions with the integration generator

The integration engine can create workflow components with multiple results and input and
output data. Because the functionality of a Workflow type component is by definition done by
a different system or person, they often have little custom logic. The main task of a Workflow
type component is to expose data and have various response methods based on user or
system input.

You can use the integration engine to create or prototype these interactions. In most cases
the user experience of these interactions will be done using an separate, custom built user
interface. If the interactions use only simple and workflow provided data types, you can edit
them in the default editors.

To generate workflow interactions

1 In Workflow Designer, open the project to which you want to add a component interaction.

2 In your project, click Create Integration Library.

3 Select Custom Workflow Interaction.

4 Complete the wizard.

The wizard leads you through exposing the output data and filling in each of the paths for
input data.

Configuring Workflow Components in the Tool
Configure Workflow type components essentially the same as you would any other type of
component. There are, however, at least two differences.

■ On the configurable type components, there are embedded models that take process
components (single and multi-path) to perform the critical user interactions and
communication functions. If you are using configurable components, the communication
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and notification mechanisms need to be built as process components and configured in
these sub models.

■ The webservice name is the name of the generated webservice. This property has rules
that also apply to any .NET class name (no spaces, etc.). The name of the webservice has
to be unique to the type of class. For example, MyApprovalComponent can have multiple
instances used that all use the same webservice façade. Another component,
MyPricingComponent, must have a different webservice name.

For more information on configuring Workflow type components, see the Workflow Solution
Designer’s Guide.

Advanced: Testing and Running workflow components
Testing aWorkflow type component requires more effort than testing other types of components
because they require input along the way.

To test a Workflow type component

1 Create a workflow project.

2 Add, link, and configure your component into the project.

3 Run the project.

This will bring you to the process launch point. Launch this process like you would launch
a Decision-only webservice. The workflowTrackingID is returned. This process will either
run to completion (if it did not encounter a Workflow type component) or it will stop
processing after starting a Workflow type component.

4 If you want to test the escalations at this point, the same webservice that the launch
method is on has a method called CheckTimeoutsAndEscalations. Navigate to this and
run this method.

This method will generally be run on a timer in a production environment. When testing,
however, you need to trigger this manually.

5 To respond to a component or to check data access methods, go to the webservice that
was generated for your component. If your component had the property to generate
Webservice1, there would be another webservice in the same directory as the primary
generated webservice called "Webservice1.asmx". If you open this URL in your browser,
you should see your methods here. You can invoke these methods in the browser.

6 If you want to check the status of the interaction (and your components are
IStatusWorkflowComponents) there is a method on the primary webservice called
"TrackStatus" that can be invoked with the workflowTrackingId and will give you a complete
status of all workflow interactions.
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Web Form components
Web form components are only used in the graphical form builder. In the form builder, they
do not appear as icons (as components do in themain process workspace), but as aWYSIWYG
display.

About AbstractGraphicalFormComponent
Components for the graphical form builder have their own interfaces. These components
generally have two elements.

■ The graphical form builder component itself, which has properties, can render out as HTML,
can validate, etc.

■ A designer compliant UI component.

The following list is an example of using a web form component, in this case
AbstractGraphicalFormComponent.

■ You add an AbstractGraphicalFormComponent (or subclasses) to the form in the Graphical
Form Builder.

■ The designer creates the component and looks for the type returned by the GetUIType
method on the component.

■ The designer creates a control with the type returned by GetUIType and links it to the initial
AbstractGraphicalFormComponent by setting the
IToolGraphicalScriptingComponent.Component value. The control can now subscribe and
start listening to the events in the component to update itself.

■ The control is then added to the designer surface.

■ The control must update the size & location of the component in the form because this is
not done by the designer when the control is moved or resized.

■ When the control is selected the designer asks for the value of the
IToolGraphicalScriptingComponent.Component property in the control and displays the
returned object in the property grid.

■ The designer for the control draws the invalid component picture.
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Base classes

DescriptionBase Class

LogicBase.Core.Components.GraphicalScripting.Core.
AbstractGraphicalFormComponent.

This is the base class for the components that can be used
inside the FormBuiderComponent (LogicBase.Core.
Components.GraphicalScripting. FormBuiderComponent)

Provides registration of a component with the designer.

AbstractGraphicalFormComponent

LogicBase.Core.Components.GraphicalScripting.Core.
AbstractResizableGraphicalFormComponent

Subclasses AbstractGraphicalFormComponent to add the
ComponentSize property and implement
IResizableGraphicalScriptingComponent.

LogicBase.Core.Components.GraphicalScripting.Core.
IResizableGraphicalScriptingComponent

AbstractResizableGraphicalFormComponent

LogicBase.Core.Components.GraphicalScripting.Core.
AbstractOutcomeComponent

This is the base class for the components that represent
outcomes for the FormBuilderComponent.

These components define new paths in the workflow.

These components should submit the form to the server.

AbstractOutcomeComponent

LogicBase.Core.Components.GraphicalScripting.Core.
IGraphicalScriptingDataComponent

This interface must be implemented by component types
that add data to the workflow.

IGraphicalScriptingDataComponent

LogicBase.Core.Components.GraphicalScripting.Core.
IGraphicalScriptingErrorComponent

This interface must be implemented by component types
that show errors in the form.

IGraphicalScriptingErrorComponent

To build web form components

1 Decide which abstract base class to use.

Choose one of the above 3 abstract classes mentioned above.

■ If the component is an outcome (it submits the form) use
AbstractOutcomeComponent.
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■ If the component is resizable use AbstractResizableGraphicalFormComponent.

■ Otherwise use AbstractGraphicalFormComponent.

2 For the GetUIType() method you must return a type T with the following characteristics:

■ T must be a Windows Forms control and have a DesignerAttribute (see System.
ComponentModel.DesignerAttribute) or get one by sub classing another Windows
Forms control that has it. This will associate a designer with T so it can be shown in
the Graphical Form Builder.

■ Tmust implement IToolGraphicalScriptingComponent (LogicBase.Core.Components.
GraphicalScripting.Core.IToolGraphicalScriptingComponent).

■ T must return the component it is linked to when getting the value of
IToolGraphicalScriptingComponent.Component or null if the value is not set (this is
needed for the property grid to show the component and T).

Windows Form components
The components used by the WinFormsBuilder components implement the
IWinFormsControlComponent interface. In addition to the component class, a designer class
must be provided that is used by theWinFormsBuilder designer. This designer class will usually
inherit from the same Windows Forms control that represents the runtime component, and it
must implement the IWinFormsComponentUIDesigner interface.

The following steps are an example of using a Windows form component,
AbstractWinFormsComponent.

■ You add an AbstractWinFormsComponent (or subclasses) to the form in the WinForms
Builder.

■ The designer creates the component and looks for the FormComponent attribute to find
the designer class for this component.

■ WinForms Builder creates the designer using the type retrieved from the FormComponent
attribute. The designer is added to the design surface and its Component property is set.

■ The designer can update its properties when the component changes.

■ The design surface is responsible for painting the invalid image.

Interfaces and classes
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DescriptionInterface or Class

LogicBase.Components.FormBuilder.Core

Through this interface the WinFormsBuilder engine requests the
component to create a Windows Forms control that represents
the component to the user. In the CreateControl method of this
interface the component should create the desiredWindows Forms
control, configure its properties and return it.This method has a
parameter of type WinFormsComponentContext that provides
access to the workflow data through its Data property. Events can
be attached to the created control in the CreateControl method.
For example a Button component can attach an event to the Click
property of the Button control and in the event handler it can close
the form by calling context.CloseForm(this). (To retrieve the context
in an event handler, use the static member
WinFormsComponentContext.GetContext).

IWinFormsControlComponent

LogicBase.Components.FormBuilder.Core

This interface must be implemented by components that need to
add data to the workflow.

IWinFormsDataComponent

LogicBase. Components.FormBuilder.Core

This interface must be implemented by components that need to
display validation errors.

IWinFormsErrorComponent

LogicBase.Components.FormBuilder.Core

This interface must be implemented by the component designer
class.

IWinFormsComponentUIDesigner

LogicBase.Components.FormBuilder.WinFormsComponents

This is the base class for all components that can be used in
WinFormsBuilder. It contains common properties like ToolTip,
Font and TabIndex and its InitializeControl method should be
called from the IWinFormsControlComponent.CreateControl so
these properties can be applied to the control.

AbstractWinFormsComponent

LogicBase.Components.FormBuilder.WinFormsComponents

This is the base class for the components that represent outcomes
for the WinFormsBuilder component. These components define
new paths in the workflow. These type of components should close
the form and specify the outcome path.

AbstractWinFormsOutcomeComponent
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DescriptionInterface or Class

LogicBase.Components.FormBuilder.Designer

This is a helper class to assist in implementing the
IWinFormsComponentUIDesigner interface. Simply add a private
field of this type to the designer class, initialize it in the constructure
with new WinFormsComponentReference(this) and forward the
Component property accessors of the
IWinFormsComponentUIDesigner interface to the Component
property of this field. Additionally, the attribute
[DesignerSerializationVisibility
(DesignerSerializationVisibility.Hidden)] MUST be added to the
Component property of the designer class.
WinFormsComponentReference class also provides a
ComponentChanged event that is raised whenever the designer
component is changed (including the first time when the component
is assigned to Component property by the WinForms designer.

WinFormsComponentReference

LogicBase.Components.FormBuilder.Core

This class is used to hold the current "state" of the form. It provides:

■ Data – provides access to the workflow data
■ CloseForm – Lets an outcome component close the form
■ GetControl - Maps components to controls through
■ GetContext - Maps controls to contexts through
■ PathName - Provides access to the outcome path name while

the form is closing
■ Closed event – Can be used by a component to dispose

resources/disconnect events created/connected in the
CreateControl method after the form has been closed (Note:
the control itself should not be disposed because the engine
will do this)

WinFormsComponentContext

To build components for the FormBuilderComponent

1 Decide what base class to use.

Choose one of the three abstract classes mentioned above.

■ If the component is an outcome (it closes the form) use
AbstractWinFormsOutcomeComponent.

■ Otherwise use AbstractWinFormsComponent.

2 Override the CreateControl method.
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3 Create the designer class by inheriting a Windows Forms control of choice (usually the
same with the control returned by CreateControl) and implementing
IWinFormsComponentUIDesignerinterface.

4 Add the following attribute to the component class:
[FormComponent(typeof(UIDesignerClass)] where UIDesignerClass is the class created
at step 3.

About properties
Configuration of a component revolves around changing its properties. Because of this, you
should understand available options for changing andmanaging the properties of a component.

See “Workflow Tooling API” on page 124.

See “Modifying property behavior with attributes” on page 139.

Workflow Components store their configuration data in properties that the user modifies through
Workflow Designer. The Workflow tools manipulate these properties to provide configuration
for these objects.

For example, if you have an email component, you may have a property for the body contents,
or a property for the smtp server to send the email.

Two types of data components are primarily used:

■ Data that is defined at design time by the end user of Workflow Designer

■ Data that is dynamically fed to the component when it is executed through IData
See “Introduction to IData” on page 23.

Declaring a property on a Workflow component is exactly like declaring any .NET property.

See “Workflow Tooling API” on page 124.

See “.NET Framework attributes that are useful in property sheet creation” on page 152.

There are two options for editing the definition or properties of a component in the Workflow
Designer user interface:

DescriptionDefinition

A component can supply an editor to be used to configure the component.
Generally, more complex components will supply their own editors while simple
components will use editors created for them by the platform. A
component-supplied editor is fully responsible for all setup the component does.
These editors can utilize a variety of UI paradigms and functions. The editors
register to the component by suppling an attribute.

Custom
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DescriptionDefinition

Property Sheets are property sheets interfaces that are built to edit the properties
of a component. You can adjust some look and feel elements of a property
sheet, but the overall editing paradigm remains static (name: editor pairs on a
form).

Property Sheets

The following screen shot shows a custom editor. This custom editor is attached to the form
builder component.

The following screen shot show a property sheet editor. This is the property sheet for the
matches rule component.
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Both types of editors perform the same function: setting values on the properties of a
component.

You can manipulate the property sheets using attributes to give a better user experience.

See “Property Sheets ” on page 171.

Simple Properties
Declaring simple properties is the same as in any .NET object. The structure of properties is
determined by the .NET language that you are implementing components in. In C#, a property
would look as follows:

string my_val;

public string MyValue {

get

{
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return my_val;

}

set

{

my_val = value;

}

}

If you declare a property of a type that is not represented by a component editor, the tooling
will ignore it. You can write your own editors if you need to.

See “About ObjectStorage” on page 43.

Symantec Workflow provides editors for standard .NET data types (string, bool, decimal, int,
etc.). It also provides default editors for any collection or complex data types that come with
Symantec Workflow.

The .NET platform determines the structure of property editors and type converters. Additionally,
in-place editors can be defined to embed property editors in the Symantec Workflow
components.

You can declare properties on your objects to let the platform know what the default value of
a property is and which page to display the property on. These attributes are discussed on
the Microsoft .NET website.

Array Properties
There are no real "standards" that we have as to howmore complex data elements are declared
as properties on objects. Arrays can either be array "types", custom collection types or some
type of standard collection (like StringCollection). For some collection types (like a string
collection) you need to declare a custom editor.

When you declare a simple array property, the platform understands (in most cases) how to
deal with it.

string[] my_val;

public string[] MyValues {

get

{

return my_val;

}

set

{

my_val = value;

}

}
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If your array type is an abstract class, you may need an interface to do some additional handling
of it using custom editors. The Symantec Workflow in-place editor has a list to edit directly in
the component editor form.

Workflow property sheets provide editing for array properties (add, remove, edit, moveup,
movedown) by default. You can augment this by providing your own in-place editor or adjusting
the edit panel of the standard in-place editor.

See “Property Sheets ” on page 171.

Variable Properties
Often, the data that a component needs come from the data structure flowing through the
process, not a component variable. This data structure is called IData and is passed into the
execution methods of each of the components.

See “About IData” on page 34.

You can hard code the name of a variable that a component expects to be in IData. This is
restrictive, and makes the component useful only in processes that have the hard coded
variable.

Instead of hard coding, the API has some special classes and variable editors that support a
more flexible paradigm. A component can use the variable editors to let users pick variables
that are in the process.

Because components are decoupled from data structures, the user of the configuration tools
should specify the name of the data element that needs to be manipulated at design time.
Symantec Workflow has tools that let users see and pick the names of these values. The
component developer must provide properties for Variable Names representing the data
elements in the data structure.

For example, you are trying to create a hardware procurement request email that includes the
cost of the requested item. You use the SendEmail component and use the editor to construct
and organize the email. The cost of the item was supplied in a webform earlier in the workflow.
You want to insert the cost of the item into the email, so you link the variable data element
from the webform to the email body. If you named the data element "ItemCost," you would
use that same name as an address to that data element stored in IData. Even though the
number (the cost) is a variable property that cannot be supplied at design time, IData lets you
use the variable as if it were a static figure by making it available at run time.

For another example, you have a process that needs to add together two numbers supplied
in the workflow. You include an AddValues component in your workflow process, but the
numbers are variables, and must be supplied by IData. You use the AddValues component,
and configure it to retrieve each number from IData using the data variable names (perhaps
"NumberOne" and "NumberTwo").

For example:
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"myNumber" = 10; // this is an integer property

"Person" = Wesley; // person is a complex object with a number of

attributes including an attribute Age

If you wanted the component to add the integer "myNumber" to the integer "Person.Age", set
the properties on the component to the names of these variables.

(Example property)

string add_value_one;

public string FirstVariableName {

get

{

return add_value_one;

}

set

{

add_value_one = value;

}

}

When the component executes, it reads the data elements as setup by the user. These data
elements are fetched from IData.

When you set up this component, set the property.

The following code is in the run method of the components:

component.FirstVariableName = "myValue";

component.SecondVariableName = "Person.Age";

You can also use the following code when you are setting it up code:

int myValue = (int)data[FirstVariableName];

int myValue2 = (int)data[SecondVariableName];

int newValue = myValue + myValue2;

Declaring properties to be variable names
Symantec Workflow provides a special attribute (VariableType) for the purpose of variable
declaration. If you use a VariableType property in conjunction with setting the property editor
on a component, the platform will create a special editor within the Property Sheets that allows
variable lookup.

[Editor(typeof (VariableTypeEditor), typeof(UITypeEditor))]

[VariableType(typeof(string))]
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The variable selection editor lets you select variables of the type that the component expects.
These attributes describe the data elements required by components. This lets you work on
component level without knowing about the specific data structure available at runtime. These
data elements can be provided by the user of the tool.

When dealing with string variable names, VariableType and VariableTypeEditor/UITypeEditor
must always be used together. The VariableType attribute is also used with
VariableOrValueDataType and ArrayBuilderDataType properties –these do not require you to
declare your own editor.

See “About VariableOrValueDataType” on page 51.

See “Array builder data type” on page 53.

If you use VariableType for string variable names (for example, string properties that represent
variables) without the editor, the platform will ignore the variable type declaration. If you use
the Editor[VariableTypeEditor]Attribute alone the component will throw an exception when it
is edited.
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You can use alternate ways to gather variable data. Both VariableOrValueDataType and
ArrayBuilderDataType let you wait until component configuration time to decide if you want a
variable or value.

Typically, you should use the VariableOrValue/ArrayBuilder data types instead of the
VariableType and string names as described above. If you have one of the following situations,
use the VariableType/string name strcture descriptions is true:

■ Your variable is output data from the component.
In this case you need an actual variable name.

■ It is illogical that your variable can come through the process data.

■ It affects the design time interface of the component.
For example, paths on a multi-path component, it affects which variables to show or hide.

If you have a component that needs a variable from the IData container object, do one of the
following.

■ Declaring a string property
This is for the name of the variable.

■ Add a [Editor(typeof (VariableTypeEditor), typeof(UITypeEditor))] attribute to the declaration.
This will replace the editor with a drop down list for selecting your variable.

■ Add a [VariableType (typeof(______))] attribute to the property and declare the type of
variable that you are wanting. [VariableType (typeof(string))]

When the property sheets interface is created and comes across a property with this attribute
type, it will create a control (combo box) that enables you to select from all variables of that
type that are present in IData at the point that this component is run.

For example:

String add_value_one;

[Editor(typeof (VariableTypeEditor), typeof(UITypeEditor))]

[VariableType(typeof(int))]

public string FirstVariableName {

get

{

return add_value_one;

}

set

{

add_value_one = value;

}

}
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Declaring an array of types to be fetched
Sometimes you need to declare properties to be variable names with multiple types. Because
most simple base types allow conversion from one type to another, you probably do not need
to declare multiple types. For example, if you need an "int," the component automatically
converts a "short" or "decimal" to an "int." If you do declare multiple types for a variable, you
must handle this properly in your run method.

To declare an array of types to be fetched

1 Create the VariableDeclaration(Type[]) attribute instead of the VariableDeclaration(Type)
attribute.

Generally, use this when you are trying to get a variable in a collection of types. This is
most often used for numbers, when you have a component that can commute using any
number type.

2 In this case, pass in all number types as the types of variables that you want to use.

For example:

string add_value_one;

[Editor(typeof (VariableTypeEditor), typeof(UITypeEditor))]

[VariableType (new Type[] {

typeof(int),

typeof(float),

typeof(int32)})]

public string FirstVariableName {

get

{

return add_value_one;

}

set

{

add_value_one = value;

}

}

There is a constant on the VariableDeclaration class for all numbers. If you want to get all
numbers, use this constant in your declaration.

string add_value_one;

[Editor(typeof (VariableTypeEditor), typeof(UITypeEditor))]

[VariableType (VariableDeclaration.ALL_NUMBERS)]

public string FirstVariableName {

get

{
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return add_value_one;

}

set

{

add_value_one = value;

}

}

Even though you can add values with multiple types, you do not have to declare multiple types.
Data handlers can convert one type to another type. The builder shows all types that are
convertible into the current type. For example, instead of declaring a component that needs
"all numbers" you can declare that you need a decimal type, and the builder will show all types
that can be converted to a decimal type (int, long, double etc.).

Declaring properties to be variable names on array types
If you need a variable for an array, declare that by using either an overridden constructor or
a named property on an attribute.

For example, you want a variable to an array of integers. Declare that using either of the
following methods: (the second parameter is if the variable is an array variable)

[VariableType (typeof(int), true)]

or

[VariableType (typeof(int)), "Array" = true]

For example:

string values_to_sum;

[Editor(typeof (VariableTypeEditor), typeof(UITypeEditor))]

[VariableType(typeof(int), true)]

public string VariableName {

get

{

return values_to_sum;

}

set

{

values_to_sum = value;

}

}
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There is another way to accomplish this. There is a special type called ArrayBuilderDataType
which allows arrays to be built or constructed from single or array variables, or to be supplied
as constants.

Adding or changing data based on an interaction
When a step in the workflow is outputting data, there are usually three options of what the
sending component can do with the data.

■ Add data to the IData container.
See “To add data” on page 95.

■ Change or replace a data variable.
You want to have the tool provide you with the name of an existing variable within the IData
container to set the value of.
See “To change or replace a data variable” on page 95.

■ Let the component consumer choose to add or replace an existing variable.
This option is more challenging than the others. If you cannot decide if the value of the
data should be changed or replaced by the definition of the component, you can leave the
decision to the consumer of the component.
See “To have the component consumer choose to add or replace data” on page 96.

When you want to add or replace a variable, the property sheets interface must let the user
choose to either pick an existing variable of a type, or declare the name of a new variable.

When the step is executed, if the variable is a new variable (for example, it does not exist), it
needs to appear that it already exists when the component calls the set method of the property.
Because of this, the component does not need to know if the value that they are adding or
setting already exists –that component can always call set.

To add data

1 Have a property where the variable name is declared.

There is no special handling on this property.

2 Declare the data to be added.

See “Declaring Data Additions” on page 40.

3 Add the data when the component is executed.

To change or replace a data variable

1 Have the tool provide you with the name of an existing variable within the IData container.

2 Set the value of the variable.
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To have the component consumer choose to add or replace data

1 Add a [VariableType] attribute to the string property that is asking for the variable name.

2 Set the named parameter "new" to true.

For example:

string answer_variable;

[Editor(typeof (VariableTypeEditor), typeof(UITypeEditor))]

[VariableType (typeof(string)), "New" = true]

public string VariableName {

get

{

return answer_variable;

}

set

{

answer_variable = value;

}

}

Unlike the VariableDeclaration, you cannot use this method to declare arrays. You can however
use this method to declare a collection of types you can use.

When setting this variable, however, you must reference the variable name to set the variable.

For example:

data[VariableName] = "Wesley";

Even if the variable is a new variable, you can treat this like it is a set variable.

If the variable is a new variable, you must add it on the root.

For example, you cannot have a new variable called "Person.Name" because you cannot add
a variable any place but on the root.

Restricting read-only variables
You can restrict read-only variables to only allow variables that need to be set. When declaring
a variable type, always declare whether the variable needs to be set or needs only to be read.
All the variables that are returned when you ask for a variable of a particular type can be
accessed, but not all can be set.

If a property on a component has only a get method but no set method, it is not writable. Virtual
properties, such as "count" on an array or "constructed arrays" that are assembled from sub
data elements are also non-writable properties.

To restrict read-only variables
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■ Pass in the "NeedsWrite" attribute.

[VariableType (typeof(string)), "NeedsWrite" = true]

Specifying the "NeedsWrite" property on this attribute filters out the read-only attributes.

Advanced development: All variable types
Use this method rarely and with caution. When you need to pick a variable of a particular type
but do not know the type until runtime, use the reflected variable types instead of all variable
types.

See “Advanced development: Reflected variable types” on page 97.

You can retrieve variables of any time (for example, any array) by excluding the type from your
declaration. If you leave the type out, it fetches any type that there are type converters for.

[VariableType()]

[VariableType(true)] // for array types

When fetching all variable types, test what type of data you have when you fetch the data
based from this.

Advanced development: Reflected variable types
If you do not know what type of variable you need, but will get it later (at design time), you can
specify a property on your class where the needed type or array of types are. At runtime, this
attribute will look up the property on an instance of the object and use it to populate the type
list.

This is often used for dynamic components like a component that iterates through an array of
values. First specify the type, and then select the array. Because the type was not known until
the component was configured, it can be fetched using reflection.

Property declaration for the type:

public Type MyPropertyType {

get

{

// fetch type from somewhere

return _type;

}

}

// declaration on the component

[VariableType("MyTypeProperty")]

[VariableType("MyTypeProperty", true)] // for array types
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If you want to dynamically fetch whether a variable is an array type or not, use the following
constructor:

[VariableType("MyTypeProperty", "IsArray")] // the IsArray method

on

The component returns a bool.

The pattern for using this functionality is often to let the user select a data type and then to
select a variable based on the data type.

To select a variable based on a data type

1 In the component property sheet, select the data type you want.

More properties are exposed based on your selection of a data type.

2 Select the variable you want.

Advanced Variable Declaration
Sometimes you do not know during development time if a needed value will come from the
user directly or from the dynamic data flowing through the process.

SymantecWorkflow allows these data elements to be created with a lot of flexibility in selecting
or creating values for the component to use.

For "Arrays" or "Lists" of values, the ArrayBuilderDataType allows these to be specified.

For single values, the VariableOrValueDataType allows these values to be specified.

These two data tyoes are the most commonly used property types in all components. They
allow the specify or select style user interfaces that most components use.

See “About VariableOrValueDataType” on page 51.

Validity Checks
Components must validate their settings after they are configured in order to live within the
Workflow environment. The Symantec Workflow Designer controls validation. From the
framework perspective, this validation happens in the following two ways (these methods are
from the IValid interface):

public bool IsValid(bool rerun)

public InvalidReason[] GetInvalidReasons()

The IsValid method returns the validity state for the object. This method has a parameter rerun
that tells the component if it needs to rerun its validation checks.

The second validation method, GetInvalidReasons(), returns an array of invalid reasons objects.

The mechanics of handling validation is done in the AbstractValidationObject class.
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If your component descends from this object, as all base class Workflow components do,
implementing validation is very simple. Making the validation functionality requires only the
implementation of one method that returns the invalid reasons. The mechanics of rerunning
and saving off the list of invalid reasons is handled by the superclass. All of the housekeeping
methods are present in the base classes to manage notification and tracking of the invalid
reasons. This greatly simplifies the management of the validation on a component.

The following code shows this style of implementation of this method, if you have a property
that is an email address on an object:

protected override InvalidReason[] RunValidation() {

InvalidReasonList l = new InvalidReasonList ();

if (EmailAddress == null)

l.Add(new InvalidReason(this,"EmailAddress cannot be

null"));

if (EmailAddress != null && EmailAddress.IndexOf("@") != -1)

l.Add(new InvalidReason(this, "Invalid EmailAddress"));

return l.GetInvalidReasons();

}

The property sheets will display invalid reasons next to their respective properties. This happens
automatically when you use the rule attributes (as described below). You can also accomplish
this by using another constructor for invalid reason to tell the platform what property the reason
is for.

When the validity of a property depends on a potential change in the value of the property,
that property should call IsValid(true) on itself. This will rerun validation and inform interested
elements with the system of a validity change.

For example:

public string VariableName {

get

{

return answer_variable;

}

set

{

answer_variable = value;

isValid;

}

}
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Validating properties with rule attributes
Rule attributes are attributes that you can use to quickly add validation to properties. These
attributes save you from writing validation code, and give Symantec Workflow Designer the
means to know what properties are invalid.

Rule attributes reduce the amount of custom code you need to write, improving consistency
and saving you time.

To validate properties with rule attributes

■ Instead of using a typical validation code for a VariableOrValueDataType property like this:

If ((Myvarname == null) || (!Myvarname.IsFilledIn()))

list.Add(new InvalidReason(this, "Myvarname must be supplied"));

You can use VariableOrValueNotEmptyRule attribute like this:

[VariableOrValueNotEmptyRule ("Myvarname must be supplied")]

public VariableOrValueDataType Myvarname

{

get{...}

set{...}

}

The rules created with rule attributes are run when validation is run (no other steps are needed
for this).

See “Rule Attributes” on page 148.

Unit tests
Because the components you create will likely be reused by others, always test your
components fully. We recommend using a unit test methodology. Unit tests let you know that
your components perform as well as you expect them to perform.

The unit tests for the platform are written with NUnit. The platform itself has been thoroughly
tested with NUnit, and each component should have a set of thorough tests with NUnit.

See “About NUnit” on page 27.

In common development methodology, components are ideally written "test first" - meaning
that the component test is written before the component itself.

When you discover a bug, write a unit test that exposes the bug. When the bug is fixed, the
unit test runs successfully.
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Testing component persistence with ObjectStorage
Because the configuration data for components should to be persisted using the ObjectStorage
mechanism, you should test using this mechanism.

To test persistence using ObjectStorage

1 Create and configure your component.

2 Load all of its configuration data.

3 Write out the data to a string using the ObjectStorage class.

4 Read in the object from a string.

5 Compare the original to the copy.

Testing component validity
Because the validation of a component may be simple or complex, you should test all of the
different validation states of an object. The component should be tested to make sure that it
works correctly, and that it gives off proper messages when it is not correctly configured.

See “Validity Checks” on page 98.

To perform a validity test

1 Create and configure your component.

2 Test the validation state (IsValid(true)).

See “Validity Checks” on page 98.

3 Test invalid states for validity.

Perform this test as you would a normal test. The result should return negative.

Testing component execution
Testing execution methods differ slightly between types of components.

To test execution

1 Create and configure the component.

You should test each combination of proper configuration data.

2 If this component requires data variables to work, create an IData object and add data
members to the IData object.

3 Execute the component.

4 Check the resulting data in IData to ensure it is what you expected.
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Testing component performance
You do not need to test performance on most simple components. However, if the component
controls an expensive part of the process, it is a good idea to add performance tests. These
tests involve running a number of execution tests within a loop.

To test performance

1 Capture the start time.

2 Run the execution steps in a loop.

3 Capture the end time.

4 Compare the resulting time.

If the component takes longer than you want, raise an exception.

Testing components within Workflow Designer
For more information on using the tool, refer to the Workflow Solution Users Guide.

To test within the tool

1 Open Workflow Designer.

2 Create a new project.

3 Import the DLL containing your component into your project.

4 Add your component to the primary model.

5 Configure your component with the editor.

6 Save and close the project.

7 Reopen the project.

This ensures that your project saves with the component as expected.

8 Open primary model.

9 Run the model and test the execution.

10 Test the framework in Symantec Workflow Designer.
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Component publishing
methods

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Component publishing methods

Component publishing methods
When you complete a component project in code and build it as a DLL, move the files into the
following directory:C: > Program Files > Altiris >Workflow Designer > Shared (component
files usually go to the customlib folder in shared, but shared is the root for placing new libraries).
All of the DLL files must be available in this location before you can import them into your
project. If any files are missing, the component will not work.

There are two methods of packaging up a component library for publishing within Workflow
Designer:

■ Publishing as a DLL

■ Publishing as an archive

If you package your project, the custom libraries you added go with the project and are
automatically installed wherever the project is installed.

Publishing as a DLL
If your component library is a single library, you can publish it as a simple DLL. This DLL must
be included in the project file when the project file is published directly to the server or packaged
for other use. Distribute the DLL to be loaded into the Workflow. This is the default mechanism
for publishing functionality into the Workflow environment.
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To publish as a DLL

1 Export your component project from Visual Studio as a DLL.

2 Move the resulting DLL files into C: > Program Files > Altiris > Workflow Designer >
Shared > customlib.

3 In your Workflow project, import your library.

See “Loading custom DLLs into Symantec Workflow” on page 104.

4 In the left panel, click the name of your project.

This is the top item in the project tree structure.

5 Click the Libraries tab.

6 Find your added libraries and mark the Copy Local checkbox.

Loading custom DLLs into Symantec Workflow
Symantec Workflow loads DLLs from a central location (default: C:\Program
Files\Altiris\Workflow Designer\shared). Using a central location reduces the need to distribute
the DLLs with every project. The Symantec Workflow class loader looks in this central area to
find and load DLLs.

Custom DLLs (those that do not come standard with Symantec Workflow installation) can be
added to this structure in the C:\Program Files\Altiris\Workflow Designer\Shared\CustomLib
directory.

To load custom DLLs into Symantec Workflow

1 In your project, in the left pane, click on the name of your project.

This is the top item in the project tree structure.

2 Click on the Libraries tab.

3 Click Add.

4 Click the Custom Libraries tab.

5 Select the libraries you want to add.

6 Click OK.

7 The loading mechanism in Symantec Workflow retrieves all DLLs from this location.

Publishing as an archive
There are at least three reasons for publishing components as an archive.

■ There are dependent DLLs or resources that need to be published with the DLL (this can
also be done for external resources using publishing attributes).
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■ Some of the resources or DLLs are only needed at design time. You want to customize
the publishing so that these items are not published to the server.

■ You want to publish some resources for debugging (for example, the PDB file) that you do
not want in the non-debugging publishing image.
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To publish as an archive

1 Create a file called manifest.xml listing all of the resources that are in the publishing
archive. This file must conform to the same later in this section.
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2 Create a zip file that includes all of the resources that you are publishing + the manifest
file.

All resources and the manifest.xml must be in the root directory, no other directories are
allowed.

This archive file must be named with an .xdll suffix

Sample manifest.xml:

<?xml version="1.0"?>

<ArchiveInfo xmlns:xsd="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema"

xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance"

xmlns="http://www.Transparentlogic.com">

<Resources>

<Resource>

<Name>LogicBase.Core.Components.Office.dll</Name>

<DeployResource>true</DeployResource>

<DeployResourceWhenDebugging>false</

DeployResourceWhenDebugging>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<Name>Interop.Excel.dll</Name>

<DeployResource>true</DeployResource>

<DeployResourceWhenDebugging>false</

DeployResourceWhenDebugging>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<Name>Interop.Microsoft.Office.Core.dll</Name>

<DeployResource>true</DeployResource>

<DeployResourceWhenDebugging>false</

DeployResourceWhenDebugging>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<Name>Interop.VBIDE.dll</Name>

<DeployResource>true</DeployResource>

<DeployResourceWhenDebugging>false</

DeployResourceWhenDebugging>

</Resource>

<Resource>

<Name>Interop.Word.dll</Name>

<DeployResource>true</DeployResource>

<DeployResourceWhenDebugging>false</

DeployResourceWhenDebugging>

</Resource>
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</Resources>

</ArchiveInfo>
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Advanced component APIs

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Merge fields

■ Creating IDriverInfo objects

■ Mapping assignment components

■ Workflow runtime interfaces

Merge fields
Merge Fields are components that transform data at runtime and are designed to be used
within the merge editor. Merge fields allow formatting and specialized display of data so that
data appears more naturally to end users. For example, you have a Workflow project that
sends an email that includes the date, which you want to appear as "Monday July 14th" instead
of "2009-07-14." Merge fields let you do this.

Merge fields are embedded in the text creator data types and can be used for any simple task
that requires data formatting.

The following example is a very common usage of merge fields:

You want to send an email from a tech support line to let someone know that their request has
been received. You know the format, but not the actual data until runtime.

You would use the following structure:

Hi MERGEFIELDHERE,

Your problem has been received and can be tracked using this

tracking number: MERGEFIELDHERE.

The output looks like this:
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Hi Kenneth,

Your problem has been received and can be tracked using this

Tracking number: 123456789.

Base Interface
Merge Fields must implement the IMergeField interface. This interface guarantees the following
behavior:

■ A property named "ID"
The ID is a GUID used to uniquely identify a specific merge field. It should be assigned in
the constructor.

■ A method called GetName()
GetName establishes the name of this type of merge field to the end user. It is how they
select your merge field so it should be descriptive, like Variable Date Formatter.

■ A method called GetResult(IData data)
GetResult obviously does the job of transforming the data.

There are also methods for conversion and validation.

See “Merge field validation” on page 114.

See “Merge field conversion” on page 114.

You will likely never implement IMergeField directly because the handling of the basic plumbing
is done in the merge field.

Specific Interfaces
There are two specific interfaces.

DescriptionInterface

IValueMergeField is the base interface for merge fields that do not
manipulate data that is currently in the application. Value Merge fields
have a number of settings that the end user configures before they
perform a task.

IValueMergeField

IVariableMergeField has a reference to a piece of information in the
application. It can use this piece of information and any number of
parameters, including other application data to perform its data
transformation.

IVariableMergeField
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Base Classes
The base classes supplied in Symantec Workflow make merge fields even easier for you to
write. These base classes take care of some of the implementation details of merge fields.

There are two major base classes of merge fields, AbstractVariableMergeField and
AbstractValueMergeField.

DescriptionBase Class

This base class should be subclassed when creating a merge field
that will manipulate data that is currently moving through the project.

AbstractVariableMergeField

Use this base class when creating a formatter that lets an end user
construct interesting pieces of information by editing simple properties.

For example, a web link formatter would create an anchor tag with
appropriate HREF by allowing the end user to simply set a Text
property and a link to property in the editor.

AbstractValueMergeField

These base classes require you to implement validation for your merge fields so that Symantec
Workflow can ensure that the merge fields are properly configured before executing.

Writing merge fields
Using merge fields lets you customize the UI of your project by adding specific data that is not
known at design time. You can write your own merge field to fit the need of your UI. Use the
provided examples below for ideas as to where and how you can use merge fields in your
project.

To write a merge field

1 Select base class.

2 Stub abstract methods.

3 Implement GetName().

4 Add properties and set up serialization.

5 Implement GetResult().

6 Implement validation and conversion if appropriate.

7 Write unit tests.

For example, you want to create a merge field that will put the appropriate article "a" or "an"
in front of a noun. The noun is the name of an ordered item that needs confirmation, and
appears in a UI.

The text reads:
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Thanks for ordering ITEM from us. It will be shipped shortly.

The item name could be anything, so during design time you cannot determine if "a" or "an"
is appropriate. To make this text sound more natural by having the appropriate article, you
perform the following steps.

■ Select your base class. Since you want to format text based on the value of a variable, the
item name, you must subclass AbstractVariableMergeField.

■ Stub out all of the methods required by this base class. The result will be something like:

public class AVariableMergeField : AbstractVariableMergeField

{

public override string GetName() {}

public override void SetUp(string variableData, Type

variableType, bool isArray) {}

public override string GetResult(IData data) {}

public override bool CanConvertFrom(IMergeField field) {}

public override void ConvertFrom(IMergeField field) {}

public override void

WriteAdditionalToStream(ObjectWriteStream stream) {}

public override void

ReadAdditionalFromStream(ObjectReadStream stream) {}

public override Type GetVariableType() {}

protected override InvalidReason[] RunValidation() {}

}

■ Implement GetName() to return a friendly name for our merge field.

public override string GetName()

{

return "Add A or An to Noun Variable";

}

■ Now you have to decide what information the merge field needs other than the variable
data. The variable data is taken care of by the parent class. You need only one other piece
of information: whether or not the item name should be capitalized. If the name of the item
is a proper noun, you know it should always be capitalized. If it is not a proper noun, the
item name would only be capitalized at the beginning of a sentence. You can use a property
to determine whether or not this item name appears at the beginning of a sentence. You
add a property, ShouldBeCapitalized.

■ In order to make sure that this property gets saved and restored correctly, you must add
it to the ReadAdditionalFromStream andWriteAdditionalToStreammethods. Thesemethods
relate to the persistence mechanism described in detail in the Component Developer’s
Guide.
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When you are finished, your class will have the following added to it:

private bool shouldBeCapitalized = false;

public bool ShouldBeCapitalized

{

get { return shouldBeCapitalized; }

set { shouldBeCapitalized = value; }

}

The changes to Read and Write will look like this:

public override void WriteAdditionalToStream(ObjectWriteStream

stream)

{

stream.AddValue("capitalize", shouldBeCapitalized);

}

public override void

ReadAdditionalFromStream(ObjectReadStream stream)

{

shouldBeCapitalized =

stream.GetBoolean("capitalize");

}

■ Now, implement the actual behavior of the merge field. It should check the value of the
"VariableName" from IData, and if it starts with a vowel it should prepend "an." Otherwise,
it will prepend "a".

public override string GetResult(IData data)

{

char[] vowels = {'a', 'e', 'i', 'o', 'u', 'A', 'E', 'I', 'O',

'U'};

string result = data[variableName].ToString();

if (Array.IndexOf(vowels, result[0]) > -1)

{

if (shouldBeCapitalized) result = "An " + result;

else result = "an " + result;

}

else

{

if (shouldBeCapitalized)result = "A " + result;

else result = "a " + result;

}

return result;

}
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Merge field validation
Merge fields can validate themselves at design time to ensure that they are properly configured.
The validation of merge fields use Workflow framework validation functionality.

See “Validity Checks” on page 98.

See “Validation break forms” on page 157.

A list of reasons for invalidity should be constructed and then returned by the RunValidation
method.

Merge field conversion
You can easily convert merge fields from one type to another if the data type is appropriate.
There are two methods to facilitate this behavior:

public override bool CanConvertFrom(IMergeField field) {}

public override void ConvertFrom(IMergeField field) {}

CanConvertFrom can check the type of the IMergeField passed in to determine whether or
not it can convert it, or it can call field.GetVariableType() if the IMergeField is an
IVariableMergeField. Many times the type of the variable being manipulated is the most
important factor in a conversion.

For example, the example merge field should have no problems converting from the
DefaultString Formatter type:

public override bool CanConvertFrom(IMergeField field)

{

return (field is DefaultStringMergeFormatter);

}

public override void ConvertFrom(IMergeField field)

{

this.variableName

=((DefaultStringMergeFormatter)field).VariableName;

}

Unit Testing
Unit tests can easily be written for all merge fields because there is no execution environment
overhead needed to run the major behaviors of the merge field.

Construct an OrchestrationData object as follows:

OrchestrationData myData = new OrchestrationData();

myData["myVariable"] = "example value";

AorAnVariableMergeField myField = new AOrAnVariableMergeField();
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myField.VariableName = "myVariable";

string result = myField.GetResult(myData);

Assertion.AssertEquals("an example value", result);

Creating IDriverInfo objects
Symantec Workflow uses IDriverInfo classes to describe the database connection methods
for different databases. SymantecWorkflow includes a number of IDriverInfo implementations,
but you may want to use a different method to connect to your database.

To create an IDriverOnfo object

1 In Symantec Workflow, create a new project (class library –DLL - output).

2 Create a new class that implements IDriverInfo.

3 Implement all methods for your database.
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4 Compile to DLL.

5 Put the DLL conatining the implementation into the plugin directory (C: > Program Files
> Altiris > Workflow Designer > Designer > Plugins).

The IDriverInfo interface is as follows:

public interface IDriverInfo : ITypeToStringConverter

{

string[] ConnectionStringTemplates { get; }

StoredProcedureInfo[] GetStoredProceduresForConnection(string

connectionString);

DbParameter[] GetParametersForStoredProcedure(string

connectionString, string storedProcedure);

tableInfo[] GetTablesForConnection(string connectionString);

columnInfo[] GetTableColumns(string connectionString, TableInfo table);

string DisplayName { get; }

string ParameterPrefix { get; }

string TableOpenQuote { get; }

string TableCloseQuote { get; }

string FieldOpenQuote { get; }

string FieldCloseQuote { get; }

iDbConnection CreateConnection();

iDbConnection CreateConnection(string connectionString);

DbConnectionStringBuilder CreateConnectionStringBuilder(string

connectionString);

CommonConnectionString

GetCommonConnectionString(DbConnectionStringBuilder

connectionStringBuilder);

void ModifyConnectionStringBuilder(CommonConnectionString

commonConnectionString,

DbConnectionStringBuilder connectionStringBuilder);

iDataAdapter CreateAdapter(IDbCommand cmd);

type ConnectionType { get; }

type CommandType { get; }

type ParameterType { get; }

type ReaderType { get; }

type[] GetRequiredTypesForDeployment();

Publishing driver info
To publish driver info
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■ Put the resulting DLL with the IDriverInfo class as well as any other supporting DLLs into
the plugin directory of the computer that contains the Symantec Workflow configuration
environment.
This includes any necessary database driver DLLs. Workflow Designer loads these when
it starts. These DLLs must be published to every computer that runs the configuration tool
with projects based on this driver info.

Mapping assignment components
Mapping assignment components define other types of standard mappings in the data
transformation components. The platform provides a few standard mapping assignments.
However, if other types of mapping assignments are designed, you can create them like any
other component.

See “About persistence/serialization” on page 43.

public interface IMappingAssignment: IValidWithNofication, \

IStorable

{

/// <summary>

/// user defined name for this mapping assignment

/// </summary>

string Name

{
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get;

set;

}

/// <summary>

/// this is the type of field that this mapping assignment

/// is for. this is

/// picked up dynamically from the destination object

/// </summary>

type DestinationType

{

get;

set;

}

/// <summary>

/// this is the field name on the destination target that

/// the source is mapping to

/// </summary>

string DestinationField

{

get;

set;

}

/// <summary>

/// returns true if destination field is an array

/// </summary>

bool DestinationIsArray

{

get;

set;

}

/// <summary>

/// these are the source fields that this process uses

/// </summary>

string[] Sources

{

get;

}

/// <summary>

/// this is where the resulting data object is created and

/// returned

/// </summary>

/// <param name="data"></param>

/// <returns></returns>
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object GetResultingObject(IData data);

/// <summary>

///

/// </summary>

/// <param name="assignment"></param>

/// <returns></returns>

bool CanConvertFrom(IMappingAssignment assignment);

/// <summary>

///

/// </summary>

/// <param name="assignment"></param>

/// <returns></returns>

void DoConversion(IMappingAssignment assignment);

/// <summary>

/// this sets up the definition so that it can work in a

/// design time environment

/// both for validation and editing

/// </summary>

/// <param name="definitions"></param>

void SetupForDesignTime(DataDefinition[] definitions);

}

This interfacemust be implemented in any newmapping assignment you create. Other elements
(validation and storage) work the same as other components. An example of a mapping
assignment is provided in the template project.

AbstractMappingAssignment is an abstract mapping assignment class that handles much of
the basic infrastructure for the mapping assignments.

Below is a samplemapping assignment that uses the abstract mapping assignment functionality.
This mapping assignment creates a string from a bool, allowing the user to configure what the
contents of the string is.

#region BoolToStringMappingAssignment

public class BoolToStringMappingAssignment :

AbstractMappingAssignment,

IMappingAssignment

{

public BoolToStringMappingAssignment()

{

}

protected override string GetDefaultName()

{

return _source + " --> " + _destination;

}
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#region IMappingAssignment Members

private string _source;

[Category ( "mapping definition" )]

public override string[] Sources

{

get { return new string[]{_source}; }

}

private string _trueOutput = "Y";

[Category ( "configuration" )]

public string TrueOutput

{

get { return _trueOutput; }

set { _trueOutput = value; }

}

private string _falseOutput = "N";

[Category("configuration")]

public string FalseOutput

{

get { return _falseOutput; }

set { _falseOutput = value; }

}

public override object GetResultingObject ( IData data )

{

bool b = (bool) data[ _source, typeof ( bool ) ];

exception lastException = null;

try

{

if ( b )

{

return _trueOutput;

}

else

{

return _falseOutput;

}

}

catch ( Exception ex )

}

lastException = ex;

}

throw new Exception( "could not convert " +

b.ToString( ) +

" into string", lastException );
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}

public override bool CanConvertFrom (

IMappingAssignment assignment )

{

if ( assignment is SimpleMappingAssignment )

{

simpleMappingAssignment sma =

( SimpleMappingAssignment) assignment;

if ( !sma.DestinationIsArray && ! sma.SourceIsArray )

{

if ( sma.DestinationType == typeof ( string )

&& sma.SourceType == typeof( bool ) )

return true;

}

}

return false;

}

public override void DoConversion (

IMappingAssignment assignment )

{

simpleMappingAssignment sma =

(SimpleMappingAssignment) assignment;

this._destination = sma.DestinationField;

this._destinationIsArray = sma.DestinationIsArray;

this._destinationType = sma.DestinationType;

this._source = sma.Sources[ 0 ];

}

#endregion

protected override InvalidReason[] RunValidation()

{

invalidReasonsList list = new InvalidReasonsList();

if (base.RunValidation() != null)

list.AddRange(base.RunValidation());

if ( _source == null || _source.Length == 0 )

list.Add( new InvalidReason( this, "source must be specified" )

);

return list.GetInvalidReasons();

}

public override void ReadFromStream (

ObjectReadStream stream )

{

base.ReadFromStream(stream);

_source = stream.GetString( "source" );
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_trueOutput = stream.GetString( "trueOutput" );

_falseOutput = stream.GetString( "falseOutput" );

}

public override void WriteToStream (

ObjectWriteStream stream )

{

base.WriteToStream(stream);

stream.AddValue( "source", _source );

stream.AddValue( "trueOutput", _trueOutput );

stream.AddValue( "falseOutput", _falseOutput );

}

public override string ToString()

{

try

{

return "mapping from " + _source + " to " + _destination;

}

catch

{

return "invalid bool to string mapping";

}

}

}

#endregion

Workflow runtime interfaces
Two runtime interfaces, IWorkQueue and IStatusWorkflowComponent, store state and context
data.

See “Merge formatter” on page 31.

See “Workflow components interface” on page 29.

Building new IWorkQueue
The IWorkQueue interface represents the internal storage of execution state and context that
is used by the engine to manage all of the tasks that are currently in a waiting state within a
Workflow type component. It also manages the list of components that need a timeout or an
escalation.

The default implementation of IWorkQueue stores these tasks in memory while debugging,
and on the file system in production.
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To change the storage mechanism

1 Create a class that implements LogicBase.Core.Models.Workflow.IWorkQueue.

2 Publish the created assembly to the bin directory of the published webservice.

You can also register it as a library.

3 Modify the Workflow.XML file to register your class name as the work queue.

Building new workflow tracking state services
Components that implement the IStatusWorkflowComponent interface have all the statuses
of workflow interactions stored off by the execution engine. These events are stored off and
retrieved using the IStatusService interface.

As with the IWorkQueue, the default implementation of IWorkStatusService is an in-memory
implementation. In a live environment, use a longer lifecycle of this tracking information than
a machine or application installation cycle.

To implement a new IWorkStatusService:

1 Create a class that implements LogicBase.Core.Models.Workflow.IWorkStatusService.

2 Publish the created assembly to the bin directory of the published webservice.

You can also register it as a library.

3 Modify the Workflow.XML file to register your class name as the status service.
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Symantec Workflow
framework

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Workflow Tooling API

■ Modifying property behavior with attributes

■ Declarative Rule Engine

■ About utilities

Workflow Tooling API
Because of the relative complexity and technical nature of the .NET built-in property grid, we
made a new implementation of the property grid user interface. This user interface extends
the standard .NET interface in the following ways:

■ Ability to order properties

■ Ability to hide and show properties conditionally

■ Access to help attributes

■ Integration of rule running/showing into the editor

■ Ability to replace in-place editor for custom UI

■ Ability to order property pages

■ Ability to combine property pages

■ Ability to force attribute UI refreshes

■ Custom list handling
This is for use with the in-place list editor.
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Even though these features have been added, the base features of the .NET property grid still
work normally (for example, type converters, editors, and .NET attributes such as
readonly/bindable/browsable). Properties must follow the guidelines to be used by the
PropertyGrid component. These guidelines let the PropertyGrid component manipulate the
component.

For more information on .NET guidelines and restrictions, and the different attributes to get
custom behavior from the PropertyGrid component, we recommend the Microsoft website and
other internet resources.

.NET property editors
Property editors are the component property editors found in Workflow Designer. When you
double click a component, or right-click and click "Edit Component," the property editor for that
component appears.

The .NET framework lets you supply your own type editor for any property on your component.
These editors are either "dialog" or "drop-down" based. To register your own type editor, specify
the editor attribute on the property in which you are interested.

Again, we recommend finding additional information on reputableWeb sites. Because Symantec
Workflow provides .NET compliant property sheets, standard .NET information is applicable
to your understanding of Symantec Workflow.

Symantec Workflow contains a number of editors in the Logicbase.Core.Data.TypeEditors
namespace. You can use these editors in your components. The password variable editor is
a good example of a custom .NET editor.
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Table 6-1

DescriptionEditor

Use this editor for a string type when you want a longer editor. The
editor will display a drop-down that lets you put in any amount of text
in a multi-line fashion.

LongStringTypeEditor

Use this editor to display a list of variable names based on the type you
selected.

VariableTypeEditor

This editor displays a tracking bar to edit int(s) values from 0 to 100.PercentTypeEditor

This editor shows a property grid to edit a complex type that is
contained.

PropertyGridPropertyEditor

The following code is an example of declaring an editor:

[Editor(typeof(LongStringTypeEditor), typeof(UITypeEditor))]

public string MyString {

get {

return col;

}

set {
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col = value;

}

}

An example of building an editor looks like this:

public class PercentTypeEditor :

System.Drawing.Design.UITypeEditor

{

private IWindowsFormsEditorService edSvc = null;

public override object EditValue(

ITypeDescriptorContext context,

IServiceProvider provider,

object value)

{

if (context != null

&& context.Instance != null

&& provider != null)

{

if (context.PropertyDescriptor.PropertyType != typeof(int))

throw new Exception("a percent editor can only be placed on

int properties");

edSvc = (IWindowsFormsEditorService)provider.GetService(

typeof(IWindowsFormsEditorService);

if (edSvc != null)

{

percentTypeEditorUI ui = new

PercentTypeEditorUI();

ui.Percentage =

(int)context.PropertyDescriptor.GetValue(

context.Instance);

ui.OnDone += new

TypeEditorEditingDone(this.Done);

edSvc.DropDownControl(ui);value = ui.Percentage;

}

}

return value;

}

public override UITypeEditorEditStyle

GetEditStyle(ITypeDescriptorContext context)

{

if (context != null && context.Instance != null)

{

return UITypeEditorEditStyle.DropDown;
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}

return base.GetEditStyle(context);

}

}

Type converters
Type converters allow a more embedded way of changing behavior than the editors.

Add the type converter attribute to the property to declare it.

Below is an example of a type converter that provides you a list of all of the models in a
Workflow project.

public class ModelNamesTypeConverter : TypeConverter

{

public override bool

GetStandardValuesSupported(ITypeDescriptorContext context)

{

return true;

}

public override bool

GetStandardValuesExclusive(ITypeDescriptorContext context)

{

return true;

}

public override StandardValuesCollection

GetStandardValues(ITypeDescriptorContext context)

{

arrayList list = new ArrayList();

Model[] models =

CurrentProjectHolder.GetInstance().Project.ProjectSetupData.Models;

foreach (Model m in models)

{

list.Add(m.ModelName);

}

return new StandardValuesCollection(list);

}

}

For this type converter, a simple declaration suffices. The framework knows how to interpret
this as a pick list and display it as a combo box.

[TypeConverter(typeof(ModelNamesTypeConverter))]

Here is another example of adding a type converter on a property of "Type" type:
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private Type _arrayType;

[Category("Information")]

[TypeConverter(typeof(TypeListTypeConverter))]

public Type ArrayVariableType

{

get

{

return _arrayType;

}

set

{

arrayType = value;

isValid(true);

}

}

Because C# is a strong typing language, you often need to implement a type converter when
you introduce new types. Here is an example of building a type convertor:

public class TypeListTypeConverter : TypeConverter

{

public override bool

GetStandardValuesSupported(ITypeDescriptorContext

context)

{

return true;

}

public override bool

GetStandardValuesExclusive(ITypeDescriptorContext context)

{

return true;

}

arrayList list;

public override TypeConverter.StandardValuesCollection

getStandardValues(ITypeDescriptorContext context)

{

if (list == null)

{

list = new ArrayList();

abstractOrchestrationProject project =

CurrentProjectHolder.GetInstance().Project;

if (project != null)

{

iDataHandler[] handlers =
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ComponentClassHandler.GetInstance().GetAllDataHandlers(pr

oject);foreach (IDataHandler handler in handlers)

{

list.Add(handler.DataType);

}

}

}

return new

TypeConverter.StandardValuesCollection(list);

}

public override object ConvertFrom(

ITypeDescriptorContext context, System.Globalization.CultureInfo

culture, object value)

{

if (value is string)

{

// make sure the types are created

getStandardValues(context);

foreach (Type t in list)

{

if (t.ToString().Equals(value))

return t;

}

throw new Exception("could not convert string "

+ value + " to a type");

}

else

{

return base.ConvertFrom (context, culture, value);

}

}

public override bool CanConvertFrom(ITypeDescriptorContext

context, Type sourceType)

{

if (sourceType.Equals(typeof(string)))

return true;

else

return base.CanConvertFrom (context, sourceType);

}

}
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Table 6-2 Type converters in the platform

DescriptionEditor Name

This type converter provides a list of all types represented by type
converters in the platform. It is mainly used for dynamic components
where the type of data element/handler is not known at design time.

There are two subclasses of this converter for getting only complex or
only simple type converters.

■ ComplexTypeListTypeConverter
■ SimpleTypeListTypeConverter

TypeListTypeConverter

This type of converter converts the object to use its "tostring"
representation. It is used for complex types that need to describe
themselves in the property grid.

ToStringTypeConverter

You can combine type converters with two built-in in-place editors to provide other functionality.

■ RadioButtonGroup
Renders the enumerated type as a list of radio buttons.

■ NineButtonEditor
Renders a nine button editor for classes with a type converter or enums.

These editors do not change the way the type converters work, only how they are displayed
in the property sheet user interface.

See “In-place editors provided in the platform” on page 138.

In-place editors
By default, .NET lets you supply only type converters or "popout/drop down" editors. Symantec
Workflow makes a major addition to the default .NET PropertySheet functionality by granting
the ability to replace the in-place editors in the UI. Symantec Workflow extends this paradigm
by letting users change the actual UI control that a programmer can supply to improve the
experience that a user has when editing objects in Symantec Workflow.

The SymantecWorkflow property sheets let you not only provide editors that are modal dialogs
under the property grid (like the .NET property grid), but also replace the way the components
are rendered and edited in the property sheet itself. Symantec Workflow includes a number
of these in the platform (using the same API to extend for things like the in-place editors,
in-place merge editors, etc.).

The following list provides some examples of places where Symantec Workflow uses in-place
editors to give a better user experience.

■ Password editor
Masks the password so it is not viewable.
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In this screen shot, we see an in-place editor masking the password field.

■ Resource editor
Lets you select and view a resource within the property sheet.

■ History editor
A special combo box where the history of values that the user has entered is available in
the UI.

■ Collection editor
In-place editor list for collections of items where the list is viewable/scrollable and has
buttons for add/delete/edit/moveup/movedown.

Creating and registering in-place editors
You can create in-place editors in code, specifying (registering) which attribute the in-place
editor affects.
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To create and register an original in-place editors

1 Create a Control (user control) that implements the IEditor interface.

The IEditor interface contains the following methods:

public interface IEditor

{

bool HandlesUITypeEditors

{

get;

}

void Init(object instance, PropertyInfo propertyInfo);

Control EditorControl

{

get;

}

event PropertyChangedEventHandler PropertyChanged;

void PropertyChangedOutsideEditor();

}

2 Register this editor to a property in your object.

If this editor was specified to allow a choice to be represented as radio buttons (instead
of a dropdown list), the registration might appeas as:

[PropertyEditor(typeof(RadioButtonGroup))]

In-place editors can be as simple as this or much more advanced, being limited only by
the developers creativity and the business requirements/needs.

Detailed InPlaceEditor instructions
Creation of an original in-place editor requires the implementation of the IEditor interface. This
interface is as follows:

public interface IEditor

{

bool HandlesUITypeEditors { get; }

void Init(object instance, PropertyInfo propertyInfo);

control EditorControl { get; }

event PropertyChangedEventHandler PropertyChanged;

void PropertyChangedOutsideEditor();

}

Below is an example implementation of an in-place editor that includes text masking in a
password field:
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public class PasswordEditor : System.Windows.Forms.UserControl,

IEditor

{

#region Private data

private PropertyInfo propertyInfo;

private object instance;

private System.Windows.Forms.TextBox tbPassword;

private System.ComponentModel.Container components = null;

#endregion

public PasswordEditor()

{

initializeComponent();

}

#region Component Designer generated code

private void InitializeComponent()

{

... code eliminated

this.tbPassword.PasswordChar = '*';

... code eliminated

}

#endregion

#region IEditor Members

public bool HandlesUITypeEditors

{

get

{

return false;

}

}

public void Iunit(

object instance, PropertyInfo propertyInfo)

{

this.instance = instance;

this.propertyInfo = propertyInfo;

propertyChangedOutsideEditor();

}

public Control EditorControl

{

get

{

return this;

}

}
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public event PropertyChangedEventHandler PropertyChanged;

public void PropertyChangedOutsideEditor()

{

tbPassword.Text = (string)propertyInfo.GetValue(instance,

null);

}

#endregion

private void tbPassword_Leave(object sender, EventArgs e)

{

if (instance != null && propertyInfo != null)

{

propertyInfo.SetValue(instance,

tbPassword.Text, null);

if (PropertyChanged != null)

propertyChanged(this,

new PropertyChangedEventArgs(propertyInfo.Name));

}

}

}

The declaration for this editor is as follows:

[PropertyEditor(typeof(PasswordEditor))]

public string EnsemblePassword

{

get { return ensemblePassword; }

set { ensemblePassword = value; }

}

Advanced development: Parametrizing in-place editors
If you use the default method of supplying in-place editors, you do not need to parameterize.

See “In-place editors” on page 131.

However, you may want to provide the ability to parametrize your editors.
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To parameterize in-place editors

1 Subclass the PropertyEditorAttribute.

2 Provide your own constructors.

You still need to implement the IEditor interface, but can parameterize it.

Here is an example of this:

[ AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Property |

AttributeTargets.Class) ]

public class InPlaceMergeEditorAttribute :

PropertyEditorAttribute

{

private int height = -1;

public InPlaceMergeEditorAttribute()

{

}

public InPlaceMergeEditorAttribute(int height)

{

this.height = height;

}

public override IEditor CreateEditor()

{

if (height != -1)

return new MergeEditorInPlaceEditor(height);

else

return new MergeEditorInPlaceEditor();

}

}

Because of this, you can pass in the height of the merge field when you create the editor.

[InPlaceMergeEditor(80)]

public AsciiMergeDataType PromptData

{

Collection editors
The collection editor is one of the special editors provided by SymantecWorkflow. The collection
editor lets you see and edit a collection/array of properties directly from the property sheet. If
you have an array within an object, the collection editor will be present by default.
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Abstract type collections
When a collection that is an abstract type collection or a collection that can contain subtypes,
you can specify what the created types are on your property. This is done by providing the
collection attribute on the property. Symantec Workflow will then be able to allow users to
choose which type of objects to create when a new item is added to collection.

[Collection(new Type[] { typeof(RemotingDeploymentServer),

Typeof(NonRemotingDeploymentServer))]

[Category("Deployment: Remote")]

public AbstractDeploymentServer[] DeploymentServers

{

get

{

Specifying a different edit UI under collection editor
Sometimes it is necessary to specify an editor other than standard .NET or in-place editors to
display when the add or edit button is hit in the in-place editor.
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To specify a different edit UI under collection editor

1 Subclass the InPlaceCollectionEditor class.

2 Override the BringUpEditPanel method.

Here is an example of doing this:

public class PromptCreationModelInPlaceEditor :

InPlaceCollectionEditor

{

protected override void BringUpEditPanel()

{

object value = GetCurrentObject();

if (value == null)

return;

dynamicPromptModel prompt = (DynamicPromptModel)value;

promptEditorForm promptEditor = new PromptEditorForm(

currentProjectHolder.GetInstance().Project,

prompt.Model,

dataUtilities.GetDataDefinitionsForComponent((IOrchestrationCom

ponent)Instance,

CurrentProjectHolder.GetInstance().Project.ProjectSetupData,

false, false));

promptEditor.ShowDialog();

}

}

To use this type of class in your object, you must declare this to be the property editor.

[PropertyEditor(typeof(PromptCreationModelInPlaceEditor))]

In-place editors provided in the platform
Workflow provides a number of in-place editors to be used in the property sheets. Below is a
partial list of these editors.

DescriptionClass Name

Reads in data from file.DataFromFile

Lets you select a file pathFilePathEditor

Displays an HTML editor to be put into a string variable.HTMLEditor

Lets you select and display an icon from a file.IconDataFromFile
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DescriptionClass Name

Lets you select and display an image from a file.ImageDataFromFile

Puts an editable combo box with automatic history functionality
into the editor.

InPlaceHistoryAwareEditableCombo

Lets you select locale from the Workflow locale list.LocaleEditor

Puts in a long text editor for multi-line text editor.LongTextEditor

A nine button editor for classes with a type converter or enums.NineButtonEditor

Masked editor for passwords.PasswordEditor

A radio button list for editing of classes with a type converter
or enums.

RadioButtonGroup

Lets you select a resource and add it.ResourceAddAndSelectType

Modifying property behavior with attributes
Symantec Workflow adds a number of additional features to the base set of editor definition
features present in the .NET core interfaces. These give you freedom to define to a much
greater extent the editor functionality, look and feel, and functionality than the basic .NET
implementation provides. These features are a superset of the features in the core .NET
interfaces.

■ Ability to order properties
See “Ability to order properties” on page 139.

■ Ability to hide and show properties conditionally
See “Ability to hide and show properties conditionally” on page 140.

■ Force editor refresh
See “Force editor refresh” on page 142.

■ Help attributes
See “Help Attributes” on page 150.

■ Integration of rule running/showing into the editor
See “Integration of rule running/showing into the editor” on page 143.

Ability to order properties
The .NET property sheets let programmers specify the order or properties only alphabetically.
While this is logical, this order is not always the best from a business perspective. The
PropertyIndex attribute lets you change the specified order for a property to be something that
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is more logical from a business perspective. If there is not a property index specified, it will by
default use an alphabetical order for properties.

Ability to hide and show properties conditionally
You may not want to show all properties at all times. A property may be relevant or irrelevant
based on user decisions, and you want to show only relevant properties. Below is an example
of properties hiding based on a user decision to use default settings or enter the settings
manually:
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Symantec Workflow adds a conditional hide attribute that lets you set the property sheets to
hide or show properties

To create one of these attributes

1 Subclass the ConditionalHideAttribute

2 Implement the IsHidden method.

Is hidden passes in the object that contains this property.

[AttributeUsage(AttributeTargets.Property, AllowMultiple =

true)]

public abstract class ConditionalHideAttribute : Attribute

{

public abstract bool IsHidden(object editingObject);

}

The resulting attribute should be declared on the project.

To make this functionality more useful, three common implementations of this attribute are
provided in Symantec Workflow.
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DescriptionImplementation

Checks a boolean property on the object to decide if something should
be hidden or not.

BoolConditionalHideAttribute

Checks a property and only shows if the value is not null.HideIfPropertyNullAttribute

Compares a property on the object to see if the property matches the
value.

HideIfValueIsAttribute

You must declare these attributes on the property sheet to be hidden or shown in order to use
them.

Example:

[BoolConditionalHide("IsArray",

BoolConditionalHideType.HideIfTrue)]

public VariableOrValueDataType Value

{

Force editor refresh
When using the advanced editors, you often need to rebuild them when a property is set.
Rather than having custom, complex listener infrastructure, Symantec Workflow lets the
declaration of the editors be refreshed when a property is set.

[ RefreshEditors("ValueToMatch") ]

public Type FieldType

{

get { return _fieldType; }

set

{

When constructing this attribute, the property name must be supplied for the value to match.

Additional properties
The additional properties described below are used for joining or ordering pages.

Table 6-3 Additional properties

Example of UseDescriptionProperty Name

[PropertyPageJoin("Email Contents", new string[]
{"Addressing","Contents"})]

Joins multiple
property pages into
same tab of editor.

PropertyPageJoin
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Table 6-3 Additional properties (continued)

Example of UseDescriptionProperty Name

[PropertyPageOrder(new string[]{"Email Contents",
"Settings", "Attributes"})]

Lets developer
control the order of
the property pages

PropertyPageOrder

Integration of rule running/showing into the editor
In addition to providing custom code, rules can be created and hooked up to components as
custom attributes.

See “Rule Attributes” on page 148.

Component level Hiding
Sometimes it is not appropriate to show a component in the design environment. Workflow
provides functionality for hiding components. This functionality is done in one of three ways:
always, conditionally, and release state-based.

Always hiding
You can easily hide a component by adding the ComponentHiddenAttribute to the class of the
component. You may want to do this because there are components that are not intended to
be used in the tool that are present.

The other way to hide a component is to deprecate it. If a component is deprecated, it is
automatically hidden. Deprecating a component is very similar to standard .NET deprecation.
When a component is outmoded by a new component or a better version of the old one, it is
deprecated. This means that it holds its place (removing it may disable the process), but the
user is prompted to replace it will the superior component.

Conditionally hiding
Sometimes a component is appropriate to show to a user, but may not be appropriate in certain
environments or models. For example, a process component may be applicable only in a
certain type of project (message box can only be shown in a windows application, not in a web
application). Therefore, the component should be hidden whenever it is not applicable. In this
case the ComponentFilterAttribute attribute is the appropriate mechanism.

Below is the interface for this attribute.

public abstract class ComponentFilterAttribute : Attribute

{

public abstract bool IsComponentAllowed(
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IComponentModel model);

}

Release state-based hiding
Using this method of hiding, you can hide components based on when they were released.
The release state of a component refers to its condition of completion. The
ComponentStateAttribute determines the state of a component (alpha, beta, or release). Using
state-based hiding, you can control which components users see based on their comfort level
with earlier or later releases. For example, a strong technical developer may feel comfortable
with alpha release components, while less technical users may only be comfortable with fully
complete released components.

Providing component level actions
Additional actions can be added to components and show up in Symantec Workflow. These
actions can be present if you create your own editor (component editor), but you can create
them more simply by providing a ComponentActionAttribute. Specifying this attribute on a
component will make it show up on the property sheet for the component.

public abstract class ComponentActionAttribute : Attribute

{

public abstract string Name

{

get;

}

public abstract void Run(IOrchestrationComponent comp);

public abstract bool IsEnabled(

IOrchestrationComponent comp);

public abstract bool ActionChangesProperties { get; }

}

Processing events on first adding a component
There are some actions or checks that often need to be done when a component is first added
to the component model. For example, adding resources or properties to the project, checking
for the validity, or showing the user a message may all need to be done. Symantec Workflow
provides an attribute that lets programmers create a special functionality around this.

public abstract class ComponentRunOnInitialCreateAttribute

: Attribute

{

public abstract void Run(IOrchestrationComponent comp);

}
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Two common actions have been implemented as well.

■ ShowMessageOnInitialCreate
Shows the user a message when the component is added to component model.

■ ComponentPropertySuggestionAttribute
Suggest and adds a project property when a component is added for the first time. This
attribute checks for the existence of the property before adding it.

Component deprecation
Component deprecation refers to the process of replacing old components with new, better
components. When a new component is published to Workflow Designer, the old component
becomes deprecated. Symantec Workflow has a notification system to alert a user when a
new component with superior functionality is available. If a new component exists, the user
can choose to still use the old component. If the user chooses to use a deprecated component,
a validation warning remains on the component. This warning reminds the user that the
component is deprecated, but does not disable or restrict the component.

Workflow Designer notifies you of component deprecation in two ways:

■ A dialog notification
When you first add a component to your process in Workflow Designer, the tool checks
the component to see if a new, better component has been registered for the same
functionality. If one has been registered, the tool notifies you in a dialog.
Here is an example:

■ Validation warning notification
Upon component or model validation, Workflow Designer checks the component to see if
a new, better component has been registered for the same functionality as a component
you are using. If one has been registered, the tool notifies you with a validation warning
that a new component exists.
Here is an example:
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See “Validity Checks” on page 98.

When you are using the ComponentDeprecated attribute on a component, you must supply
an alternate component (the component replacing the deprecated component). You can provide
an error message. If you do not, a default error message will appear.

Adding a component image to your library
To provide an image (where appropriate) for a component you must add the component image
attribute to the component. Component images are pulled from resources in your library.

To add a component image to your library

1 Add the image to your project.

2 Set the build property to embed resource.

Images are pulled as a resource with the name consisting of the same namespace as the
component plus the name of the image. For example, a component in
MyNamespace.MyComponent with component.ico as the image, the tool will look for a resource
called MyNamespace.component.ico from which to create the image.

Component categories
Component categories are used to specify the tab of the palette in which the component
appears. You can specify a component category by adding the ComponentCategoryAttribute
to the component. If you do not specify a category, the component will appear on an
uncategorized tab.
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Component Name and Description
You should specify a component name and description for all components. The name and
description are used when the component appears on the palette to describe to a user the
function and use of a component. You specify the component name and description by applying
the ComponentNameAttribute to the component. This attribute lets you specify the name and
optionally a description. If you do not specify a name for the component, then the name of the
class will become the name that the user sees.

Specifying a Component Editor
Components are generally edited using the property grid component that is standard with the
.NET framework. While there is a level of customization that is possible with this, in many
cases you should provide a custom editor at the component level.

If you have a component that requires a special editor, you can set that editor on the component
if you have the ComponentEditorAttribute set on the component. The attribute forces you to
send a class to the attribute.

[ComponentEditor("Editor Name", typeof(MyEditorClass))]

A component Editor is a UserControl object that implements the IComponentEditor interface.
The platform creates a component editor and binds it to the component that is being edited.

Here is an example of the binding of a component editor to a component:

[ComponentCategory("communications")]

[ComponentImage("Email.png")]

[ComponentEditor("Edit Email Component",

typeof(EmailComponentEditor))]

public class SendEmailComponent :

abstractSinglePathProcessComponent,

IStorable

{

Here is an example of the declaration of a component editor:

public class EmailComponentEditor :

System.Windows.Forms.UserControl,

IComponentEditor

{

The component editor interface includes the following methods:

public interface IComponentEditor

{

iWorkflow Component Component
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{

set ;

get ;

}

void CommitChanges() ;

void CancelChanges() ;

}

Component editors are generally used when editing a component is too complex for a simple
property sheet.

Rule Attributes
Rules attributes are attributes that you can use when adding validation to properties. These
attributes not only save you from writing a lot of validation code but give Symantec Workflow
editors the means to know what properties are invalid.

Instead of using the following typical validation code for a VariableOrValueDataType property:

If ((Myvarname == null) || (!Myvarname.IsFilledIn()))

list.Add(new InvalidReason(this, "Myvarname must be

supplied"));

You can use VariableOrValueNotEmptyRule attribute:

[VariableOrValueNotEmptyRule ("Myvarname must be supplied")]

public VariableOrValueDataType Myvarname

{

get{...}

set{...}

}

LogicBase.Framework.Shared.ArrayNotEmptyRule

ArrayNotEmptyRule()

ArrayNotEmptyRule(string errorMessage)

ArrayNotEmptyRule(string errorMessage, BreakLevel level)

Property type : any class derived from Array

Rule is violated when : property == null OR property.GetLength(0) == 0

LogicBase.Framework.Shared.NullValueRule

NullValueRule ()

NullValueRule (string errorMessage)

NullValueRule (string errorMessage, BreakLevel level)
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Property type : any class

Rule is violated when : property == null

LogicBase.Framework.Shared.NumberGreaterThanRule

NumberGreaterThanRule (decimal minimumlevel)

NumberGreaterThanRule (decimal minimumlevel , string errorMessage)

NumberGreaterThanRule (decimal minimumlevel , string errorMessage,

BreakLevel level)

Property type : any number type

Rule is violated when : property < minimumlevel

LogicBase.Framework.Shared.NumberLessThanRule

NumberLessThanRule (decimal maximumlevel)

NumberLessThanRule (decimal maximumlevel, string errorMessage)

NumberLessThanRule (decimal maximumlevel, string errorMessage,

BreakLevel level)

Property type : any number type

Rule is violated when : property > maximumlevel

LogicBase.Framework.Shared.StringNotEmptyRule

StringNotEmptyRule ()

StringNotEmptyRule (string errorMessage)

StringNotEmptyRule (string errorMessage, BreakLevel level)

Property type : string

Rule is violated when : property == null OR property.Length == 0

LogicBase.Core.Data.DataTypes.ArrayBuilderNotEmptyRuleAttribute

LogicBase.Core.Data.DataTypes.MergetNotEmptyRuleAttribute

LogicBase.Core.Data.DataTypes.MergeValidRuleAttribute

LogicBase.Core.Data.DataTypes.VariableOrValueNotEmptyRuleAttribute

Property type : VariableOrValueDataType

Rule is violated when : property == null OR property.IsFilledIn() == false

You can create your own rule attributes.

See “Declarative Rule Engine” on page 156.
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Running rules based on validation directly
If you have used rule attributes on an object that is not based on AbstractValidationObject,
you can run the rules by using the mechanism in the rule engine.

The following methods return an array of RuleBreak objects:

RuleBreak[] propertyRuleBreaks =

RuleAttribute.RunRulesOnObject(this);

This can be run on any object that has rule attributes on properties.

We recommend, however, having your objects descend from the AbstractValidationObject
class because it has a lot of optimization and default handling on the object.

Running rules based on abstract validation object
If your object is based on the AbstractValidationObject (like all components are) the validation
will be run when IsValid(true) is called. This is done automatically and all validation breaks are
rolled up into the InvalidReasons.

Help Attributes
There are a number of help attributes that can be specified on either a property base or a class
base. These help attributes will show up in the property sheets as context-based help for the
object.

Workflow has integrated help for components and properties. The following attributes all take
a single string and are used by the help system to display help messages to the user.

■ ComponentDescriptionAttribute

■ ComponentUsageAttribute

■ ComponentHelpAttribute

■ ComponentSeeAlsoAttribute

■ ComponentExampleAttribute

■ ComponentPublisherAttribute

■ ComponentHelpLinkAttribute

Example:

[Category("Contents")]

[ComponentDescription("This is the subject of the email and can be

any combination of text elements and variables from the

application.")]

[ComponentUsage("Use to create a subject for your email message.")]
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[ComponentSeeAlso(typeof(MergeTextComponent))]

[MergeValidRule]

[PropertyIndex(1)]

[MergetNotEmptyRuleAttribute(/*"No subject specified for email",

BreakLevel.Warning*/)]

public AsciiMergeDataType Subject

{

get

}

Publishing Attributes
Often, when a component is publishing, it needs other resources to be present in the publishing
directory (an ASPX page for instance). To facilitate this, we have publishing attributes that let
a component developer declare other elements that should be published along with the
component.

The basic publishing attribute (below) lets a developer register on a class basis the ability to
add other resources when publishing.

public abstract class DeploymentAttribute : Attribute

{

public abstract void AddDeploymentArtifacts(

DirectoryInfo dir, IOrchestrationComponent comp);

public abstract bool IsTypeBased

{

get;

}

}

To use this functionality

1 Create your own attribute extending the DeploymentAttribute.

2 Implement the AddDeploymentArtifacts method.

The IsTypeBased property lets you restrict the running of a publishing to only one time per
type. While running multiple times should not do damage, if the publishing is heavy it may be
more efficient to run only a single time.

To expedite the adding of publishing artifacts, Symantec Workflow also includes a concrete
implementation of this attribute that publishes artifacts from the resources in the DLL.

For example:

[ResourceDeploymentDescription(typeof(DynamicSayComponent),

"DialogResources.htmlprompt.htm", "htmlprompt.htm",

"DialogResources")]
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.NET Framework attributes that are useful in property sheet creation
This section of the Component Developer’s guide is not intended to be a reference for all .NET
attributes, but a quick guide to some of the available .NET attributes you may find useful
(especially in configuring the property grid). Some that are absolutely critical have been
mentioned already in this document, but all of the native .NET attributes that we find useful
are mentioned here.

Table 6-4 Useful property level attributes

DescriptionAttribute

The bindble attribute should be turned to false if you do not want the attribute
to show up in the designer.

Bindable

The browsable attribute should be turned to false if you do not want the attribute
to show up in the designer.

Browsable

This enables you the split up the values that are seen in the property grid. If
you click the category button, it will group all attributes by their category.

Category

This lets you provide a description to a property that will show up in the property
grid.

Description

This lets you specify what the editor for a particular property is.Editor

Indicates how the designer will refresh when a property is changed.RefreshProperties

Specifies what type to use as the converter for the object this attribute is bound
to.

TypeConverter

Table 6-5 Less useful property level attributes

DescriptionAttribute

Specifies that a property is read-only.ReadOnly

Specifies that a property can be combined with other properties in a properties
window.

MergableProperty

This lets you specify that the properties of a particular object should not be
edited.

ImmutableObject

Specifies the value that is default. If the value in the property grid will not be
bold. If they have different values, the value will be bold.

DefaultValue

Specifies the property that will have focus when the propertygrid initializes.DefaultProperty

Specifies the value to pass to a property to have the property get its value from
another property.

AmbientValue
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Summary of Workflow added attributes
Table 6-6 Component Level Attributes

Example of UseDescriptionAttribute

[ComponentCategory("Voice components)]This is to determine which
page to place this
component on in the
toolbox.

ComponentCategory

[Hidden]This attribute is used to
hide components so they
will not be seen in the
designer.

Hidden

[ComponentNameAttribute("MyComponent",
"My Component Description")]

Used to specify the name
and description that is
used to show the
component in Symantec
Workflow.

ComponentName

[ComponentDeprecated
(typeof(EmailComponent2))]

or

[ComponentDeprecated
(typeof(EmailComponent2), new
EmailUpgradeHandler())]

This attribute is used to
mark a component as
deprecated as well as
provide information on
which component should
take its place and what
component is used to
handle the upgrade.

ComponentDeprecated

ComponentEditor("Edit My Component",
typeof(MyEditorClass))

This lets you supply an
editor that is specially
implemented for this
component. This editor
needs to have an
constructor that takes an
IWorkflow component.

ComponentEditor

Must be inherited from and implemented.Abstract attribute allowing
the definition of
deployment artifacts to be
deployed along with
server.

Deployment Attribute
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Table 6-6 Component Level Attributes (continued)

Example of UseDescriptionAttribute

[ResourceDeploymentDesctiption
(typeof(DynamicSayComponent),
"DialogResources.htmlprompt.htm",
"htmlprompt.htm", "DialogResources")]

Concrete implementation
of deployment attribute
that pulls a resource to
deploy from the DLL the
type is in.

Resource Deployment Attribute

Allows additional action to
be integrated into tool on
a component basis.

ComponentActionAttribute

Hooks reporting system
allowing more or different
data to be displayed in the
HTML based reports.

ReportingDescriptionAttribute

Runs as action when a
component is first added
to a model.

ComponentRunOnInitialCreateAttribute

Shows a message on
initial create.

ShowMessageOnInitialCreate (run on initial
create subclass)

Suggests a property to be
added to project properties
on initial create.

ComponentPropertySuggestionAttribute

(run on initial create subclass)

Allows component to be
filtered out based on the
specific implementation of
a component model.

ComponentFilterAttribute

Allows the order of
executing a component to
be adjusted in a branched
execution situation. This
attribute will likely not be
needed in typical
component development.

ComponentExecutionOrderAttribute

Table 6-7 Help Attributes

DescriptionAttribute

Allows a description to be put on a method or a component.ComponentDescriptionAttribute
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Table 6-7 Help Attributes (continued)

DescriptionAttribute

Allows description of usage to be put on a component or on a
method.

ComponentUsageAttribute

Allows help for component or method to be specified.ComponentHelpAttribute

Allows a link to be specified to some external help.ComponentSeeAlsoAttribute

Allows an example of usage to be provided.ComponentExampleAttribute

Allows the publisher of a component to be specified.ComponentPublisherAttribute

Allows a help link to be specified.ComponentHelpLinkAttribute

Accessing component help
While many of the components have extensive documentation on their properties and functions,
having help from directly within the tool is often more convenient. Most of the components
available in the tool have a help page you can use to better understand the component.

To access component help

1 Move the component for which you want help into your project.

2 Right click the component.

3 Select Help.
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Declarative Rule Engine
Rule attributes let you create declarative rules on objects. These rules can be reused between
multiple classes. This avoids redundant coding while also letting you state what the rules are
with the properties themselves. Symantec Workflow has a number of standard rule attributes
already implemented, but you can implement your own.
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To implement original rule attributes

1 Subclass RuleAttribute with "MyRuleAttribute"

2 Implement the RunRule(...) method

After this, you can declare on your property [MyRule]

public abstract class MyRuleAttribute : RuleAttribute

{

public override RuleBreak[] RunRule(

string name,

object owningObject,

object value)

{

... write your rule here

}

}

}

Validation break forms
While you can run the validation rules and display them in a form that you created, you also
can use the default Workflow validation break forms to display the validation break errors.

To use these validation break forms, create and display the ValidationBreakForm with the list
of invalid reasons.

public ValidationBreakForm(string title, InvalidReason[] reasons)

: this(reasons)

{

this.Text = title;

}

public ValidationBreakForm(InvalidReason[] Reason)

{

InitializeComponent();

FormLayoutPersistence.Default.RegisterForm(this);

reason = Reason;

}

Using it in code looks like this:

ValidationBreakForm frm = new ValidationBreakForm(

"Error running SQL Script", new InvalidReason[] { reason });

frm.ShowDialog();
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ObjectStorage type converters
Internally, the ObjectStorage API uses type converters to read and write data from the storage
containers (these containers are written to disk and read from disk to provide actual storage
of values.

See “About persistence/serialization” on page 43.

These type converters can either be simple type converters (for storing off a single value to
the output form) or relationship type converters (for storing off a complex structure).

Simple type converters
Single value type converters are objects that implement the ObjectStorageSimpleTypeConverter
interface.

public interface ObjectStorageSimpleTypeConverter {

string ConvertToString(object o);

object ConvertFromString(string value, Type t);

}

These type converters only convert objects to and from string representations. If more complex
type conversion is needed, the relationship type converter lets you define more in-depth
interactions.

See “Relationship type converters” on page 159.

Here is an example of a simple type converter for the System.Drawing.Point class:

public class PointTypeConverter:

ObjectStorageSimpleTypeConverter

{

public string ConvertToString(object o)

{

point p = (Point)o;

return p.X + "|" + p.Y;

}

public object ConvertFromString(string value,

Type t)

{

string[] points = value.Split('|');

return new Point(

int.Parse(points[0]),

int.Parse(points[1]));

}

}
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Relationship type converters
Relationship type converters are much more complex and require some knowledge of the
framework. Code samples of these are provided in the sample code that is downloadable with
this document.

Relationship type converters work on essentially the same principle as the simple type
converters, however, you must add your values to the storage container objects that are defined
in the ObjectStorage framework.

The interface for a relationship type converter is as follows:

public interface ObjectStorageRelationshipTypeConverter

{

ObjectStorageObjectData AddObject(

ObjectWriteStream ownerWriteStream, ObjectStorageObjectData

dataHolder,

string name,

object value);

object GetObject(

ObjectStorageContainer storageContainer,

ObjectStorageObjectData values,

Type valueType);

}

Here is an example of a relationship type converter for a string array.

public class StringArrayConverter :

ObjectStorageRelationshipTypeConverter

{

public ObjectStorageObjectData AddObject(

ObjectWriteStream ownerWriteStream,

ObjectStorageObjectData myData,

string name,

object value)

{

string[] stringArray = (string[])value;

int i = 0;

foreach (string s in stringArray)

{

myData.AddValue(i++ + "", s,

ObjectStorageValueType.data);

}

return myData;

}

public object GetObject(
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ObjectStorageContainer storageContainer,

ObjectStorageObjectData values,

Type valueType)

{

arrayList colValue = new ArrayList();

if (values.Values != null)

{

foreach (ObjectStorageValue value in values.Values)

{

colValue.Add(value.Value);

}

}

return colValue.ToArray(typeof(string));

}

}

Registering Type Converters
If you create your own type converter, you must register it with the
ObjectStorageTypeConverterFactory class. This call looks like this:

ObjectStorageTypeConverterFactory.GetInstance().

RegisterTypeConverter(typeof(Point), new PointTypeConverter());

About utilities
There are a number of utilities foundational to SymantecWorkflow that are useful when writing
custom code and components.

■ TimeBoundCache
See “TimeBoundCache” on page 161.

■ TypeUtilities
See “TypeUtilities” on page 161.

■ FileUtilities
See “FileUtiltiies” on page 162.

■ StringUtilities
See “StringUtilities” on page 162.

■ Logging
See “Logging mechanism” on page 163.

■ DynamicWebserviceProxy
See “Using dynamic webservice proxy” on page 165.
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■ NotificationBus
See “Notification bus” on page 166.

■ RemoteNotificationBus
See “Remote notification bus” on page 167.

■ ResourceUtilities
See “Resource Utilities” on page 167.

■ EncryptionHelper
See “Encryption helper” on page 168.

■ ZipUtilities
See “Zip utilities” on page 168.

■ InvokeLater
See “Invoke Later” on page 168.

■ PrimitivePropertyGrid
See “Primitive property grid utility” on page 169.

■ History
See “History” on page 170.

■ PropertySheets
See “Property Sheets ” on page 171.

TimeBoundCache
ClassName: LogicBase.Framework.TimeBoundCache

TimeBoundCache is a hashtable-like class that restricts the time any given object will remain
in cache. It is designed to be used in a highly concurrent environment and is heavily tested
with threading.

The difference of signature between this class and a traditional .NET hashtable is that this
class has a minimal method signature. This method signature provides only a put and a get.
Upon cache modification, the cache contents may be checked and objects that are violating
the time based policies may be removed.

See “About utilities” on page 160.

TypeUtilities
ClassName: LogicBase.Framework.Utilities.TypeUtilities

TypeUtilities provides class handling functionality that is common in Workflow. There are two
notable functions.

■ FindAllPublicTypes
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This function passes in the base type or interface.

■ FindTypeByFullName
This function gets a type from a string.

See “About utilities” on page 160.

FileUtiltiies
ClassName: LogicBase.Framework.Utilities.FileUtilities

General file utilities are used for various functions, such as converting 8:3 names to full names
and directory copying. These general file utilities perform functions that are difficult for or
missing from the .NET core.

General file utilities functions are as follows.

■ BackupFile

■ AreFilesTheSame

■ CreateTemporaryDirectory

■ IsTrusted

■ CopyDirectory

■ LoadFile (into byte[])

■ WriteFile (from byte[])

See “About utilities” on page 160.

StringUtilities
The Workflow Framework includes a number of small utility classes that deal with formatting
and converting strings in Workflow Framework. These are listed below.

ClassNames:

■ LogicBase.Framework. AsciiToHtmlConverter
Converts ASCII to HTML.

■ LogicBase.Framework. HtmlToAsciiConverter
Converts HTML to ASCII.

■ LogicBaseFramework.CamelCaseSplitter
Splits CamelCaseText to be separate words (for example, CamelCaseText = Camel Case
Text).

■ LogicBaseFramework.StringStripper
Removes invalid language symbols from strings.
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See “About utilities” on page 160.

Logging mechanism
The SymantecWorkflow loggingmechanism usesWorkflow:Exchange to communicate logging
information to the local server instance which (in the default configuration) writes this information
to file.

Logging has five levels.

■ Fatal

■ Exception

■ Warning

■ Info

■ Debug

When logging from your program, you can specify which logging level you want by calling the
right method.

log.LogInfo(this, "this is my info message");

This data is sent on to a central logging server where it is logged to a file. This data then
becomes available in the Workflow:Control logging console.

Below is a picture of the Workflow: Control logging console.
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You can change the logging levels for individual modules and adjust the logging content
destination in Workflow:Control. For more information on how to use Workflow:Control, see
the Workflow Administration Guide.

See “About utilities” on page 160.

Viewing logs
You can view all the logs that the logging mechanism created. The log viewer lets you see the
logs according to the logging level that you set.

To view logs

1 Open the Symantec Workflow Explorer.
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■ Click Start > Programs > Altiris >WorkflowDesigner > Tools >Workflow Explorer.

2 In the tool, click the Log Viewer tab.

3 Optionally change the view using the controls at the bottom of the screen.

To create a log object

■ Implement the following code:

Log l = new Log("mylog");

The parameter to this is the category name for the log data that is written to the log.

Using dynamic webservice proxy
In .NET, the calling of webservices is done by creating a proxy (web reference), usually in
Visual Studio. You can use this method if you know the structure and parameters of the
webservice at coding time, but .NET does not provide an integrated mechanism to create
these proxy objects at runtime using a reflection-like syntax. Symantec Workflow provides
such a mechanism in the platform.
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To use dynamic webservice proxy

1 Create a DynamicProxy object.

2 Add webmethods to the object.

3 Invoke the webmethods.

A simple example (no parameters on the web method) is below:

DynamicProxy proxy = new DynamicProxy(def.Url);

DynamicWebMethod webmethod = new DynamicWebMethod(def.MethodName);

webmethod.ReturnType = typeof(bool);

proxy.AddMethod(webmethod);

proxy.InvokeMethod(def.MethodName, null);

Here is another example where the parameters are coming from an external data source:

parameters.Proxy = new DynamicProxy(methodNode.URL);

parameters.WebMethod = new

DynamicWebMethod(parameters.ExecutionMethod.MethodName);

parameters.WebMethod.ReturnType =

parameters.ExecutionMethod.ReturnType;

if (parameters.ExecutionMethod.MethodExecutionParameters != null)

{

foreach (ExecutionParamter parameter in

parameters.ExecutionMethod.MethodExecutionParameters)

parameters.WebMethod.AddParameter(new

DynamicParameter(parameter.Name, parameter.ParamterType));

}

parameters.Proxy.AddMethod(parameters.WebMethod);

Use this functionality when you do not know the structure of the webservice until you need
to invoke it. This class builds a proxy internally and handles all of the mechanisms for
calling this proxy.

See “About utilities” on page 160.

Notification bus
ClassName: LogicBase.Framework.NotificationBus

The Symantec Workflow notification bus is an internal communication mechanism for
communication between different parts of an application. This promotes loose coupling of the
different elements of an application.

The notification bus works by letting any class interested in a published event register itself
as a listener. It does this by implementing the INotificationListener interface.
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public interface NotificationListener {

void Notify(string busName, object data);

}

The two parameters are the name of the event and the data. The type of data is determined
by the sender and is allowed to be null.

To register, the event listener calls this:

NotificationBus.GetInstance("name").AddListener(this);

The notification bus holds all listeners as "weak references," so that if the listener is garbage
collected in another part of the application, the notification bus will not hold a reference to it
and will remove it from the notification list.

To send an event to all listeners in the notification bus, the event publisher must call this:

NotificationBus.GetInstance("name").Notify(mydata);

All listeners will be called with the data sent.

See “About utilities” on page 160.

Remote notification bus
ClassName: LogicBase.Framework,Utilities.RemoteNotificationBus

RemoteNotificationBus extends the capability of the NotificationBus using IP Multicasting to
extend notification messages to other AppDomains on same machine or on other machines.

The reception side uses the NotificationBus, but the sender sends BroadcastMessageStructure
to it. BroadcastMessageStructure takes the data object and the name of the notification bus
on the other side where it delivers the data object.

IP MultiCasting is not guaranteed delivery, but it is usually reliable.

See “About utilities” on page 160.

Resource Utilities
ClassName: LogicBase.Framework.ResourceUtilities

This class has a single function to extract a resource and copy it to a directory specified.

public static void CopyResourceToDirectory(

DirectoryInfo toDirectory,

Type fromType,

string resourceName,

string targetName,

string subDirectory)
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See “About utilities” on page 160.

Encryption helper
ClassName: LogicBase.Framework.EncryptionHelper

This class provides some simple and common functionality for creating encryption keys, and
key pairs as well as doing encryption and hashing. All of these functions use the .NET encryption
libraries.

See “About utilities” on page 160.

Zip utilities
ClassName: LogicBase.Framework.ZipUtilities

This class provides some common functions for zipping directories and unzipping zip files to
directories.

ClassName: LogicBase.Framework.ZipArchiveMap

This class provides the ability to manipulate the individual elements of a zip file. This can be
used to incrementally create a zip file or open one up and look at the individual elements.

See “About utilities” on page 160.

Invoke Later
ClassName: LogicBase.Framework.InvokeLater

This class provides functionality for delayed invoking of items, or invoking items on another
thread. This provides a central queue of actions to be invoked at the time specified by the
caller. These are typically invoked on a single thread and may not be invoked at the moment
they are specified (if other actions are before them in the queue).
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To add items to the InvokeLater queue

1 Create an object that implements the InvokeThis interface.

2 Add it to the InvokeLater queue by calling the AddToQueue method.

public static void AddToQueue(InvokeThis invokethis)

public interface InvokeThis

{

void Invoke();

DateTime InvokeWhen

{

get;

}

string UniqueID

{

get;

}

}

See “About utilities” on page 160.

Primitive property grid utility
ClassName: LogicBase.Core.Utilities.PrimativePropertyGridUtility

Symantec Workflow uses a property grid in many places to edit data. When you know this
data structure at coding time, it is very appropriate to have these objects be statically defined.
If your code needs to edit data in an advanced property grid with more dynamic data structures,
the primitive property grid utility will compile a .NET data type at runtime to be used and edited
in this way.

This class has the ability to create both simple (one value) and complex (multiple value) data
types.

See “SingleValue and MultiValue data types” on page 47.

This utility is used in two phases:

■ Creating and getting an editable object from a set of data definitions.

■ Accessing the values to be used in the programs.

Below is an example of using this utility (see bold parts):

object tmpData =

PrimitivePropertyGridUtility.GetEditableComplexObject(

target.Parameters,

target.ParameterDefaults);
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using (PropertySheetsEditor editor = new

PropertySheetsEditor(PropertySheetsDisplayType.Panel,

"Set Input Values", tmpData))

{

if (editor.ShowDialog() != DialogResult.OK)

{

// user canceled action

return;

}

}

foreach (ParamType pt in target.Parameters)

{

url += (url.IndexOf('?') == -1) ? "?" : "&";

url += pt.Name + "=";

object val = PrimitivePropertyGridUtility.GetValueOnObject(

tmpData, pt.Name, pt.DataType, pt.IsArray);

if (val == null)

continue;

url += System.Web.HttpUtility.UrlEncode(val.ToString());

}

See “About utilities” on page 160.

History
ClassName: LogicBase.Framework.Utilities.History

The history class provides the storage for the historical state of things like an editable combobox.
SymantecWorkflow uses this class for functions such as storing the connection strings specified.

When using this class, you can specify where the logical category that this history is specified.

To use history

1 Call the static AddToHistory method of the History class.

History.AddToHistory(category, this.page.ConnectionString,

MAX_HISTORY_ITEMS);

The history class will store these values off in an XML file.

2 To get the current set of history (may be null), call the static GetHistory method of the
History class.

string[] history = History.GetHistory("SQLTableGenerator."+

Name).DisplayName);
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There is an InPlaceProperty editor that uses the history class to edit string values. It is
InPlaceHistoryAwareEditableCombo.

See “About utilities” on page 160.

Property Sheets
ClassName: LogicBase.Core.PropertySheets.PropertySheets

You can use this .NET control in your Windows forms to create a property sheet object you
want to use in your class.

If you want to use the Workflow property sheets in a modal dialog (and do not want to create
your own), you can use the LogicBase.Core.PropertySheets.PropertySheetsEditor class).

Using this editor looks like this in code:

PropertySheetsEditor ed = new PropertySheetsEditor(

PropertySheetsDisplayType.Panel, "Edit Log Info", adj);

ed.ShowDialog();

See “About utilities” on page 160.
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Workflow form builder
themes

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Creating Themes

Creating Themes
To create a theme

1 Open a Web forms project in Symantec Workflow.

2 Add a form builder component to the form.

3 Double-click on the form builder component to open the Web form editor.

4 In Web form editor, click the Select Theme button on the left of the button bar.

5 Click Edit Project Theme.

6 Click Add.

7 Select a theme.

8 In the theme editor you can perform the following list of actions.

■ Load up images used in the theme

■ Specify default properties and border styles for the form

■ Specify specific settings for each control
These settings can be over-ridden on a control basis.

After you are done editing your form, you can save the edited version off as a .xTheme
file.
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When establishing your border, there are 8 images that are required, one for each corner,
one repeating image for each side. You can also select a background image for the form.
To understand this, it is easiest to open and view the themes distributed with Workflow.
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Workflow Plugins

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ About Workflow Plugins

■ Action Plugins

■ Specifying the condition to show for your plugin (Advanced)

■ Event and Abortable Plugins

■ Creating publishing plugins

About Workflow Plugins
Plugins are .NET objects that let you extend the functionality of Workflow to provide custom
code to run in the Workflow environment. They must implement the proper c# interface.

Symantec Workflow has five types of core plugins.

DescriptionPlugin

Lets you add actions into Symantec Workflow.

See “Action Plugins” on page 175.

Action

Lets you customize permissions.

See “Permission Plugins” on page 179.

Permissions

Lets you abort an action.

See “Event and Abortable Plugins” on page 180.

Abortable

Lets you do some processing around an action.

See “Event and Abortable Plugins” on page 180.

Event
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DescriptionPlugin

Lets you customize the publishing mechanism.

See “Creating publishing plugins ” on page 183.

Publishing

Lets you internationalize strings used by the tool.Translation

Any of these plugins, after you have published them, must be placed in C:\Program
Files\Altiris\Workflow Designer\Designer\Plugins. If the plugin is in this folder, Symantec
Workflow can retrieve it and load it on startup.

See “Publishing a plugin” on page 177.

You can view all available plugins in Plugin Info under the Help menu in your open project.

Action Plugins
You can write plugins into the Workflow tool for your own actions. These plugins are based
on one of the following interfaces:

■ IPlugin
IPlugins show up in both the initial form (with project list) and the project editing forms.
These plugins do not get the "project" as context.

■ IProjectPlugin
Project plugins only show up when projects are open for editing. These plugins have the
object representing a project sent into it when they are triggered.

With the exception of the distinction of the context, creating plugins and project plugins are
identical.

Creating a Workflow plugin
To create a plugin, simply implement one of these interfaces (they are in
LogicBase.ToolShared.dll) and place resulting DLL in the plugins directory under your project.

Here are samples of the code that you need to create.

// non project plugin

public class MyNonProjectPlugin : IPlugin

{

public string Name

{

get { return "Test"; }

}

public string ToolTip
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{

get { return "test tooltip";}

}

public string MenuLocation

{

get { return "carl"; }

}

public Shortcut MenuShortcut

{

get

{

return Shortcut.None;

}

}

public void PerformAction()

{

messageBox.Show("non project action");

}

public bool SeparatorAfter

{

get { return false; }

}

}

// project plugin

public class MyProjectPlugin : IProjectPlugin

{

public string Name

{

get { return "Test Project"; }

}

public string ToolTip

{

get { return "test tooltip";}

}

public string MenuLocation

{

get { return "carl"; }

}

public Shortcut MenuShortcut

{

get

{

return Shortcut.None;
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}

}

public void PerformAction(

AbstractOrchestrationProject project)

{

messageBox.Show("project action on project " +

project.MainFile.FullName);

}

public bool SeparatorAfter

{

get { return false; }

}

}

Publishing a plugin
To publish a plugin

1 Publish your DLL plugin from Workflow Designer.

See “Creating a plugin for Process Manager in Workflow Designer” on page 190.

2 Move the published DLL plugin into the DLL containing your plugin class in theC:\Program
Files\Altiris\Workflow Designer\Designer\Plugins directory.

If the plugin is in this folder, Symantec Workflow can retrieve it and load it on startup.

Specifying the menu order for your plugin (Advanced)
You can specify the order for your plugin to appear in the menu structure by implementing the
IPluginUI interface on your plugin. This adapter lets you specify additional UI attributes on your
plugin.

public interface IPluginUI : PluginBase

{

/// <summary>

/// Gets the image to be displayed in the toolbar and menu.

/// Can be null.

/// </summary>

image Image

{

get;

}

/// <summary>

/// Gets a value indicating if the plugin should be

/// displayed in the menu.
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/// </summary>

bool ShowInMenu

{

get;

}

/// <summary>

/// Retrieves the position where this plugin should be

/// inserted in a menu.

/// </summary>

/// <param name="names">The list of names of the items that

/// are currently displayed in the menu.</param>

/// <returns>

/// The index where this plugin should be inserted.Can be -

/// 1 to add

/// the plugin at the end of the menu.

/// </returns>

int GetMenuPosition(string[] names);

/// <summary>

/// Gets a value indicating if the plugin should be

/// displayed in the toolbar.

/// </summary>

bool ShowInToolBar

{

get;

}

/// <summary>

/// Retrieves the position where this plugin should be

/// inserted in a toolbar.

/// </summary>

/// <param name="names">The list of names of the items that

/// are currently displayed in the toolbar.</param>

/// <returns>

/// The index where this plugin should be inserted.Can be -

/// 1 to add

/// the plugin at the end of the toolbar.

/// </returns>

int GetToolBarPosition(string[] names);

}

The declaration of this class would look like this:

public class MyProjectPlugin : IProjectPlugin, IPluginUI {
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The positioning methods pass in an array of the other menu/toolbar items that are being
displayed, and let you position your menu/toolbar item into the other ones that are being
displayed by the tool. Because the tool menu/toolbar items change over time, you want to
make sure you examine the ones that are sent in and position your item in it.

Specifying the condition to show for your plugin
(Advanced)

You can specify the condition for your plugin to show in the menu by implementing the
IConditionalPlugin interface on your plugin. This adapter lets you specify condition by the
function ShowPlugin.

public interface IConditionalPlugin : PluginBase

{

/// <summary>

/// Gets a value indicating if the plugin should be

/// displayed.

/// </summary>

bool ShowPlugin();

}

The declaration would look like this:

public class MyProjectPlugin : IProjectPlugin, IConditionalPlugin

For example, you want to show your plugin only in the projects of type Decision-Only. Implement
IConditionalPlugin interface making ShowPlugin function like this:

public bool ShowPlugin()

{

return

(CurrentProjectHolder.GetInstance().Project.GetProjectType() ==

ProjectTypeEnum.maestro);

}

Permission Plugins
Use Permission plugin to check if an action is allowed.

Here is the Permission plugin interface:

public interface ILogicBasePermissionPlugin

{
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bool IsAllowed(ToolPermission permission);

}

And en easy example:

public class MyPermissionPlugin: ILogicBasePermissionPlugin

{

#region ILogicBasePermissionPlugin Members

public bool IsAllowed(ToolPermission permission)

{

return true;

}

#endregion

}

Event and Abortable Plugins
The Abortable and Event plugins are made around Workflow actions, which are described by
the following enumeration:

[Serializable]

public enum LogicBaseActionType

{

IntegrationLibraryCreated,

IntegrationLibraryRecompiled,

LibraryAddedToProject,

LibraryRemovedFromProject,

OnProjectCreated,

OnProjectOpened,

OnComponentAdded,

OnComponentDeleted,

OnLinkChanged,

BeforeProjectBuild,

AfterProjectBuild,

BeforeProjectPackage,

AfterProjectPackage,

OnReportGeneration,

OnDeployToServer,

OnDebug,

OnExceptionInProject //(in debugger)

}
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Abortable Plugins
Abortable plugins are run before an action. They throw an exception if the event is to be
aborted. The user sees the message of the exception.

Look at the ILogicBaseAbortablePlugin interface:

/// <summary>

/// happens before an action

/// </summary>

public interface ILogicBaseAbortablePlugin

{

/// <summary>

/// throws an exception if the event is to be aborted.

/// user sees the message of the exception.

/// </summary>

/// <param name="actionType"></param>

/// <param name="data"></param>

void ProcessEvent(LogicBaseActionType actionType, string data);

}

The Abortable Plugin example:

public class MyAbortablePlugin : ILogicBaseAbortablePlugin

{

public void ProcessEvent(LogicBaseActionType actionType, string

data)

{

try

{

switch (actionType)

{

case LogicBaseActionType.OnProjectCreated:

ShowInfo(LogicBaseActionType.OnProjectCreated.ToString()); break;

// ...

// ... all action types

// ...

case LogicBaseActionType.OnReportGeneration:

ShowInfo(LogicBaseActionType.OnReportGeneration.ToString());

break;

}

}

catch(Exception ex)

{
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ShowError(ex.ToString());

throw ex;

}

}

public static void ShowInfo(string text)

{

MessageBox.Show(text, "LogicBaseAbortablePlugin: Info",

MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information);

}

public static void ShowError(string text)

{

MessageBox.Show(text, "LogicBaseAbortablePlugin: Error",

MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Error);

}

}

Event Plugins
Event plugins are runs after an action.

Interface is the same as ILogicBaseAbortablePlugin, just it runs after an action:

public interface ILogicBaseEventPlugin

{

void ProcessEvent(LogicBaseActionType actionType, string data);

}

For example:

public class MyEventPlugin : ILogicBaseEventPlugin

{

#region ILogicBaseEventPlugin Members

public void ProcessEvent(LogicBaseActionType actionType, string

data)

{

switch (actionType)

{

case LogicBaseActionType.OnProjectCreated:

ShowInfo(LogicBaseActionType.OnProjectCreated.ToString()); break;

// ...

// ... all action types

// ...

case LogicBaseActionType.OnReportGeneration:

ShowInfo(LogicBaseActionType.OnReportGeneration.ToString());
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break;

}

}

}

#endregion

public static void ShowInfo(string text)

{

MessageBox.Show(text, "LogicBaseEventPlugin: Info",

MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information);

}

}

Creating publishing plugins
Publishing plugins are like publishing actions. Publishing plugins show up in the tool as new
options for publishing.

To create a publishing plugin

■ Implement the following interface:

public interface ILogicBaseDeploymentPlugin

{

string GetName();

string GetImage();

void ProcessDeploymentDirectory(string name);

void DoProjectDeploy(string zipFileName);

}

This plugin has two methods.

■ ProcessDeploymentDirectory
ProcessDeploymentDirectory operates with directory name which contains the published
project.

■ DoProjectDeploy
DoProjectDeploy works with zip file name of published directory.

If you do not need one of the methods, implement and empty method.

You can specify the Name and the Image name for your publishing action.

For example:

public class MyDeploymentPlugin : ILogicBaseDeploymentPlugin

{

#region ILogicBaseDeploymentPlugin Members
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public string GetName()

{

return "ExampleDeploymentPlugin";

}

public string GetImage()

{

return "";

}

public void ProcessDeploymentDirectory(string name)

{

//to do something with dir...

ShowInfo("Deployment Directory: " + name);

}

public void DoProjectDeploy(string zipFileName)

{

//to do something with zip filename...

ShowInfo("Project Publish zip filename: " + zipFileName);

}

#endregion

public static void ShowInfo(string text)

{

MessageBox.Show(text, "LogicBaseDeploymentPlugin: Info",

MessageBoxButtons.OK, MessageBoxIcon.Information);

}

}
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Extending Workflow
Process Manager

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ About Process Manager plugins

■ Creating Process Manager plugins

■ About writing webparts for Process Manager

About Process Manager plugins
Process Manager has a plugin API that exposes various internal events of SymantecWorkflow
for notification and triggering. You can hook these events globally to modules, or specify them
at a lower level (for example, document category, project, etc.).

You can write plugins into the Process Manager for your own actions. These plugins are based
on the IEnsemblePlugin interface.

See “Creating Process Manager plugins” on page 186.

When a plugin is called, the initiating action sends in data, which is specified by the plugin and
the type of action. The full list of actions that Process Manager exposes is in an enumeration
passed into the plugin action.

You can select plugins for modules on the Process Manager settings page. The following
plugins can be selected globally. and are in the Notifications category.

■ Accounts Plugin

■ Projects Plugin

■ Documents Plugin

■ Workflow Plugin
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■ Discussions Plugin

■ Calendar Plugin

■ Articles Plugin

■ Chat Plugin

If no plugin is selected for a module, that module will not send notifications.

The following plugins can be selected for their associated module on an individual basis. These
plugins can override or supplement the global plugin.

■ BlogmanNotificationPlugin

■ CalendarNotificationPlugin

■ ChatNotificationPlugin

■ ChatSessionNotificationPlugin

■ DiscussionsNotificationPlugin

■ DiscussionThreadNotificationPlugin

■ DocmanNotificationPlugin

■ ProjmanNotificationPlugin

■ UsermanNotificationPlugin

■ WorkflowNotificationPlugin

Creating Process Manager plugins
In addition to the plugins that come standard with Symantec Workflow Process Manager, you
can create original plugins to fit your need. You can create Process Manager plugins in two
ways.

■ Writing a plugin for Process Manager in code

■ Creating a plugin for Process Manager in Workflow Designer

Writing a plugin for Process Manager in code
The Process Manager plugin mechanism has two methods.

■ EnsembleAction
This method performs an action in Process Manager.

■ GetDescription
This method gets description of what is in the plugin.
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public class EnsemblePlugin : IEnsemblePlugin

{

Log l = new Log("Ensemble Plugin");

public void EnsembleAction(EnsembleEventData eventData,

EnsembleEventType actionType)

{

// do something here

l.LogInfo(this, "ensemble plugin action " + actionType);

}

public string GetDescription()

{

return "example plugin";

}

}

Below is code for a simple plugin that writes a log message to the Symantec Workflow logging
facility.

[Serializable]

public interface IEnsemblePlugin

{

void EnsembleAction(

EnsembleEventData eventData,

EnsembleEventType actionType);

string GetDescription() ;

}

The following class describes Process Manager event data.

public class EnsembleEventData

{

string currentSession; // session of person logged in doing

action

string currentUserID; // user id of the person who is logged

in doing the action

string currentUserEmail; // user email of the person who is

logged in doing the action

string baseURLToEnsemble; // base url to ensemble

string referenceURL; // reference url to the main screen in

ensemble that you may want to send in communication

string referenceID; // the id of the item that we are dealing

with

string parentReferenceID; // parent id (may be null, might be

things like categoryid, or projectid)
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string notes; // this field may be null, will contain

information about the event being generated4

string targetUserID; // this field is optional and may

contain information about someone to be notified

KeyValueDataType[] extraFields; //extra properties

public string CurrentSession

{

get { return currentSession; }

set { currentSession = value; }

}

public string CurrentUserID

{

get { return currentUserID; }

set { currentUserID = value; }

}

public string CurrentUserEmailAddress

{

get { return currentUserEmail; }

set { currentUserEmail = value; }

}

public string BaseURLToEnsemble

{

get { return baseURLToEnsemble; }

set { baseURLToEnsemble = value; }

}

public string ReferenceURL

{

get { return referenceURL; }

set { referenceURL = value; }

}

public string ReferenceID

{

get { return referenceID; }

set { referenceID = value; }

}

public string ParentReferenceID

{

get { return parentReferenceID; }

set { parentReferenceID = value; }

}

public string Notes

{

get { return notes; }
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set { notes = value; }

}

public string TargetUserID

{

get { return targetUserID; }

set { targetUserID = value; }

}

public KeyValueDataType[] ExtraFields

{

get { return extraFields; }

set { extraFields = value; }

}

}

The following is the Process Manager EventType enumeration. It describes all possible events:

[Serializable]

public enum EnsembleEventType

{

//docman events

DocumentAdded,

DocumentVersionAdded,

DocumentDeleted,

CategoryPermissionChange,

DocumentPermissionChange,

//DocumentDownload, //.... (one for each event type we have

defined)

//userman events

UserSelfAddInitial,

UserSelfAddFinal,

UserWelcome,

UserResetPassword,

//projman events

TaskAssignedToMe,

ProjectPermissionChanged,

TaskAssigned,

AddedToProject,

InformReporter,

TaskResolved,

TaskChange,

TaskActionRequired,

TaskClosure,

TaskCreated,

TaskReopened,
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//discussion events

DiscussionNewThread,

DiscussionItemChange,

DiscussionItemDelete,

DiscussionThreadChange,

DiscussionNewItem,

DiscussionChanges,

//contacts events

ContactInfoChanged,

ContactIsMade,

ContactOutstandingItemAdded,

ContactDeleted,

//calendars events

CalendarChange,

CalendarEntryDeleted,

CalendarPermissionChange,

CalendarEntryAdded,

CalendarEntryEdit,

//blogman events

BlogEntryCreated,

BlogEntryDeleted,

BlogEntryUpdated

}

Creating a plugin for Process Manager in Workflow Designer
You can create a Process Manager plugin in Workflow Designer two different ways.

■ To create a plugin for Process Manager from the template

■ To create a Process Manager plugin from a Decision-Only project

Both ways use a Decision-Only project type to create a DLL plugin, but the template expedites
the process. Use the template for practice or simple Process Manager plugins, changing the
output parameters as needed.

You can also create a Process Manager plugin by writing it in code.

See “Writing a plugin for Process Manager in code” on page 186.

To create a plugin for Process Manager from the template

1 In the Workflow Designer tool, click the New button.

2 Click the Template Projects tab, select EnsemblePluginTemplateProject, and click
OK.

3 Unless it is already present, add Logicbase.Ensemble.Core.dll library to the project.
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■ In Workflow Designer, click Import Components.

■ Click Browse.

■ Click C: > Program Files > Altiris > Workflow Designer > Shared > LogicBaselib.

■ Select Logicbase.Ensemble.Core.dll and click Open.

■ Click OK.

4 Make changes to the template to give your plugin its functionality.

5 Publish your project as a DLL.

■ Click File > Publish Project > Publish Project as DLL.

■ Ensure all the fields are valid.
LogicBase.Ensemble.Core.IEnsemblePlugin as the interface.

■ Use C: > Program Files > Altiris > Workflow Designer > Designer > plugins for
the location, or another location that you can easily remember.

■ Click OK.
If you do not see "Publish project as DLL" window then project does not implement
the interface properly and you will see window like this:

You can add models to the project here. After that make project valid and try to publish
again.

When you successfully published Process Manager plugin, you need to put this DLL in
the plugins directory under ProcessManager to be loaded as plugins into ProcessManager.

You can also use LogicBase.Ensemble.Plugin.WorkflowTemplate to make your Process
Manager Plugin based on it.

To create a Process Manager plugin from a Decision-Only project

1 In Workflow Designer, click the New button.

2 Select Decision-Only and click OK.

3 Unless it is already present, add Logicbase.Ensemble.Core.dll library to the project.

■ In Workflow Designer, click Import Components.

■ Click Browse.

■ Click C: > Program Files > Altiris > Workflow Designer > Shared > LogicBaselib.

■ Select Logicbase.Ensemble.Core.dll and click Open.

■ Click OK.

4 Create two models in the project.
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■ Name the first model "EventAction", set the execution method to EnsembleAction, and
set the input to EnsembleEventData and EnsembleEventType.

■ Name the secondmodel "GetDescription", set the execution method to GetDescription,
set the output type to text, and make the model invocable.

5 Set all non-primary models as invocation targets.

6 Configure the event model.

You may want to start with an EnumRule to filter out the event in which you are interested.
A Hanging Path trigger can end all events you are not interested in.

7 When the project is valid, publish it as a DLL.

■ Click File > Publish Project > Publish Project as DLL.

■ Fill in all the fields, using LogicBase.Ensemble.Core.IEnsemblePlugin as the
interface.

■ Use C: > Program Files > Altiris > Workflow Designer > Designer > plugins for
the location, or another location that you can easily remember.

■ Click OK.

Uploading a plugin into Process Manager
Process Manager includes a standard set of plugins.

See “About Process Manager plugins” on page 185.

If you want to use other plugins in Process Manager, you must upload them into the portal.

To upload a plugin into Process Manager

1 In Process Manager, click the Admin tab.

2 Click Portal > Plugin upload.

3 Ensure the plugin type is set to Plugin.

4 In the plugin uploader, browse to the plugin you are uploading, select it, and click Open.

5 Click Upload.

After you have uploaded your plugin, the new plugin appears in the drop-down list of
available plugins in Admin > Portal > Master Settings > Notifications.

About writing webparts for Process Manager
Process Manager is an ASP.NET 4.0 compliant portal (ASP.NET webpart host). You can host
any ASP.NET 4.0 webparts in it.
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Webparts are part of the ASP.NET 4.0 specification. Process Manager hosts basic ASP.NET
4.0 webparts.

If you are unfamiliar with ASP.NET webparts, you can find help in an abundance of online
articles. We recommend familiarizing yourself before attempting to build ASP.NET 4.0 webparts.
Because Process Manager is a compliant webpart host, nothing special has to be specified
to build controls that will reside in Process Manager.

Process Manager has an integrated catalog mechanism, so, when you have finished building
your webpart, you can load it into the Process Manager using the integrated plugin loading
mechanism, then register it with the webpart catalog.

See “Uploading a plugin into Process Manager” on page 192.

Writing webparts for Process Manager
Creating a webpart
For creating a new webpart, you can use following code smaple:

using System;

using System.Web.UI.WebControls;

using System.Web.UI.WebControls.WebParts;

namespace Sample

{

public class SampleWebPart : WebPart

{

[Personalizable, WebBrowsable]

public String ContentText { get; set; }

protected override void CreateChildControls()

{

Controls.Add(new Label {

Text = ContentText

});

}

}

}

Accessing session ID
When your webpart requires access to the session ID, you have two options: include a separate
login on the webpart, or implement the functionality of Logicbase.ensemble.core so the webpart
can retrieve the session ID.
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namespace LogicBase.Ensemble.Core

{

public class EnsembleHelper

{

ensembleHelper()

{

}

public string EnsembleUrl

{

get

{

return HttpContext.Current.Request.ApplicationPath;

}

}

public static string CurrentSessionID

{

get

{

if(HttpContext.Current.User is AbstractEnsemblePrincipal)

return (HttpContext.Current.User as

AbstractEnsemblePrincipal).SessionID;

else

return null;

}

}

static EnsembleHelper helper = new EnsembleHelper();

public static EnsembleHelper GetInstance()

{

return helper;

}

}

}

All access to Process Manager service functionality should come through web references.
These web references enable the webparts to be hosted in other portals (like SharePoint).

The URL in the EnsembleURL property is the base URL to Process Manager. If you want to
access docman, use this URL + "/docman/docman.asmx".

The CurrentSessionID represents the current user and is passed to the Process Manager
services (as most services require the session as a parameter).
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Workflow:Exchange

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ Introduction to Workflow:Exchange

■ About Workflow:Exchange

■ Workflow:Exchange configurations

■ Other uses of Workflow:Exchange

■ Exchange addressing

■ External Message Targets

■ About LMC.exe

Introduction to Workflow:Exchange
The Symantec Workflow component API uses Workflow:Exchange internally to do logging
and message exchanges.

The base component API has built a façade aroundWorkflow:Exchange that is fully integrated
into the debugger and has the ability to turn on and off logging for each individual component.
This façade is in the form of protected methods on the base class for all of the components -
AbstractOrchestrationComponent.

For each logging level, there is a method that the component can use to see if the logging is
enabled for that level and a method to log at that level.

if (IsInfoEnabled)

LogInfo(data, "this is the info I want to log");

You can choose to log whatever information you deem useful.
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You do not need to log errors because the platform will pick them up and log them for you,
unless your component is handling them internally.

There are five logging levels.

■ Debug

■ Info

■ Warn

■ Error

■ Fatal

You can access the logging functionality outside of the context of a component by establishing
a LogicBase.Framework.Log object and calling its methods.

Log l = new Log("logname");

l.LogInfo(this, "this is a message");

For more information, see the Administrator’s Guide.

About Workflow:Exchange
Workflow:Exchange handles the exchange of messages between products.Workflow:Exchange
is designed to provide Enterprise Class scalability, performance, and fail over capabilities for
your Workflow type projects.

Workflow:Exchange has three main concepts:

■ Delivery target
This is the destination of a message.
See “IMessageDeliveryTarget” on page 198.

■ Message exchange
This provides in-process storage and retrieval or messages.
See “IMessageExchange” on page 198.

■ Transactional message exchange
This provides transactional methods for message access and manipulation.
See “ITransactionalMessageExchange” on page 200.

Workflow:Exchange provides point-to-point and publish-subscribe message delivery for user
programs. The product is highly configurable because its functionality is based on message
exchanges, or customized message queues, that perform specific tasks. Exchanges can be
linked in complex chains to perform complex functions with message data. All data that is
passed across the message exchange is held in a message envelope. This message envelope
has the message ID, data (payload), and a collection of attributes that can be used to identify
and route the object.
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Workflow:Exchange is primarily used in concert with Workflow type projects. Workflow type
projects are potentially long running processes that can span an extended period of time.
Wokflow:Exchange stores the state data of the workflow during the process.Workflow:Exchange
lets you configure very scalable storage mechanisms to store state data.

Table 10-1 Exchange types

PurposeExchange Type

Provides an alternate name for an exchange. This is helpful if an exchange
configured on one Exchange server needs to be accessed from a different
server. The same alias name can be created on both servers so that a program
written to access the exchange works regardless of where it is run.

Alias

Delivers messages in an asynchronous manner.Async

Delivers messages to multiple exchanges at the same time. This is one of the
exchange types that enables other exchanges to be linked to perform complex
actions.

Branching

This exchange wraps other exchanges to provide the added feature of ensuring
autonomous operations. It would be used if there were a need to protect an
exchange from multiple programs accessing it simultaneously.

Synchronized

This exchange wraps around another exchange and enables transactions-based
message delivery and retrieval.

Transactional

Writes messages to a file system.File Exchange

Writes messages as log items to file system. Provides built-in log file cleanup
capabilities.

File Writer Exchange

In-memory storageIn Memory

Sends messages via SMTP.Mail

Throws away messages.Null

Writes messages to Debug.Out.Output Writer

Wraps another exchange to provide messaging cache control. It caches
messages according to a defined policy. For example, messages can be
removed based on count or size of the cache. The policy also provides options
(least access, oldest, biggest) to determine which message to get rid of first.

Policy Cache

This exchange wraps other exchanges to provide reliable delivery to a target
exchange. It defines a storage exchange and error exchange, to maintain
messages and make multiple delivery attempts.

Reliable
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Table 10-1 Exchange types (continued)

PurposeExchange Type

Delivers to a remote server via TCP-IP. This exchange is used to access and
exchange on remote Exchange server.

Remote

Stores messages in a SQL Server database.SQL

This exchange wraps other exchanges to provide message caching control. It
caches messages based on the length of time the message has been in the
queue. This is commonly used with the In Memory exchange to purge old
messages from memory based on time.

Time Based Cache

This exchange wraps another exchange to provide message compression and
decompression.

Compression

IMessageDeliveryTarget
The base interface is IMessageDeliveryTarget. This interface is the interface that allows
messages to be delivered, but has no methods of being retrieved. There are a number of uses
of a delivery mechanism, mainly data moving. If I have a class whose responsibility it is to
move data between point a and point b, it is likely to be a delivery target. Also, classes that
write or deliver data to and end point (write to a file, send in email, etc.) will also likely be
IMessageDeliveryTargets.

public interface IMessageDeliveryTarget

{

// adds message to queue

string Put(Message message);

// gets info on the queue

string GetInfo();

}

IMessageExchange
IMessageExchange is a container of messages. This container may reside in memory, on
disk, in a database or be a filter over the top of another container. These message containers
are often strung together to form up a chain of storage pieces.

public interface IMessageExchange: IMessageDeliveryTarget

{

// checks if this queue contains an object

bool Contains(string messageID);

// gets a message by id. it will throw exception if message

does not exist
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Message Get(string messageID);

// gets all messages on queue that match the attributes

specified

Message[] Get(ExchangeAttributeQuery[] attributes,

MessageQueryType queryType);

// gets messages by count

Message[] Get(int count);

// gets messages by order

Message[] Get(int count, string attributeToOrderBy,

MessageExchangeOrder order);

// gets messages by query and order

Message[] Get(int count, ExchangeAttributeQuery[] attributes,

MessageQueryType queryType, string attributeToOrderBy,

MessageExchangeOrder order);

// pops the oldest message in queue

Message Pop();

// gets a message by id. it will throw exception if message

does not exist

Message Pop(string messageID);

// pops off a number of messages from queue starting with

oldest

Message[] Pop(int count);

// removes item by this ID

void Remove(string messageID);

// removes item by this ID

void Remove(string[] messageIDs);

// removes item by this ID

void Remove(Message message);

// gets count for total number of items in queue

long Count

{

get;

}

// gets list of all items

string[] List

{

get;

}

}
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ITransactionalMessageExchange
ITransactionalMessageExchange provides additional function for locking and retrieving objects
from a message queue. If it is important that one and only one client gets a message,
ITransactionalMessageQueue enables the client to lease, and consume the message.

public interface ITransactionalMessageExchange :

IMessageExchange

{

// tries to get a message and lease it. if we are unable to get

// the message, we will throw an exception

// if item does not exist, we will throw exception

LeasedMessage GetAndLease(string ID);

// gets a message and leases it. messages that are not able to

// be leased will not be returned

LeasedMessage[] GetAndLease(ExchangeAttribute[] attributes);

// consumes a message (generally, this will remove the message

// from this queue

void Consume(string ID);

// releases the lease on a message

void ReleaseLease(string ID);

// throws an exception if we cannot get a lease

// returns lease id

string Lease(string messageID);

// consumes a message and posts a new message in same

// transaction to same queue

void ConsumeAndPost(string leaseID, Message messageToPost);

// renews lease

void RenewLease(string leaseID);

// this consumes message and posts a new message, but posts

// the new message into an alternate queue

void ConsumeAndPost(string leaseID, Message messageToPost,

string exchangeNameToPostTo);

}

Workflow:Exchange configurations

Warning:When you install Symantec Workflow, the installation program automatically installs
default exchanges for Workflow:Exchange. Do not delete these exchanges; the software will
not function properly without them. You can add your own exchanges that override the defaults.
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You can group related collections of exchanges in exchange configurations. Configurations
simplify exchange management. Use the LogicBase.Control.exe tool to create configurations.
The Exchange Configuration tab lists configurations and the defined exchanges for each
configuration. This tab lets you create new configurations and add new exchanges. You can
also modify a configuration by adding, editing, or deleting associated exchanges.

You can add new exchanges to the default configuration or to your own custom configurations.
Commonly you only need to add exchanges to the default configuration.

New configurations can be established both for the server and for the local nodes. An exchange
configuration can either be established as the default for the (local/server) process or can be
specified for a specific process. This configuration is done using theWorkflow:Control interface
(C:\Program Files\Altiris\Workflow Designer\Tools\Logicbase.control.exe).

When the exchange configuration is created or modified, it is sent to the exchange server,
which distributes it to the local process.

For more information on configuring these exchange configurations, see the Workflow
Administrators Guide.
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The screen shot above shows a new exchange being added to a new configuration.
LBQ_Local_Defaults, in the left pane, is the default exchange that is used by all projects. The
default settings usually do not require any changes. The most common change is

To add a new exchange to a default configuration

1 Click Start > Programs > Altiris > Workflow Designer > Tools > Logging and
Configuration Tool.

2 In the Logging and Configuration tool, click the Exchange Configurations tab.

3 In the left pane, select the configuration you want to edit.

4 Click Add.

If you want to edit a default configuration instead of adding an exchange, click Edit instead
of Add.

5 Select the exchange you want to add.

6 Click Save.

To add a new configuration

1 Click Start > Programs > Altiris > Workflow Designer > Tools > Logging and
Configuration Tool.

2 In the Logging and Configuration Tool, click the Exchange Configurations tab.

3 On the left hand side, click Add New Configuration.

4 Set the Configuration Name, Evaluation order, Configuration Type, and Base Directory.

5 Click Save.

Exchange configuration types
The following are types of Exchange Configuration.

DescriptionExchange
Configuration

The Server Configuration is a configuration for the Server. Exchanges in this
type of Configuration are available for remote access from client or other server
computers.

Server

The DefaultLocal configuration is a computer specific configuration. Exchanges
in this type of a configuration can be accessed only by the computer they are
running on.

DefaultLocal
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DescriptionExchange
Configuration

A SpecificLocal configuration is a computer and directory specific configuration.
Exchanges in this configuration can be accessed only by the computer where
they are running, and any application running in the specific local directory to
which the exchange is attached.

SpecificLocal

Changing an exchange configuration type
You can change the configuration type based on your access preferences. Configurations are
created and modified through the LogicBase.Control.exe tool.

To change an exchange configuration type

1 Click Start > Programs > Altiris > Workflow Designer > Tools > Logging and
Configuration Tool.

2 In the Logging and Configuration Tool, click the Exchange Configurations tab.

3 In the left pane, select the configuration you want to edit.

4 In the Configuration Type list, select a configuration type.

5 Click Save.

Monitoring message exchanges
Workflow.Control.exe lets you monitor the messages in your exchanges in real time. You can
view the monitoring results in three ways. The different monitoring viewing options all use the
same data, but display it in different ways.

To monitor message exchanges

1 Click Start > Programs > Altiris > Workflow Designer > Tools > Workflow Explorer.

2 In the Workflow Explorer, select the exchanges that you want to monitor by clicking on
the Exchange Info tab in the Top Bar.

3 Select a view to monitor your exchanges.

You can choose from three different views to monitor your exchanges.

■ Grid View
This view displays a Grid of the Exchanges that you have chosen to monitor and the
count of messages in each of the exchanges.

■ Bar Graph
This view displays a Bar Graph of Exchanges that you have selected for Monitoring.

■ Line Graph
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This view displays a Line Graph of the Exchanges you have selected for monitoring.

Other uses of Workflow:Exchange
Workflow:Exchange performs various functions inside Symantec Workflow, you can leverage
the capabilities of the tool for other purposes.

You can use Workflow:Exchange in two ways.

■ Uses of Workflow:Exchange in Workflow Designer

■ Uses of Workflow:Exchange in code

Uses of Workflow:Exchange in Workflow Designer
While Symantec Workflow uses Workflow:Exchange for internal message configuration, you
can use Workflow Designer to post messages and get them from Workflow:Exchange. A set
of Workflow:Exchange components are available to assist in the publishing and consuming
of messages. These components are in the Logicbase.Components.MessageExachange.dll
(C:\Program Files\Altiris\Workflow Designer\Shared\Components).

DescriptionComponent

This component allows you to put a Text (string) into an Exchange QueuePut Text in Exchange

This component retrieves a Text (String) from an Exchange QueueGet Text from
Exchange

This component allows you to put an Object into an Exchange Queue.Put Message in
Exchange

This component allows you to retrieve a Message from an Exchange Queue.
The resulting output of this component is of type
LogicBase.Core.Messaging.Message

Get Message from
Exchange

This component allows you to get multiple messages from an Exchange Queue.Get Messages from
Exchange

This component allows you to get multiple messages from an Exchange Queue
based on the attributes you want to fetch.

Get Messages by
Attributes

This component returns the count of messages from an Exchange Queue.Count Messages in
Exchange

This component gets the message from an exchange queue and also converts
the payload into the data type that you configure on this component.

Get Item from
Exchange
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DescriptionComponent

This component gets multiple messages from an exchange queue and converts
the payload into the data type that you configure on this component and returns
and array of that data type.

Get Items from
Exchange

This component fetches the ItemIDs from an Exchange Queue and outputs a
string array of those IDs

List ItemsIDs from
Exchange

This component removes a message from an Exchange Queue.RemoveMessage from
Exchange

This component leases a message and outputs the Lease ID for that message.Lease Message

This component consumes a message lease. After the message lease has
been consumed, the message is removed from the Exchange Queue.

Consume Message
Lease

This component releases the message lease.Release Message
Lease

Uses of Workflow:Exchange in code
You can also use the Workflow:Exchange mechanism directly in code.

The configuration of exchanges must be done through Workflow:Control (C:\Program
Files\Altiris\Workflow Designer\Tool\Logicbase.control.exe). When these configurations are
finished and in place, you can access Workflow:Exchange delivery targets and exchanges by
fetching them from the MessageExchangeFactory.

public static IMessageDeliveryTarget GetExchangeTarget(

string Name)

public static IMessageExchange GetExchange(string Name)

public static ITransactionalMessageExchange

GetTransactionalExchange(string name)

You can always fetch a message exchange piece as its down level interface. For example,
you can get an exchange as a delivery target. If you try to fetch an exchange as an interface
that it does not support, it will throw an exception.

When configuring message exchanges, you can mark them as external

This means that they can be created and exposed via this external API. If an exchange is
marked as internal, it can only be used by other exchanges in the same process. This allows
the hiding of some of the raw mechanisms from being able to be manipulated directly.
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Exchange addressing
The default way to address an exchange is by its name. For example, an exchange named
"myexchange" can be sent to the API (or any other configuration) by its name. This means
that "myexchange" is part of the local configuration. The name "myexchange" also needs to
be external.

Template exchanges addressing
Template exchanges are exchanges in which the configuration is shared across multiple
exchanges. Using this mechanism, you can establish one configuration and take out multiple
instances of the exchange. All template exchange configuration names end with a ‘-‘.

For example:

Configuration name: cache-

Instance names: cache-test, cache-one, cache-2

You cannot create an instance of the cache directly (for example, cache- ). You must provide
a concrete name that extends the cache template name.

Remote exchanges addressing
To address a remote cache, use a URL-like syntax in the message factory.

lme://<address or name>:<port>/<cache name>

The port is optional, but the address or name is not.

Here are some examples:

lme://localhost/cache-test

lme://127.0.0.1/cache-test

External Message Targets
To extend the functionality of Workflow:Exchange, you must build classes that are external
message targets. These message targets can be built either Workflow Designer, or can be
written in code.

See “Building external message targets in Workflow Designer” on page 207.

See “Writing external message targets in code” on page 207.
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Building external message targets in Workflow Designer
You can also build message targets in Workflow Designer. The procedure is similar to the
procedure for building Process Manager plugins in Workflow Designer.

See “Creating Process Manager plugins” on page 186.

The difference between creating external message targets and writing Process Manager
plugins is the interface that is implemented - IMessageDeliveryTarget instead of
IEnsemblePlugin - and the models and methods that need to be setup.

Writing external message targets in code
Although it is more difficult than using Workflow Designer, you can write external message
targets in code. You can also create external message targets using Workflow Designer.

See “Building external message targets in Workflow Designer” on page 207.

To write external message targets in code

1 Create the message delivery target.

■ Implement IMessageDeliveryTarget, IMessageExchange, or
ITransactionalMessageExchange.
See “About IData” on page 34.

2 Create the configuration class for the message delivery target.

■ Create the Configuration Class for your Message Delivery Target to be recognized by
Workflow.Control and for you to configure it on your server.
You can create the Configuration Class by inheriting the class
AbstractPluginConfiguration.

This is an example of how your Configuration Class and Message Delivery Target will
look.

public class MyExchangeConfiguration:AbstractPluginConfiguration

{

// You can define any properties that you want for your

exchange here.

// return the type of Exchange

public override Type ExchangeType

{

get { return typeof (MyExchange); }

}

// Create your Exchange here and return an instance of that

public override IMessageDeliveryTarget Create(string name)

{

return new MyExchange();
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}

// Return the Exchange Hierarchy if any

public override ExchangeHierarchy[] GetExchangeHierarchy()

{

return null;

}

// Do your Validation Here and return Invalid Reasons

protected override InvalidReason[] RunValidation()

{

return null;

}

}

public class MyExchange:IMessageDeliveryTarget

{

#region IMessageDeliveryTarget Members

public string Put(Message message)

{

// do nothing

return Guid.NewGuid().ToString();

}

public string GetInfo()

{

return "MyExchnage";

}

#endregion

}

3 Publish your message delivery target and configuration.

■ Copy the DLL for your Message Delivery Target and Configuration in the
ServerExtentions\Plugins Directory.
Your Message Delivery Target is now available as an option when you want to add
newExchanges to your configuration. Your plugin exchanges are server only exchanges
and will be available only for Server Configurations.

About LMC.exe
SymantecWorkflow provides a command line tool called LMC.exe for interacting with configured
message exchanges. Unless you altered any default settings during installation, lmc.exe is
located at C:\Program Files\Altiris\Workflow Designer\Tools.

You can use LMC to view existing exchanges on local and remote servers. The tool lets you
connect to a particular exchange to perform exchange operations, such as sending and
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retrieving messages, listing the exchange contents, querying on the contents, and submitting
a log entry to the exchange. The tool provides a help option that lists these and other
commands. The main limitation of the tool is that you are limited to simple data types to put
into the message queues.

LMC commands
If you type "help" when you are in LMC, the command will return a full list of all commands.

If you want help with any specific command, type "help commandname" in LMC.

You can also use LMC in a batch script by putting the command you want to process
after-server.

For example:

lmc.exe -server lme://localhost/cache-test -put -string help
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Publishing installer and DLL

This chapter includes the following topics:

■ About the installer

■ Building an installer outside of Workflow Designer

■ Publishing a project as a DLL

■ Using project DLL in code

About the installer
Symantec Workflow can publish completed projects as installation files. The installation file
includes a simple wizard to guide the user who receives the file. Symantec Workflow uses
NSIS (NullSoft, Inc.) install system to create the project installer.

For information on how to publish a project as an installation file, see the Workflow Solution
Administrator’s guide.

During publishing, you can use the "output files to build installer" option to output not only
executable installer, but also NSI script and some required files to build the installer outside
of Workflow Designer. This option is checked by default. Use this option when you want the
NSI installer script, and additional files (for example, icon icon32x32.ico etc.) with the generated
installer. For project types which require a virtual directory, you will also need the following
files:

■ ApplicationPropertyEditor.exe

■ askForIP.ini

■ pageVirtDir.ini
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Building an installer outside of Workflow Designer
To build an installer outside of Workflow Designer

1 Create publishing installer.

Ensure that the "output files to build installer" option is set. If you did not change the
installer path it should be published in the separated folder (for example "setup" by default).

2 Create publishing directory.

3 Copy all files from the publishing installer folder ("setup") to the directory where you have
published project directory.

4 Edit NSI script to your specifications.

5 Run "makesetup.bat" to generate and start your installer.

Publishing a project as a DLL
You can publish a valid Decision-Only project as a DLL. One common use of this is to publish
Process Manager plugins as DLLs.

See “Creating Process Manager plugins” on page 186.
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To publish a Decision-Only project as a DLL

1 With your Decision-Only project open in Workflow Designer, click File > Publish Project
> Publish as DLL.

2 Define DLL name and location.

UncheckDelete Intermediate Files to keep the source files with the DLL. After publishing,
you will see these files with your published project in the specified directory. If you do not
want these files, leave Delete Intermediate Files checked.

Here you also can specify your Namespace, Class, and Interface, which should be
implemented by the class. Interface is optional. Leave it empty if you do not want the class
to implement any interface.

3 Click OK.

See “Creating Process Manager plugins” on page 186.

Using project DLL in code
To use a published project DLL file outside of Symantec Workflow, you need two DLLs:

■ LogicBase.Core.DllRuntime.dll

■ LogicBase.Framework.Loader.dll

If you want to use a project in code, you need to add a reference to the DLLs of the project.
In Visual Studio .NET you can do this in Solution Explorer:
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You also have to add a reference to the LogicBase.Framework.Loader.dll.

Here is a simple example of using Decision-Only project in code:

using System;

using System.Collections.Generic;

using System.Text;

namespace TestProjectDll

{

class Program

{

static void Main(string[] args)

{

MyProjects.MyProject prj = new MyProjects.MyProject();

Console.WriteLine("This is example of using published

Decision-Only project dll:");

string result = prj.Execute();

Console.WriteLine(result);

}

}

}
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Terms extended

This appendix includes the following topics:

■ Uses of the term "Workflow"

Uses of the term "Workflow"
The term "Workflow" is used in various ways throughout the SymantecWorkflow documentation.
These uses can be confusing at times. Refer to the following table for clarification on the
various uses.

DescriptionTerm

This name refers to the entire product. This name refers to all the parts that the
product houses, including Workflow Designer and Workflow Server.

Symantec Workflow

This name refers to the graphical design tool in SymantecWorkflow. This design
tool is used to build, modify, simulate, test, and publish workflow projects.

Workflow Designer

This name refers to the Server program of SymantecWorkflow.Workflow Server
usually runs on a designated server. Published workflow projects run on
Workflow Server. There may bemultiple servers in an environment (for example,
Production, Test/Development, Business Resumption, etc.).

Workflow Server
(software)

This name refers to the designated server on which Workflow Server (and
possibly Workflow Designer) runs.

Workflow server
(hardware)

This uncapitalized, loosely used term refers generically to any process or project
created in Workflow Designer. In popular usage, this term often drops the word
"project." Although this term does not have a rigid definition, it is used most
often of processes that have more than one functional step. For example, a
project with a single webformmay not qualify as a workflow. If a webform project
has several steps, however, it is a webform workflow.

workflow project
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DescriptionTerm

This name refers to a specific type of workflow project. Users can choose this
type of project when creating a new project. A Workflow type project involves
at least one step in the process that requires the process to stop and wait for
user or system input before resuming.

Workflow type project

This term may be used generically or specifically. Generically used
(uncapitalized), it refers to any component used in Workflow Designer.
Specifically used (capitalized), it refers to components that can be used only in
Workflow type projects.

Workflow component
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Workflow command line
utility - LBUtil

This appendix includes the following topics:

■ About Workflow command line utility - LBUtil

■ LBUtil Commands

About Workflow command line utility - LBUtil
LBUtil is the command line compiler/utility distributed with Symantec Workflow. It is most often
used to do command line validation, publishing, and manipulation of Symantec Workflow
projects. LBUtil.exe is located in C:\Program Files\Altiris\Workflow Designer\Designer\bin.

LBUtil Commands
When using the Command Line Utility, you must invoke it with parameters. Command Line
Utility has several uses, including validating, building, and publishing projects. Most Command
Line Utility actions require a project parameter.

DescriptionCommand

The version command takes no parameters.Version

Save machineID to file.

Genid filename.

Genid

Use sign command with the directory name where the project is
located.

Sign directoryname.

Sign
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DescriptionCommand

Allows dynamic loading of libraries. Uses the search path environment
variable to search for libraries to be loaded dynamically.

Repointlibstosearchpaths

Uses a user-specified path to locate libraries. Repoints libraries to
specified path.

Usage: -repointlibstospecifiedpaths <path>;<path>;<path>

Repointlibstospecifiedpaths

Updates libraries with libraries from search paths. This task does not
repoint original resource paths.

Refreshlibsfromsearchpaths

Updates libraries with libraries from specified path. This task does
not repoint original resource paths.

Usage: -refreshlibsfromspecifiedpaths <path>;<path>;<path>

Refreshlibsfromspecifiedpaths

Updates libraries with libraries from original resource paths. You may
want to do repoints before running this task.

Refreshlibsfromprojectpaths

Validate takes the project to validate as a parameter. It will process
this project and report any validity problems. Validate uses the output
mechanism of the command line utility.

If the -verbose parameter is sent in, it will also print off any details

If the -treatWarningMessagesAsFatal parameter is sent in, warning
validations will stop validation.

Validate

Use the build action as follows: -build to-location.

Build c:\temp\myProjectName.zip will create a publishable package.

Build c:\temp\myProjectName will create a fully expanded publishing
image.

Build myProjectName will create a publishing image in your default
publish directory.

Build

Use publish with one of the following parameters.

server://locationOnServer

group://locationOnGroup

file://locationLocally

for a list of groups try -publish listgroups

for a list of servers try -publish listservers

group://locationOnGroup

Publish

Updates version of project to same version as tool. generally want
to do this following a library refresh.

Updateversion
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Active Directory sync

profile

A grouping of components that are needed to start and maintain Workflow capture
and regular update of the selected Active Directory data. The sync profiles are used
to import the entire Active Directory domain or specific organizational units and
groups to the Process Manager database.

Active Directory sync

profile schedule

A schedule that is used to set up automatic updates and full synchronization between
the sync profiles and the Active Directory servers to which the profiles are connected.

Advanced Check Box

List

A component of Workflow Solution that is used to add a check box to a form that
has advanced functionality. This component is used when the users are expected
to answer a series of customized yes or no questions.

ASCII Merge Label A component of Workflow Solution that lets the user merge and display the
combination of regular text and multiple ASCII text variables.

ASDK (Altiris Software

Development Kit)

A set of application programming interfaces that access the functionality of NS
(Notification Server), site servers, and various NS solutions.

ASDK component

generator

A tool that creates components out of ASDK (Altiris Software Development Kit)
method calls.

AutoComplete Text Box A field in which the users can type a text with the autocomplete suggestions that
appear as they type.

Auto Exit PageOnTimer A component of Workflow Solution that exits a page on the basis of a user-defined
timeframe.

business time span An operating variable that the Workflow Solution uses to define the working days
and hours of an organization.

Business Time Span

Editor

A component of Workflow Solution that is used to define global working days and
hours of an organization.

Check Box A component of Workflow Solution that is used to add a check box to a form.

Check Box List A component of Workflow Solution that is used to add a list of Check Boxes to a
form.

component A piece of functionality that is contained in a graphical representation in Workflow
Designer.

component generator A tool that is used to create customized components with specific functionality.
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component model

variable name

A property of the Dynamic Linked Model component that tells the component which
secondary model it represents.

component toolbox An element of Workflow Solution that contains all of the components that are
available for use in a particular project.

Credentials Manager A component that allows to add, edit, or remove credentials for the Symantec
Management Platform and solutions.

Critical Errors model A default model in all Workflow projects. This model handles all the unhandled
exceptions for a project. If there is no error handling in the project, the Critical Errors
model handles all of the errors.

custom events A custom JavaScript that can be implemented either on individual form components
(such as a text box) or on the form itself.

Custom Workflow

Interaction generator

A tool that is used to create a Workflow component with multiple output paths.

data hierarchy A multi-level data classification system.

data mapping A process of copying the value of one variable into another variable.

data mapping

assignment

A process of configuring a data mapping definition to use an alternate source for
input data.

data mapping

conversion

A process of converting the data mapping definitions and setting the definitions to
use the new source data.

Date Picker A component of Workflow Solution that allows users to pick a date from a calendar
pop-up that appears when they click a drop-down list.

Date Time Picker A component of Workflow Solution that allows the users to pick a date and time
from a calendar that appears when they click a drop-down list and time

Decision Only project

type

An element that is used for the projects that require all of the logic capabilities of
Workflow, but no user input.

Deployment Server A site server that is installed with the Deployment Plug-in and lets the user execute
deployment-related tasks.

deployment type The way in which a Workflow application can be installed.

designer configuration A type of configuration when only Workflow Server and Workflow Designer are
installed on a development computer.

design-time A period in the lifecycle of a workflow project when the project is built and tested.

Dialog Workflow

component

A component of Workflow Solution that creates and assigns tasks.

document manager A component of Workflow Solution that contains a document repository and allows
managing files.
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DTD generator A component of Workflow Solution that creates read and write components based
on a user-specified document type definition file (.DTD).

Dynamic Button A component of Workflow Solution that displays a drop-down menu.

Dynamic Linked Model

component

A component of Workflow Solution that can represent any secondary model in the
project tree structure.

Dynamic Update panel A component of Workflow Solution that is used to create a section in a form that
refreshes the components that it contains without the necessity to exit the form.

Embedded Model

component

A component of Workflow Solution that points to a model in a project tree structure.

Embedded Rule Model

component

A component of Workflow Solution that functions similarly to the Embedded Model
component, but with multiple outcome paths.

escalation A process that raises the urgency and visibility of the necessary user input as a
workflow nears the timeout.

Excel generator A component of Workflow Solution that generates the read and write components
on the basis of a user-specified Excel spreadsheet file.

exchange A message handler that a Workflow-type process sends and receives through the
SymQ.

exchange configuration A group of message handlers that are based on accessibility. Components of
Workflow Solution.

filter generator A tool that creates a data set that can be used to build Process Manager reports.
A component of Workflow Solution.

fixed-length generator A tool that creates data types and read and write components based on a specific
fixed-length file. A component of Workflow Solution.

form component The control that is used to design forms with such tools as Form Builder or
Terminating Form Builder. A component of Workflow Solution.

form template A standard for the form layout and style. A component of Workflow Solution.

form theme A style for the form that includes background, control, and text formatting. A
component of Workflow Solution.

Forms (Web) Project

Type

A type of Workflow project that is used when the user interaction is needed
immediately.

global data tab An element of Workflow Solution that contains the data that is available everywhere
in the project.

image map A component of Workflow Solution that is used to display an image with hotspots,
i.e. the areas on the image that a user can click.
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input data mapping A process of copying the value of the process variable into its corresponding data
variable.

input file A component of Workflow Solution that lets the user upload the files.

item Any object that belongs to CMDB (Configuration Management Database), such as
a policy, a folder, or a computer that can be managed. Each item has a name,
description, GUID, and attributes, and can be cloned, imported, exported, presented,
and secured. Items can be linked with references or named relations between them.

License StatusManager A component of Workflow Solution that is used to view licensing information about
Workflow and Workflow-related applications. This component is also used to test
a license to verify that it works properly.

List Box component A component of Workflow Solution that lets the user select one or more items from
a fully visible list.

load balancing A process of configuring Workflow so that the workload is distributed between
several server computers.

Log Viewer A tool that lets the user monitor several locations of logs for different components.

Mask Edit Text Box A component of Workflow Solution that is used to create a customized text box for
the users to fill.

Messaging Console A client tool for Workflow Solution that is used to connect to Workflow Exchange
through a command line interface.

MonitoringProject Type A type of Workflow project that is used when the logic capabilities of Workflow are
needed without user interaction, and the project must run on a schedule.

Multiline Text Box An element of Workflow Solution that lets the user enter the text that is more than
one line long.

Multiple generator

container

A component of Workflow Solution that puts the components that other generators
create into a single DLL file.

Multiple ValueMapping

component

A component of Workflow Solution that is used to map the array values into other
array values using the full data mapping editor.

Multi-State Image A component of Workflow Solution that is used to display multiple images based
on the customized rules.

Not Logged-In Users

settings

The settings in the Process Manager that control how the users who are not logged
on to the Process Manager site are handled when they visit.

Numeric Text Box A component of Workflow Solution that lets the user enter only a numeric value
into the text box.

organizational group A set of resources that are grouped by common properties or similar features for
management and security purposes.
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ORM (object-relational

mapping) data type

The data type that is mapped to the data in the database. A component of Workflow
Solution.

output data mapping A process of copying the value of a variable into its corresponding process variable.
Mapping output data is done in the Link Model component editor and in the End
components inside the Linked Model.

Page Refresh Check A component of Workflow Solution that is used to refresh a form based on the
configurable rules.

Process Manager A web-based interface that provides access to any Workflow-based processes,
including the ServiceDesk application (if installed).

Process Manager

database

A component of Workflow Solution that stores the Process Manager details such
as groups, users and permissions, and permanent Workflow data.

Process Type Action

page

A page in the Process Manager on which the user can create new process types,
edit and delete existing process types, and add actions to these process types.

Process View page A page in the Process Manager that displays the status of the running workflow if
the project is configured to display status data.

Profile Reference Type

page

A page in the Process Manager on which the user can edit the existing profile
reference types and add the new ones.

project deployment A process of publishing a project to a local server or to a remote server, or generating
an installer file for deployment.

project model A container of process logic in a project. When a new project is opened in aWorkflow
Designer, two models are created automatically: the primary model and the Critical
Errors model.

project property The value that can be used in a Workflow project.

project publication A process of moving the project from theWorkflow Designer to theWorkflow Server
either using the publishing wizard or manually.

project start type A way in which a process in a Workflow project is invoked.

project workspace The main section on Workflow Designer page. The workspace is used to add and
configure the components of a workflow project.

publishing format An option for publishing a Workflow project: as a compressed file, a directory, a
server, or as an installer.

Query/Script generator

wizard

A tool that generates the components that submit and process the user-specified
SQL against a user-specified database.

Radio Button List A component of Workflow Solution that is used to select one item out of a list of
items that are displayed as radio buttons.

report component A SQL query that retrieves and stores structured data in a collection within a
workflow.
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Report generator A component of Workflow Solution that gathers all of the reports that are available
in the Symantec Management Console and creates a component for each report.

Resource generator An element of Workflow Solution that gathers all of the resources that are available
on the Symantec Management Console, and can generate components to manager
these resources.

run-time A period in the lifecycle of a workflow project when the project is running in a
production environment.

Server Extensions

Configurator

A client tool for Workflow Solution that is used to define the properties for aWorkflow
Server.

Service Catalog failover A customized list of servers that provide failover support for each of the Service
Catalog processes.

Single Value Mapping

component

An element of Workflow Solution that is used to map single values into other single
values.

Smart task A component of ServiceDesk or any other customWorkflow application. Smart task
is an action that is connected to an incident. It is created to allow users to redirect
to another URL.

Start and End

components

Elements of Workflow Solution that begin and end workflow projects.

storage preferences The settings of the specific parameters of the data that are used within a Workflow
project.

stored procedure caller

generator

A component of Workflow Solution that is used to create the components that run
a user-specified stored procedure against a user-specified database.

SymQ A messaging server that the Workflow Solution uses to handle the exchange of
messages between products.

SymQ Configuration

page

A page in the Workflow Explorer that is used to view and configure SymQ
exchanges.

table generator An element of Workflow Solution that generates table-related components from a
user-specified table in a user-specified database.

task An action that is performed on a client computer or a group of client computers.
Server tasks are run on Notification Server. Client tasks are run on managed
computers.

Task generator An element of Workflow Solution that gathers ASDK (Altiris Software Development
Kit) tasks on the Symantec Management Console.

task integration The process of setting up a workflow process to communicate with a task handling
system, such as Process Manager.
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Task Tray Tool A client tool for Workflow Solution that runs in the task tray and provides quick
access to shortcuts and settings of a registered Workflow Server.

template component

model

A type of configuration when all of the components of Workflow are installed on a
single server.

ThisFormData A type of variable that is used to configure the processes that are based on data
variables specific to the form that they edit, such as a Text Box.

timeout An element of Workflow Solution that redirects, restarts, or closes a workflow if it
has not received any necessary user input by the defined deadline.

user relationship type A specific configurable connection between users, groups, permissions, or
organizational units.

user-defined type

generator

An element of Workflow Solution that is used to create the user-defined types for
the Workflow projects.

user-defined type with

database mapping

generator

An element of Workflow Solution that is used to create the user-defined
object-relational mapping data types for the Workflow projects.

WebApplication project

type

A feature of Workflow Solution that lets the user employ multiple models in the
same project.

Web service A tool that is used to design, test, and publish workflow projects. It contains the
Workflow components that can be arranged into processes.

Web Service Caller

generator

A process development framework that is used to create the processes that are
based on the existing Web services. The generator provides the components to
populate the variables that are required for the Web service to operate.

workflow A process that is created in Workflow Designer.

Workflow Process

Manager

A web portal that lets the user manage various parts of a workflow process such
as tasks, documents, data, etc.

Workflow component A graphical representation of a single function in a workflow. The components can
be used to create a workflow process.

Workflow Designer AGUI-based development tool that is used to designWorkflow processes. Workflow
Designer contains the components that can be configured to build a business
process and publish it to a Workflow Server.

Workflow Enterprise

Management page

A page in the Symantec Management Console on which the user can manage
Workflow environments, servers, and processes.

Workflow environment A logical grouping of the Workflow Server computers that is registered on the
Enterprise Management page in the Symantec Management Console.

Workflow Explorer The primary client tool of Workflow Solution that includes several client tools, such
as the Log Viewer, the critical error Viewer, and the Credentials Manager.
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Workflow Manager A tool that is used to manage the existing workflow projects, create new projects,
and configure and manage specific settings, such as tool preferences and server
information.

Workflow Repository A central location on the Symantec Management Platform that is used to store,
access, create, and view versions of the workflow project and component libraries.

workflow resource A physical object that the system can manage. A resource can be a computer, a
device, a person, printers, routers, contracts, software packages, etc. A resource
is composed out of resource type, data classes, and associations.

workflow rule A type of Event Console rule that lets the user forward the received alerts into a
deployed workflow.

Workflow Server A web server that runs and manages published workflows as Internet services in
IIS. Workflow Server is any computer that serves as publishing destinations for the
Workflow projects. A project can also be published without moving it to a Workflow
Server.

XML Schema generator A component of Workflow Solution that creates read and write components based
on the user-specified XML files.
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